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February 23, 2000
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

IMPLEMENTATION PLANS FOR THE MERGED DOWNTOWN
SACRAMENTO AND RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS.
I

LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT:

Merged Downtown Sacramento and
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project
Areas, Districts 1, 2, and 3

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento (Agency) hold a
public hearing on the proposed Implementation Plans for the Merged Downtown Sacramento and
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Projects. Staff further recommends that the Agency adopt
the Five-Year Implementation Plans for the Project Areas.
CONTACT PERSONS:
Paul Blumberg, Sr. Management Analyst (Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan), 264-7204
Traci Michel, Sr. Management Analyst (Merged Downtown Redevelopment Plan), 264-8645
Wendy Saunders, Downtown Development Manager, 264-8196
FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF:

February 29, 2000

SUMMARY:
In 1994, Assembly Bill 1290 became effective, which revised the California Community
Redevelopment Law (CRL) requiring that redevelopment agencies adopt a five-year
implementation plan for each project area on or before December 31, 1994. On November 22,
1994, and December 13, 1994, the Agency approved the first Five-year Implementation Plans for
the Richards Boulevard and Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Projects,
respectively. The term for those plans has expired. This report recommends holding a public
hearing on, and the adoption of, the second Five-year Implementation Plans for the Merged
Downtown Sacramento and Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Projects.
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BACKGROUND:
The initial implementation plans for the Richards Boulevard and Merged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Projects were adopted on November 22, 1994, and December 13, 1994,
respectively, after the Agency held a public hearing on each plan. Assembly Bill 1290 requires
that subsequent plans must be prepared and adopted every five years. During the intervening
third year of an implementation plan's five-year duration, a hearing must be held on the
redevelopment plan and the current implementation plan to review progress onplar I
developments.

The purpose of the implementation plans are to provide a clear and reasonable statement of the
Agency's current intent regarding activities in the project.area and to establish a nexus between
Agency goals and objectives, program activities, and the purpose of redevelopment, which is to
eliminate blight and to develop, preserve, and rehabilitate affordable housing. The
implementation plans are program statements and have been prepared to set priorities for
redevelopment activities within the project areas for the five-year period covered by the plans,
and incorporate currently known financial constraints in developing the programs of activities to
accomplish essential near-term revitalization efforts. However, new issues and opportunities
may be encountered during the course of administering the redevelopment plans for the project
areas during the five-year period. Therefore, the implementation plans may be amended if
necessary, to effectuate the plans' purpose.

The implementation plans must include the following information:
•

An identification of the specific goals and objectives for the project area;

•

An identification of the specific proposed projects and anticipated expenditures to occur in
the next five years;

•

An explanation of how the goals and objectives as well as the proposed project/expenditures
will eliminate blight;

•

An explanation of how the goals and objectives as well as the proposed projects/ expenditures
will implement the CRL's low- and moderate-income housing provision, includ~ing:.
-

An annual housing program which provides a basis for measuring performan'ce;

-

The amount available in the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund and the estimated
amounts which will de deposited in the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund during
each of the next five years;
I
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A housing program with estimates of the number of new, rehabilitated, or price-restricted
residential units. to be developed or purchased, both over the life of the plan and during
the next 10 years;
Estimates of the number of units of very low-, low-, and moderate-income housing units
required to be developed'in order to meet the following affordable housing requirements:
1) at least 15 percent of new and substantially rehabilitated units constructed by private
developers within the redevelopment project area must be available at affordable housing
costs to persons of low- or moderate income, and not less than 40 percent of ithose
dwelling units available at affordable housing costs to very low-income, households; or 2)
at least 30 percent of new and substantially rehabilitated units developed by 1 he Agency
be available at affordable housing costs to persons of low- or moderate-income, and not
less than 50 percent of those dwelling units available at affordable housing costs to very
low-income households, as well as the number of units already constructed to meet those
requirements; and
-

If the proposed projects will cause the destruction of low- and moderate-income housing
units, proposed locations suitable for replacement housing units.

Process
Redevelopment investments and partnerships in Downtown have been guided in the past five
years by two documents: one is The Five-Point Strategy, and the other is the Five-Year
Implementation Plan for the Merged Downtown Sacj:amento Redevelopment Project Area.
Redevelopment efforts in the Richards Boulevard area have been established in the Richards
Boulevard Area Plan, Railyards Specific Plan, and combined infrastructure Facility Element.
The previous Richards Boulevard Five-Year Implementation Plan also identified how specific
implementation activities would contribute to the goals and objectives of the redevelopment plan
for the 1,365-acre area.
While these documents have been the result of separate efforts in the past, the Economic Development
and Regional Enterprise Agency decided to combine them, creating one comprehensive, user-friendly
"Strategy" package that will guide redevelopment activity over the next five years, communicate
implementation activities that proactively support projects and programs consistent with existing
policies, and meet all of the legal requirements associated with blight removal and tax increment
expenditu'res.
For the Merged Downtown Strategy Update, the Economic Development and Regional
Enterprise Agency invited other City departments and stakeholder organizations to collaborate
on the update process, which has taken place over the past eight months. The Downtown
.
Strategy Update occurred in the following three-step process:
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Step 1. Opportunities and Issues -- Included developing a list of opportunities and issues
that require special study.
Step 2. Five-Point Strategy - Included outlining an overarching strategic framework and
series of projects, actions and budgets.
.
Step 3. Planning and Communication Documents - Included focusing on development
of the planning documents. This includes a strategy report, PowerPoint show, Five-Year
Implementation Plan update, and web site updates.
The Richards Boulevard Strategy Update has involved a similar iterative process, and discussion of the
large numbers of new policies established for the area in the early-mid 1990's. The Implementation Plan
was developed through many meetings with the Capitol Station District Board, staff, and general
membership. Many of the controversial policy objectives were reviewed by the community, such as
creation of new housing in the area, and historic preservation, and found to be realistic five-year goals.
However, while market conditions may support proposed initiatives, such as adaptive reuse of historic
buildings and establishment of market rate residential projects, the area's lack of infrastructure represents
a significant constraint. The absence of available tax increment funds means that the area is dependent
on other federal; state, and local funding sources to construct needed improvements. The Richards
Boulevard Area represents a major opportunity to establish new land uses, comniunity facilities, and
regional recreation destinations. These initiatives will only succeed with an aggressive public investment
strategy.
On January 25, 2000, staff presented. to the City Council the 2005 Draft Redevelopment Strategy
Executive Summary Reports for both the Merged Downtown Sacramento and Richards
Boulevard Redevelopment Projects. Based on input received at that Council meeting, revised
documents for the Merged Downtown and Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Projects are
included as Exhibits A and D, respectively. Also attached for your review are the other two
components to each area's planning documents: the Implementation Plans and the Action and
Monitoring Plans.
The Implementation Plans are composed of two separate components, a Redevelopment
Component and a Housing Component. The Redevelopment Component revisits the goals and
objectives of the Redevelopment Plan, defines the Agency's. strategy to achieve these goals and
objectives; presents the projects, programs and expenditures that have been developed as a means
to attain the goals and objectives; and describes how the goals and objectives, projects, programs,
and expenditures will eliminate blight within the Project Area.
The Housing Component shows how the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives for housing
preservation and production will be implemented and how the statutory requirements for the setaside and expenditure of tax increment for housing purposes will be met.
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Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project Implementation Plan ri
The five-year Redevelopment Component of the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment
Project Implementation Plan (Exhibit B) includes a comprehensive strategy to achieve plan goals
and objectives. The strategy includes the following categories of programs, projeits, and
expenditures:

1. A developer assistance program to promote major development on key opportunity sites;
2. A commercial revitalization program to help recruit and retain retail businesses in the
commercial core of downtown; and
3. A public improvements and streetscape program to improve the aesthetic environment of
downtown. A major emphasis will be constructing public improvements alongI the
Sacramento River waterfront in addition to improving key pedestrian and transit linkages in
the K Street Mall area.
Specific programs mentioned in the Housing Component of the Merged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Project Implementation Plan include:
•

Public and Transitional Housing Subsidies. The Agency utilizes tax increment from the
Merged Project to fund gaps between operational costs and tenant contributions for various
tenant-based public housing and transitional housing programs that assist over 1,400 persons
of very low- and low-income annually. The expPnditure of tax increment for such assistance
has been found to be of benefit to the Merged Project, since the funding provides housing for
low-income families either in the Merged Project or adjacent to the Merged Project.

•

New Housing Development. In response to the 1998 Notice of Funding Availablie (NOFA), the
Agency received four proposals to construct'328 residential units totaling $11.43 million in Agency
loan requests. The proposals consist of the following:
CADA Warehouse, 11th and R streets. This ownership project includes 87 live/work
and loft units through new construction and adaptive reuse of an existing historic
warehouse. Of the 87 units, 12 units will be available for low-income households and 21
units for moderate-income households. Approximately 3,200 square feet of restaurant
space was also proposed at the corner of 1 lth and R streets.
Capitol. Terrace, 21st and L streets. Proposes new construction of 65 units including
studio, one- and two-bedroom rental units in a five-story building with ground floor retail
and parking. Of the 65 units, 52 will be made available for very low-income households.
Approximately 3,300 square feet of retail space will be provided on L Street.
-

18th and L streets. Proposes new construction of 176-unit four-story rental'i project
including 152 studio, one- and two-bedroom units and penthouse units on the north side
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of L Street and 27 units of live/work townhouse on the south side of L Street. Of the 176
units, 18 units will be made available for low-income households and 33 units for
moderate-income households. Project includes subterranean parking and approximately
9,600 square feet of ground floor retail space on L Street.
An additional 159 units in the downtown area financed with housing set-aside funds, which
will be completed in 2000, are as follows:
-

Johnson Development, 4"' and T Streets: 6 units, 3 single-family homes and 3 granny flats
Keystone Development, 6"' and S Streets: 5 ownership homes
Fremont Building, 16`h and 0 Streets: 69 apartments
Capitol Park Townhomes: 64 single-family homes
10"' and T Streets: 15 condominiums

Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Implementation Plan (Exhibit E)
The five-year Redevelopment Component for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project
Implementation Plan includes a comprehensive strategy to achieve plan goals and objectives.
The strategy includes, but is not limited to, the following programs, projects, and expenditures:
1. Constructing transit and rail facilities which will reinforce downtown as a regional
transportation hub;
2. Constructing public improvements to underserved and unserved parcels (i.e., streets, curbs,
gutter, sidewalks, freeway access, sewer expansion, etc.);
3. Constructing interim sewer improvements which will service both new development in the
Railyards, as well as accommodate increased runoff in downtown and Richards Boulevard;
4. Assisting in facilitating acquisition of property and public street closures to facilitate the
retention of Blue Diamond Growers; and
5. Promoting the preservation and adaptive reuse of historically significant structures, such as
the UP Railyards Central Shops, the Historic Rail Depot and REA Express Building, and the
Jibboom Street PG&E Building.

Specific initiatives mentioned in the Housing Component of the Implementation Plan are
estimated to affect the new construction or rehabilitation of 1,330 units over the next five years
and include:
Assistance with development of catalyst market-rate housing units along the American River,
par ticularly as part of the redevelopment of the 52-acre Lodi Mission Patners (former Sierra
Cannery site);
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•

Assistance with development of initial housing. projects anticipated to occur on the Union
Pacific Railyards site; and

•

Rehabilitation of the estimated 30 single-family homes located within the Basler Dreher
neighborhood.

While the ultimate relocation of substandard residential units along Bannon/North B Street, and
the relocation of Union Gospel Mission were included as goals of the redevelopment plan, there
is no plan to undertake that relocation within the next five years. Thus, the Housing Coiiiponent
concludes that production of replacement units will not be required as part of this
Implementation Plan.
Action and Monitoring Plans
The Action and Monitoring Plans support the Executive Summaries and Implementation Plans
for the Merged Downtown and Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Strategies and are included
as Exhibits C and F respectively.
They are updateable, administrative tools for tracking public and private investment success. The
Action and Monitoring Plans include:
-

A comprehensive set of programs, projects and actions for seven areas in the Downtown;

-

Identifying the role of the City and their development partners;

-

Describing the scope of priority projects;

-'

Outlining the timing and schedule for projects and programs; and

-

Annual updates to support decision making and management activities for Downtown.

Implementation Plan Adoption Schedule
Community input was an important part of the strategy development. In addition to inviting
Downtown stakeholders to participate in the Strategy Update process, presentations of The FiveYear Redevelopment Strategies for the Merged Downtown Sacramento and Richards Boulevard
Redevelopment Project Areas were made to a variety of organizations, including:
•

Neighborhood Alliance Group;

•
•

Downtown Sacramento Partnership;
Capitol Station District;

•
•
•
•

Old Sacramento Management Board;
Capital Area Committee;
Area 1 Neighborhood; and
City of Sacramento Planning Commission.
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is anticipated that the approval of this item will have no immediate financial impact upon the
Agency. Financial considerations for specific projects will be dealt with on a proj Ict-by-project
basis.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The actions proposed in the staff report are consistent with the redevelopment goals and
objectives of the Merged Downtown Sacramento and Richards Boulevard Redevelopment
Projects and no new policies are being recommended.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
California Health. and Safety Code Section 33490 (B) provides that "the adoption of an
implementation plan shall not constitute a project within the meaning of Section 21000 (CEQA) .
of the Public Resources Code." NEPA does not apply.
ESBD CONSIDERATIONS

ESBD considerations are not required with this action.

Respectfully submitted,

APPROVED:

Wendy S.
Downto

Andrew . Plesc
Economi Deve

unders
evelop
ment Manager

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

APPROVED:

^r ROBERT ly THOMAS
v,
City Manager
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RESOLUTION NO .
ADOPTED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SACRA

ON DATE OF

IMPLEMENTATION PLANS FOR THE
MERGED DOWNTOWN SACRAMENTO AND
RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREAS

WHEREAS, the Amended Redevelopment Plan for the Merged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Project Area was prepared by the Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Sacramento ("Agency") and approved and adopted on June 17, 1986, by Ordinance Nos. 86-063,
-064, -065, -066, and -067 of the City Council of the City of Sacramento and subseiquently
amended;
WHEREAS, the Redevelopment Plan for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project was
prepared by the Agency and approved and adopted on July 17, 1990, by Ordinance No. 90-037
of the City council;
WHEREAS, Article 16.5 (Section 33490) of the California Redevelopment Law (Health and
Safety Code Section 33000 et seq.) ("CRL") provides that a redevelopment agency that has one
or more redevelopment plans that were adopted prior to December 31, 1993, shall prepare and
adopt, after a public hearing, an implementation plan containing the specific goals and objectives
of the agency for each project area, the specific programs, including potential projects, and the
estimated expenditures proposed to be made during the next five years, and an explanation of
how the goals and objectives, programs and expenditures will eliminate blight within the project
area and implement the low-and moderate-income housing requirements of the CRL;
WHEREAS, the CRL also states that subsequent plans must be prepared and adopt ed d every five
years;
WHEREAS, the Implementation Plan for the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment
Project was approved by the Redevelopment Agency on December 13, 1994;
WHEREAS, the Implementation Plan for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project was
approved by the Redevelopment Agency on November 22, 1994;

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO.:
I

DATE ADOPTED:

WHEREAS, the Agency on February 29, 2000, held a duly noticed public hearing on the
Implementation Plans at which time all persons desiring to comment on or ask questions
concerning one or more of the chapters of the Implementation Plans were given the opportunity
to do so; and
WHEREAS, the Agency has reviewed and considered all written and oral comments, questions
and concerns regarding the Implementation Plans received by the Agency prior to and at the
Agency's public hearing.
I
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF
SACRAMENTO:
Section 1: The Implementation Plans, copies of which are on file with the City Clerk's Office,
are hereby approved and adopted as the Agency's Implementation Plans for the Merged
Downtown Sacramento and Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Projects, and each separate
implementation plan shall remain in effect until replaced by a new or amended implementation
plan adopted by the Agency pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Section 33490.
Section 2: This approval and adoption of the Implementation Plans does not constitute an
approval of any specific program, project or expenditure, and does not supersede tlie need to
obtain any required approval of a specific program, project or expenditure from the Agency.

CHAIR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
ORDINANCE NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO

ON DATE OF

^

IMPLEMENTATION PLANS FOR THE MERGED DO^^WNTOWN SACRAMENTO
AND RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT ARI AS
^
WHEREAS, the Amended Redevelopment Plan for the"lVlerged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Project Area was prepared by the Redevelopment Agency of the City of
Sacramento ("Agency") and approved and adopted on June 17, 1986, by Ordinance Nos. 86-063,
-064, -065, -066, and -067 of the City Council of the City of Sacramento and subsequently
amended;
WHEREAS, the Redevelopment Plan for the
Boulevard Redevelopment Project was
prepared by the Agency and approved and adopted on July 17, 1990, by Ordinance No. 90-037
of the City council;
WHEREAS, Article 16.5 (Section 3 31,00) of the California Redevelopment Law (Health and
Safety Code Section 33000 et seq.) CRL") provides that a redevelopment agency that has one
or more redevelopment plans that were adopted prior to December 31, 1993, shall prepare and
adopt, after a public hearing, an iplementation plan containing the specific goals and objectives
of the agency for each project a a, the specific programs, including potential projects, and the
estimated expenditures propos d to be made during the next five years, and an explanation of
how the goals and objectivesi programs and expenditures will eliminate blight within the project
area and implement the lovy-and moderate-income housing requirements of the CRL;
WHEREAS, the CRL aSO states that subsequent plans must be prepared and adopted every five
years;
WHEREAS, the Irrffilementation Plan for the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redeuelopment
Project was appro,^ed by the Redevelopment Agency on December 13, 1994;
WHEREAS, t e Implementation Plan for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project was
approved by he Redevelopment Agency on November 22, 1994;

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO.:
I

DATE ADOPTED:

WHEREAS, the Agency on February 29, 2000, held a duly noticed public hearing o^the
Implementation Plans at which time all persons desiring to comment on or ask qu^estions
concerning one or more of the chapters of the Implementation Plans were given ^he opportunity
to do so; and
WHEREAS, the Agency has reviewed and considered all written and oral commerits, questions
and concerns regarding the Implementation Plans received by the Agency/prior to and at the
Agency's public hearing.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF THE CITY OF
SACRAMENTO:
Section 1: The Implementation Plans, copies of which are on f le with the City Cle ik's Office,
are hereby approved and adopted as the Agency's Implementation Plans for the Merged
Downtown Sacramento and Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Projects, and each separate
.implementation plan shall remain in effect until replaced tiy a new or amended implementation
plan adopted by the Agency pursuant to California Health and Safety Code Section^ 33490.
e^
Section 2: This approval and adoption of the Implemontation Plans does not constitute an
approval of any specific program, project or expenditure, and does not supersede tlie need to
obtain any required approval of a specific prograzri, project or expenditure from the Agency.
^

;:.

CHAIR
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ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NOi.:
DATE ADOPTED:

(0

p~o~ c NtPl~i'U~ c~nor.i Pr,A%r~► .
units constructed or substantially rehabilitated in the Project Area since the 1986 Merger is
identified, estimates of the number of housing units to be constructed, substantially rehabilitated
and price-restricted over the next five years and the duration of the Redevelopment Plan are
provided, and, based upon the identified and estimated units, the number of affordable housing
units that are needed to comply or are anticipated to exceed the requirements of Section 33413(b)
of the CRL are projected (Table 1). Additionally, Table 2 includes information on past and
future housing production assisted with Merged Project tax increment set-aside funds since 1968.
1.

F1DbITlOtJAt,
1.R'~Lt~k~l✓

Total Production Estimates

In response to the NOFA process, as well as other separate housing projects, the Agency
estimates that 773 units will be constructed or substantially rehabilitated in the downtown
Sacramento area over the next five years. Of that amount, 286 units are located within the Project
Area boundaries. An additional 220 units may be developed over the remaining lifc of the plan.
The number of units developed during each of the next five years has not been determined
because projects have not been identified that will with certainty, close in any particular year.
Housing production estimates must be monitored regularly since conditions, resources, and the
needs of the Project Area may change over time.
2.

ADR Target

The Agency does not anticipate being directly responsible for the development of
housing in its ju ri sdiction over the next ten years.
3.

IHR Target

New construction of approximately 120 units has been projected for the
Ca1PERS residential development on R Street between 3` d and 7`b Streets. The environmental an d
entitlement processes have not begun, nor has financial feasibili ty been established. The
demolition and rebuilding of the west side of the Capitol Towers project (0 to P Streets, 5 " to 6 t '
Streets), which includes approximately 286 housing units, has been proposed formally by
application to the City and Agency for financial participation. However, as of the writing of this
plan, the developer had not decided to proceed with the project. If either the proposed
developments proceed, they would be mixed-income housing.

In addition to tax increment funds, the Agency uses federal Home Investment Partnership'
(HOME) an d local Housing Trust Funds to subsidize new const ruction and substantial
rehabilitation projects for ve ry low-income and low-income households. B.

Plan Administration and Monitoring
1.

General

This section describes how ADR and IHR production goals will be established
and compliance determined. The following general rules apply:
a.

Information on total units required and produced in each category will be compiled
annually.
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RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA

HOUSING PRODUCTION 1994-1999
Goal

Actual

New Construction
Social Service Complex
Aid in Kind beds (<30 day stay)
Non Aid in Kind Beds (<30 day stay)
Emergency Mat Beds (<30 day stay)
Francis Quinn Cottages (>30 day stay)

Detox (<30 day stay)
Detox (>30 day stav)
TOTAL

114
178
60

114
178
60

60

60

80
40
532

80
40
532

218

218

750

750

Rehabilitation
Dos Rios Housing Complex
(>30 day stay)

Total

Certain requirements (Section 33334.12) apply for timely expenditure or encumbrance of money in thl Low-and ModerateIncome Housing Fund. Monies held in the Housing Fund that exceed specified maximum balances are referred to in the
applicable statues as "excess surplus". Excess surplus means any unexpended and unencumbered amount in a project's Low-and
Moderate-Income Housing Fund that exceeds the greater of one million dollars ($1,000,000) or the aggregate amount deposited
into the Low- and Moderate Income Housing Fund during the project's preceding four fiscal years. The first fiscal year to be
included in this computation is the 1989-90 fiscal year, and the first date on which an excess surplus may exist is July 1, 1994.
1
Within the next five years, it is anticipated that $715,000 in housing set aside funds will be generated n the Project Area. These
set aside funds are anticipated to be dedicated to the debt service on the 1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond, and that
portion of the bond proceeds that has been deposited in the Low/Mod fund. The Agency will have the approximately $1.243
million to assist with development of low and moderate housing units. Other than the current bond revenues, it is not
anticipated that excess low-and moderate-income housing set-aside funds will be deposited into the fund.
In December 1999, the Agency issued the first bond of Richards Boulevard Area tax increment for a total of $5,243,627, of
which $1,243,000 has been deposited into the Low- and Moderate-Housing Fund. This $1.243 million has been deposited into
the Low/Mod Housing Fund, and must be expended within the next five-year period. CRL Section 33490 (A) (2) (ii)
requires that the Implementation Plan describe the annual expenditure of Low/Mod Housing Funds for each of the five
years of the Implementation Plan. However, the annual expenditure of funds from the Low and Moderate Income
Housing Fund during each of the next five years has not been determined because projects have not been identified that
will with certainty, close in any particular year. As noted earlier in Redevelopment Component of the Implementation
Plan, redevelopment of the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Area has not occurred within tl^e timeframe envisioned
in the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan, or Railyards Specific Plan. The conditions necessary for housing, such as
the development of basic infrastructure to support residential neighborhoods, is not yet in place. However, as new,
rehabilitated and price restricted projects are identified, the agency will utilize a'4- neponfWa9iMshare of these funds to
assist in residential development for low and moderate income families and endeavor to expend 1 00 percent of the funds

as soon as possible.

C. Proportional Expenditure of Housing Fund Monies
The Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area is subject to the CRL mandate that the Agency have a policy of
expending monies in. the Housing Fund in proportion to the unmet need for housing for persons and families of low- and
20
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very low-income. The Agency intends to spend its Housing Funds on housing for persons of low-land very low-income,
depending on housing opportunities, market conditions and other restricting factors. The Agency will monitor its
expenditures of Housing Fund money in order to comply with the requirements of Section 33334.14 over the life of the
Project Area.
Prior expenditures from the Housing Fund have been primarily utilized to assist with the rehabilitation bf the Dos Rios Housing
Complex, acquire land for construction of a social service complex, and construct the 60 Francis Quinn' cottage housing units.
All three projects serve very low income persons.

IV.

PROJECTION OF FINANCING OF HOUSING ACTIVITIES AND OBLIGATIONS

This Section of the Housing Component of the Implementation Plan focuses on the use of Housing Fund monies over the next
five years. The Housing Program for the next five years should, however, be placed in the context of tlie overall Housing
Program for the Richards Boulevard Project Area, which is expected to take place well beyond the remaining 25 year life of this
redevelopment plan.
As previously discussed in the Redevelopment Component, the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Prbject encompasses two
distinct planning areas: the Union Pacific Railyards and the Richards Boulevard Area. Each of these geographical areas is
scheduled for major urban transformation as identified in a number of previously prepared studies and plans. The vision for the
both the Railyards and the Richards Area is to encourage significant infill development within this largely underutilized area
adjacent to Downtown as an alternative to the more decentralized and land -consumptive patterns of growth occurring in outlying
areas. Plans for both areas envision a mixed-use district that reinforces downtown Sacramento as the region's major focal point.

Of significant importance is the opportunity for development of new and rehabilitated housing to reinforce the Downtown as a
place to.live as well as work. Within the Railyard area, a portion of the developable land is envisioned for the creation of a new
residential community of approximately 2,800 dwelling units which likely be constructed beyond the time period of the
redevelopment plan (contained in the adopted Railyards Specific Plan dated December, 1994). The Railyards Specific Plan
contains specific targets for the creation of affordable housing, and specific linkages and thresholds for, the creation of affordable
housing is contained in the zoning ordinance and tentative map for the area. Therefore, this Housing Component envisions
development of some affordable units on the Railyards site.
The Richards Boulevard Area currently includes approximately 350 units of permanent housing and approximately 472
transitional housing beds. 97% of these units are classified as low or very-low income. Within the Richards Boulevard area,
the land area north of Richards Boulevard and along the American River is designated for future residential development as
described in the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan dated December, 1994. Construction of 3,860 dwelling units within three
phases which will likely occur beyond the life of the redevelopment plan. Approximately 33 percent of the dwelling units for
both areas are targeted to be developed as housing for persons and families of very low-or low-incomeI , with an additional 22
percent for moderate-income persons. It is expected that substantial subsidies will be required and be financed through an array
of funding sources including: federal and state monies; city housing trust fund revenues; low income tax credits; and Housing
Set-Aside revenues. Within the next five years, it is anticipated that all new construction will be developed as mixed use
housing.
This section of the Housing Component of the Implementation Plan will discuss the financing of housing activities over the next
five years as required by Section 33490(2)(A), a period which will set the stage for production of units in the subsequent
five-year period. This section will include estimates of deposits into the Housing Fund and obligations against the fund, and a
discussion of the Agency's housing program. It should also be noted that the focus of this section is on the relationship of the
Housing Program and the uses of monies in the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund. Because the Agency and City intend
to use multiple funding sources, housing units could be created or assisted from other such funding sources.

A. Deposits into the Low- and Moderate- Income Housing Fund
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Shown on the attached Table 2 are the estimated beginning balances in the Housing Fund and the projected deposits into the
Housing Fund. The projected deposits into the fund are based on a tax increment projections developed by the Agency for the
1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond. The amounts shown on Table I are estimates and actual tax increment revenues
and resulting Housing Set-Aside. The actual deposit into the Low/Mod housing fund will be more than the amounts shown on
Table 2 because of the recent tax increment bond.
B. Five Year Housing Program
As shown on Table 2, the cumulative housing set-aside from the Project Area that is estimated to be available over the five-year
period of this Implementation Plan is approximately $715,000. Fortunately, these funds have leveraged a recent Agency tax
increment bond that produced $1.243 million in low/mod funds. While the exact expenditure of these funds has not been
determined, the Agency may utilize a portion of the monies in the Housing Fund to begin activities related to residential
development. It is anticipated that the $1.243 million in 1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond! proceeds may contribute
to the construction of new, or rehabilitation of 330 residential units by 2005.
It should be noted that the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan and Railyards Specific Plan included specific housing
objectives to be met over the life of the plans, and a summary of these housing objectives is incluIded in Table 3.
As noted above, redevelopment of the Project Area has not occurred as originally envisioned, and the lack of new
construction has resulted in little growth in tax increment to subsidize housing development in the area. Furthermore;
significant amendments to both land use plans are anticipated to be processed in year 2000. These amendments are likely
to involve changes to both land use and the intensity of build-out of land uses in both planning areas. These amendments
will likely result in a change to the housing program objectives. However, Agency assistance in development of these
affordable units pursuant to the adopted land use plans will continue to be an objective, and includes the following focus
areas for the development of new housing which will provide the opportunity to meet inclusionary objectives:
n

Richards Boulevard "Riverfront" Housing. The Richards Boulevard Area Plan calls for the development of new
residential north of Richards Boulevard, along the American River. It is envisioned that this housing will be developed upon
opening of the 7'h Street Extension project, and development of various infrastructure improvements. The plan recognized
that early residential construction would be "pioneering" in nature, and likely require heavy public assistance. The
anticipated sale of the Lodi Mission Partners site early in 2000 will likely create an opportunity ini assisting as many as 1,000
residential units within the 52-acre site.

n

Railyards Residential . As previously stated, the production of 2,800 residential units is anticipafed on the Railyards site,
immediately adjacent to the existing Alkali Flat neighborhood and the Central Business District. The requirement for
residential, including affordable housing units, is linked to the production of commercial uses on the site. It is anticipated
that Union Pacific may exceed those thresholds within the next five years, and/or UP may include residential uses as part of
an overall redevelopment of the lower-40 acres. Based on recent private development proposals and targets identified in the
Railyards Specific Plan, it is anticipated that 300 residential units will be developed on the Railyards site. The Agency
would be a likely partner in the housing production on the Railyards site, pursuant to land dedication requirements contained
in the draft tentative map for the 240-acre site.

n

Basler Dreher Neighborhood Residential Rehabilitation: The RBAP also calls for the preservation and rehabilitation of
the single family homes located in the Basler Dreher neighborhood located east of N. 16h Street. There are approximately
30 WWII era cottages and bungalows located on two residentially zoned streets. It is anticipated that available tax increment
can be allocated to a residential rehab loan program marketed through the Capitol Station District! targeted at renovating
these older units.

While the ultimate relocation of substandard residential units along Bannon/North B Street, and the relocation of Union Gospel
Mission were included as goals of the redevelopment plan, there is no plan to undertake that relocation within the next five years.
Thus, the Housing Component concludes that production of replacement units will not be required as part of this Implementation
Plan.
I
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Table I
Housing Production Requirements
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area
1994-99
Completed Units (1)
Type of Housing

I. Unit Production

New
Construction

60

Next Five Years
Projected

Substantial
Rehab

New
Construction

218

II. Incluslonary Requirements
No. units triggeri ng requirement
No. units required:
Very low income (6%)
Low income (9%)
Moderate income
Total
Units planned/produced
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

from 2005
to build out of plans

Substantial

New
Construction

Rehab

Substantial
Rehab

1,300

30

i,803

0

78
117
0
195

2
3
0
5

312
467
0
779

0
0
0
0

60
0
0
60

0
0
0
0

21
122
0
143

0
30
0
30

1894
1,077
1,474
,445

0
0
0
0

No. units triggering requirement
No. units required:

0

218

0

0

0

0

Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

0
0
0
0

33
33
0
65

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Units planned/produced
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

0
0
0
0

218
0
0
218

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Ill. Agency-developed

(1) New construction is attributed to the Francis Quinn Cottages, and rehabilitation to the Dos Rios
Housing Complex. The Agency has a surplus of 54 very low-income units, and a deficit of 5
low income units. This deficit will be corrected in the next five years as part of the overall low income
housing goals.
(2) The Agency will attempt to participate in development of the 1,300 new construction units in order to
meet the very-low, and low income goas for the next five year period. This development is anticipated
to occur on the Railyards "lower-40 acres" site, and along the American River in the Richards Boulevard
Area. No specific housing projects have been identified at the time of this writing.

}

Table 3

Planning Area "Build Out" Housing Objectives
Railyards Specific and Richards Boulevard Area Plans

Total Build Out
(Combined Areas )

Railyards Specific Plan (2)

Richards Boulevard
Area Plan ( 1 )
New Construction
Very Low Income
Low Income
Moderate
Market

579
695
849
1 , 737

396
504
625
1,275

975
1 , 199
1,474
3,012

30
218

0
0

30
218

4,108

2,800

6,908

Substantial Rehabilitation
Basler Dreher units
Dos Rios Housing Complex
Total

December 13, 1994.
( 1) Excerped from p. 50 of the Richards Boulevard Area Plan, adopted by City Council on
( 2) Excerped from p. 5-5 of the Railyards Specific Plan, adopted by City Council on December 13, 1994.
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SUMMARY
Strategy # 3.
Development of new hotels to support
tourism and the expanded Convention
Center

1995-2000 FIVEPOINT STRATEGY
ACCOMPLISHMENT

The 1995-2000 Five-Point
Strategy for Downtown
provided a set of development priorities for the

HIGHLIGHTS
In 1995, a five-point strategy was
prepared to guide redevelopment activities
for Sacramento's Downtown. In the past
five years the City of Sacramento together
with the Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency, newly formed City
Economic Development and Regional
Enterprise Agency, and their private sector
partners have accomplished a great deal.
Strategy #1.
Development of the Sacramento River
Waterfront
Results:
• Completion of Promenade
• Preparation of Waterfront Restaurant
• Completion of Visitor Boat Docks

Results:
• Development of Convention Center
Hotel
• Development of Embassy Suites
Waterfront Hotel
Strategy #4.
Expansion of retail, entertainment and
cultural arts facilities
Results:
• Crest Theater Renovation
• Continued Investment in Downtown
Plaza
• St. Rose of Lima Park Renovation
• Bishop Gallegos Square
• Cesar E. Chavez Plaza Re-design
• History Wall Design and Installation
Strategy #5.
Support of new commercial/office
development

Strategy #2.
Creation of downtown market rate
housing

Results:
• Esquire Plaza/IMAX Project
• Federal Courthouse Building
• Cal EPA Building
• State East End Project

Results:
• Pensione K
• Metro Square
• Fremont Building
• Governors Terrace
PAGE I

City, Redevelopment
Agency and their partners. The 2005 Downtown
Sacramento Development
Plan builds on the success
of the 1995 strategy.

2005 FIVE-POINT STRATEGY:
IMPLEMENT PROJECTS NOW
WHILE THE ECONOMY IS
STRONG
Sacramento is currently experiencing low
unemployment, high job growth, increased market
interest in Central City housing, and demand for new
office development. The 2005 Strategy assumes the
City and Redevelopment Agency will act proactively to
capture these economic opportunities to realize revitalization objectives and policies. To do this, the Agency is
commi tt ed to extending the life of the Redevelopment
Downtown including renewing the Redevelopment Plan
for Downtown and the BID. Specifically, the Agency will
partner to help implement the following strategies:
Strategy #1:
Continue to increase Downtown employment
Current absorption rates for office suggest
there could be two to three new office projects developed in the next five years. The City and Agency should
allocate resources to encourage development of office
projects that support transit, retail, entertainment, and
cultural objectives in the K Street District.
Strategy #2:
Pursue the development of complimentary retail
development
The success of retailing in Downtown depends
on positioning retail addresses, such as K Street, Old
Sacramento, and Downtown Plaza, so they compliment
each other rather than directly competing. The City and
Redevelopment Agency should work with public-private partnership organizations to support the successful expansion of, and tenant recruitment for, existing
retail addresses.
Future redevelopment of the Union Pacific

Railyards should compliment K street, Old
Sacramento and Downtown Plaza. The Railyards
development should be woven into Downtown with
enhanced physical and thematic linkages and land
use continuity.
Strategy #3:
Pursue development of cultural and entertainment
facilities
The City and Redevelopment Agency should
encourage development of new cultural facilities and
synergistic uses supportive of the Museum Mile and
Theater District concepts. The Strategy emphasizes
the connection between these activities for their mutual success.
Strategy #4:
Development of housing and mixed use projects
as revitalization catalysts
Continue to support development of housing
and mixed-use projects in the Central City with an
emphasis on developments that are revitalization catalysts that will build a critical mass of residential population to support other activities in the CBD.
Strategy #5:
Fill the gaps in Downtown public improvements
Implementation of streetscaping in Downtown
has been developed on a project-by-project basis
resulting in gaps. The strategy emphasizes adding
street trees, development of a signage and information
system, and pedestrian-scaled lighting.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The 2005 Strategy provides a set
of priorities and actions that will guide City
and Redevelopment reinvestment over the
next five years. The 2005 Downtown
Sacramento Redevelopment Strategy is
intended to implement policies for
Downtown and the Merged Downtown
Redevelopment Area (Figure 1); review
market opportunities; update the FivePoint Strategy and the Redevelopment
Implementation Plan for Downtown; an
provide a five-year action and monitoring
plan.
Process
The staff of the Downtown
Development Group worked with 42 staff
representatives from City, Redevelopment,
State and business associations from
August to November 1999 to prepare the
2005 Strategy. Called the Strategy Focus
Group, members participated in the following five half-day workshops facilitated by
the Downtown Development Group.

Following the strategy workshops,
the Downtown Development Group presented a summary of key findings, strategic opportunities, and preliminary action
plan to stakeholder organizations and City
advisory boards and commissions, including:

Strategy Report Organization
The 2005 Strategy is a set of three
complementary documents.
These
include:

These reports are intended to be
tools used by policymakers and staff to
guide decision-making and coordinate
investment over the next five years.
Executive Summary Report
The Executive Summary Report is
PAGE I

"critical mass " needed to
support the economic
growth of the CBD, the
City must take aggressive
measures to channel new
development into the

Council Ad-Hoc Committee
Neighborhood Alliance of Governments
(NAG)
Sacramento Downtown Partnership
Old Sacramento Management Board
Planning Commission
Capitol Area Committee and Technical
Advisory Committee
City Council
Capitol Station District
Area 1 Neighborhood

1. Executive Summary Report;
2. Action and Monitoring Plan; and
3. Redevelopment Implementation Plan.

Workshop #1: Policy and Strategy
Framework
Workshop #2: Office and Housing Focus
Workshop #3: Retail, Entertainment, and
Cultural Facilities Focus
Workshop #4: Parking, Transit and
Pedestrian Linkage Focus
Workshop #5: Strategy Review and
Communication

In order to achieve the

Incentive and C-3 Zones.

for seven areas in the Downtown. It identifies the role of
the City and their development partners; describes the
scope of priority projects; outlines the timing and
schedule for projects and programs. The Action and
Monitoring Plan is intended to be updated annually to
support decision making and management activities for
Downtown.

a public document. The report's purpose is to summarize policies and provide an overview of key findings
from analysis, strategic opportunities, and recommended actions. The report is organized into three parts.
PART ONE: Our Policy Mandate
PART TWO: Five Point Strategy
PART THREE: Framework for Strategic Investment

Redevelopment Implementation Plan
The Redevelopment Agency is required by
state law to provide five-year updates to the redevelopThe
ment project area implementation plans.
Redevelopment Implementation Plan fulfills the legal
requirements for the five-year update and summarizes
the commitments and capacity of the Redevelopment
Agency to participate as the public sector partner and
investor for economic and housing development and
blight removal efforts in the Merged Downtown
Redevelopment Area.

Action and Monitoring Plan
The second element of the 2005 Strategy
includes the Action and Monitoring Plan. The Action
and Monitoring Plan supports the Executive Summary
and Implementation Plan for the 2005 Downtown
Sacramento Redevelopment Strategy. It is to be updated annually as an administrative tool for tracking public
and private investment success.
The Action and Monitoring Plan provides a
comprehensive set of programs, projects and actions

The Merged Downtown
Redevelopment Project
I ----°°----- I

Area is comprised of four

smaller project areas. The
redevelopment area
includes much of the com-

-7

Project Area #8
X street Mall

tion

mercially zoned land in
the CBD and waterfront.
,Capitol 191311 ,

Project Area #4

FIGURE 1: MERGED DOWNTOWN REDEVELOPMENT AREA
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11th and K
Streets

SECTION ONE: OUR
POLICY MANDATES
Policy Themes
When reviewing existing policies
for Downtown, three overall themes
emerged. These acknowledge the traditional policy commitment to a proactive
approach by the City to maintaining
Downtown's central role in the metropolitan economy and psyche; nurturing the
uniqueness of Downtown as a visitor destination; and the role healthy Central City
neighborhoods play in the success of the
Downtown.

THEME 1.
MAINTAINING DOWNTOWN'S
PRIMACY AS THE REGION'S
BUSINESS CENTER
Unlike
most
metro-centers,
Sacramento's downtown is not at the center of the region. Rather, it plays a role as
a gateway to the expanding metropolitan
area. Downtown's skyline, capital city status and transportation system reflects its
primal importance. Sacramento's policies
demonstrate an understanding of the
strategic importance the Central City and
Downtown play in the regional economy.
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THEME 2.
ENHANCING DOWNTOWN'S
APPEAL AS A VISITOR
DESTINATION
Downtown has a set of unique
assets in terms of history, cultural venues,
business, neighborhoods and government.
The appeal these have extends beyond
the region
by
att racting
visitors.
Sacramento's
policies
support the
enhancement of existing att ractions andi
creation of new ones.

THEME 3.
INVESTING IN THE CENTRAL
CITY'S NEIGHBORHOOD
The Central City has many of
Sacramento's most historic and walkable
neighborhoods. These neighborhoods
offer an opportunity for urban lifestyles.
Neighborhoods, such as Midtown, are also
providing a restaurant and cultural scene
that serves the Region. Sacramento's policies call for the reinvestment in these traditional neighborhoods and introduction of a
mix of uses that support the concept of a
24-hour Central City.

Policies for retail and
entertainment emphasize
both the role Downtown
districts should play and
a proactive implementation approach.

Existing Policy Documents
Policies for Downtown Revitalization activities
reside in nine documents. These documents provide
policies ranging in scale from the citywide and regional
role for Downtown described in the General Plan to
more detailed sub area policies such as those in the R
Street Corridor Plan or the topical policies found in the
Cultural and Entertainment District Master Plan.

The policy documents that provide direction for
the Downtown have varying formats and writing styles.
The following pages quote directly from the documents.

1.

EXISTING POLICIES FOR

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
UPDATE

Prior to starting the 2005 Strategy process, the
following documents were reviewed and summarized
as the policy basis for the five-year implementation
emphasis:
• Sacramento Central City Community Plan, 1980,
1994 Update
• Merged Downtown Redevelopment Project Area,
1986 (last amended 1999)
• City of Sacramento General Plan, 1987
• Sacramento Central Business District Urban Design
Plan, 1987
• Downtown Cultural and Entertainment District Plan,
1990
• Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment
Project Area Implementation Plan, 1994
• Sacramento Waterfront Master Plan, 1995
• R Street Corridor Plan, 1996
• Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area,
1996 (last amended)
Goals and Policies Summary
The goals and policies have been organized
around seven overall areas of development opportunity. The policies are grouped in the following categories:
1. Existing Policies for Implementation Strategy
Update
2. Downtown's Overall Economic Role
3. Retail and Entertainment
4. Office Development
5. Parking, Transportation & Pedestrian Linkages
6. Central City Housing
7. Cultural Facilities and Recreation

The Central City Plan and Urban Design Plan
provide action-oriented policies for Downtown that
include directions for plan updates as follows:
Central City Plan
"Develop an implementation strategy, which
includes recommended actions for policies, priorities,
and regular methods for revitalization of the Central
City and provisions to guide the short- and long-term
development of the area."
Sacramento Urban Design Plan
The Urban Design Plan uses seven
Development Concepts. The Plan has a "Downtown
Support Program" that offers a tiered incentive program
for catalyst sites, 18-block incentive zone, C-3 areas,
and transit-oriented office sites outside the C-3. It
includes a policy check for "major projects" outside the
C-3 area to ensure they do not retard accomplishing
Downtown revitalization objectives.

2.

DOWNTOWN'S OVERALL

ECONOMIC ROLE POLICIES
Many plans have underscored the importance
of Downtown to the Region and reinforce its role as the
primary economic and cultural center.
General Plan
"It is the policy of the City to provide continued
support of private and public efforts that promote the
Central City's role as the region's commercial office,
employment, and cultural center; and at the same time
provide close-by housing within identifiable residential
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Implementing
Public Policy
neighborhoods."

and unique character."

"The metropolitan area's largest
concentrations of employment and retail
and office space are located in the Central
City. Downtown's continued vitality, therefore, has Citywide as well as regional implications. An incentive program may be
needed to ensure continued investment
and development in the Central City."

"Large-scaled office, commercial
and residential developments, comparable
to those in the SP Yards Specific Plan, are
not recommended for the waterfront area."

Central City Plan
"The primary goal of the (Central
City) Plan is to continue revitalization of the
Sacramento Central City area as a viable
living, working, shopping and cultural environment with a full range of day and night
activities."
"Capitalize and improve on existing activity centers in the Central City as
well as develop new centers in such a
manner as to contribute to the total use of
the Central City. These centers should
include the Community Center, Historic
Old Sacramento area, Central Business
District, and various cultural facilities."
"Continue the revitalization of the
Central Business District as a major commercial center for the region."
R Street Corridor Plan
"Recognizing the CBD as the preeminent regional employment and highrise office center, the R Street Corridor
should be developed at a scale and mix of
uses to provide a transition between the
high intensity CBD, the mixed use state
Capitol Plan area, and the adjacent residential districts."
Sacramento Waterfront Master Plan
"Establish the waterfront area as
an active, vibrant, urban district and public
precinct."
"Provide for visitor and community
serving uses and amenities."

"Appropriate Land-side Land Uses
and Activities:
• Cultural facilities/ museums (California
Water Center, Performing Arts Center,
Museum of Railroad Technology,
Aquarium)
• Visitor Facilities
• Retail/Restaurants
• Office (professional)
• Hotels/motels
• Residential
• Live-work space
• Parks and open space
• Amphitheater/event space
• Temporary/seasonal event space (concerts, farmer's market, art festivals and
displays)"

3.

RETAIL AND
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District as a major commercial center for the region.

ENTERTAINMENT
POLICIES
Policies for retail and entertainment emphasize both the role Downtown
districts should play and a proactive implementation approach.
Central City Plan
"Continue to the development of
historic "Old Sacramento" as a major
tourist, entertainment and cultural area in
the region."
"Encourage evening activities in the
Central Business District, which attract
people and increase safety for pedestrians."
Urban Design Plan
"Establish an Urban Development
and Marketing Program for the CBD relat-

"Provide for uses and amenities,
which respond to Sacramento's history

Continue the revitalization
of the Central Business

Central City Plan

•

. . . .: :
ed to office and retail commercial sectors. The marketing program shall include a retail mix analysis and plan,
centralized leasing program, and a marketing analysis
necessary to develop publicity and outreach effort for
the CBD."

, ..

.^ ... . .. . .. .

.

^ .:„x.

new office construction in the Incentive Zone and on
Catalyst Sites with public and private entities."

5.

PARKING,

TRANSPORTATION AND
4.

OFFICE DEVELOPMENT

POLICIES
The role of Downtown as the primary business
address and the strategic approach to focus employment to energize Downtown can be found in the
Central City and Urban Design Plan.
Central City Plan
"Provide an opportunity for office development
in appropriate areas of the Central City, placing emphasis for development in and around the Central Business
District."
"Encourage public and private office development, where compatible with adjacent land uses and
circulation system, in the Central Business District,
Southern Pacific Railroad Yards, and Richards
Boulevard area."
"Encourage full utilization of existing office
areas in the Central City."
Urban Design Plan
"Office employees play a significant role for the
revitalization of the CBD by providing the basic economic support to retail activities. Concentrating the
downtown's share of the office market into a smaller
area creates a more vital core. Scattering employment
throughout the Central City is contrary to this revitalization strategy."
"In order to achieve the "critical mass" needed
to support the economic growth of the CBD, the City
must take aggressive measures to channel new development into the Incentive and C-3 Zones."
"Establish a leasing-marketing program for

PEDESTRIAN LINKAGES
POLICIES
Parking, transportation and pedestrian linkages are an
integral part of plans for Downtown.
General Plan
"Provide additional parking as part of new
development projects and in freestanding parking
structures."
"Provide adequate short-term parking in such
a manner as to support downtown development and
mass transit."
"Create a multi-modal transportation center in
the downtown."
Central City Plan
"Provide adequate off-street parking to meet
the needs of shoppers, visitors, and residents."
"Restrain the projected increase in parking
spaces needed for long-term employee parking by promoting public transit improvements, carpool programs,
employer sponsored bus passes and other alternatives
to the single occupant car usage."
Urban Design Plan
"A series of public parking facilities integrated
into mixed use projects between I and J Streets at 8th,
11th, and 13th Streets are recommended. The public
parking facilities should be well signed and provide
appropriate pedestrian streetscaping and lighting for
evening events. Where required, and appropriate,
retail frontage would mitigate the adverse effects of
these structures on the streetscape."
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Implementing
Public Policy

"It is essential that traffic and parking management strategies be undertaken
to compliment the Urban Design Plan.
This would quantify parking demand and
ensure maximum utilization of public
investments."
"This (concentration of office)
strategy also has the positive effect of facilitating public transit by concentrating highdensity office in close proximity to the new
Light Rail system and stations."

Central City Plan
I
"Provide adequate housing for all
residents of the central City at all socioeconomic levels, and in particular provide
the opportunity for low and moderate
income level persons to reside within the
central City. And further, provide a choice
of housing types by developing new housing and conserving existing housing."

"Encourage mixed-use land uses
including high density housing around the
central Business District in order to
increase the economic viability and livability of the area."

R Street Corridor Plan
"Focus development around the
four light rail stations to create discrete
neighborhoods with a mix of compatible
uses clustered around transit and linked by
pedestrian routes."

R Street Corridor Plan
"Create new mixed-use neighborhoods."

Sacramento Waterfront Master Plan
"Provide for alternate modes of circulation (access and linkages) to and within the waterfront, emphasizing non-automobile circulation."

"Create distinctive, stable and integrated residential neighborhoods serving a
range of income levels and populations to
provide a choice of housing opportunities
near downtown jobs."

"Minimize traffic and parking
impacts; discourage through traffic, and
utilize existing parking facilities outside of
the waterfront area and under freeways."

"Create an appropriate mix of residential and non-residential uses within the
Corridor, with an emphasis on new housing to serve projected Central City employment growth and support an 18-hour
downtown environment."

6.

CENTRAL CITY

Encourage full utilization of
existing office areas in the
Central City.
Central City Plan

HOUSING POLICIES
The emphasis on a 24-hour
Central City and housing is a common policy theme for Downtown.
General Plan
"Residential neighborhoods within
the Central City can provide needed housing options for those choosing to be near
their employment and activity hub, will offer
contrasting land use to stimulate variety in
urbanscape, and afford many the opportunity of reduced dependency on auto
usage."

"Reinvest significant portion of the
increment financing generated within the
Merged
Downtown
Sacramento
Redevelopment Area to improve the economic feasibility of housing and neighborhood commercial uses within the corridor."
"Work with the Sacramento
Housing and Redevelopment Agency, the
Department of General Services and
Capitol Area Development Authority to
establish the R Street Corridor as a priority location for future housing opportunities
in conjunction with the Capitol Area Plan."
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"Evolutionary" Strategy for Downtown Revitalization

Employment
The Sacramento Urban Design Plan reflected the need for
increasing foot traffic and economic energy in the Central
Business District. The Plan fueled revitalization using an
employment-based model that has made other retail, cul-

Housing and
Neighborhood
Facilities

tural and housing objectives achievable (Figure 2). This

Retail and
Entertainment

philosophy continues to support Downtown's evolution.
The "Evolutionary" strategy for Downtown based on the
Urban Design Plan assumes:

• Office/Employment create concentrations of foot traffic

Cultural
Activities and
Facilities

which;
• Supports retail and commercial services; that

FIGURE 2: DYNAMIC REVITALIZATION PROCESS

7.

Cultural and Entertainment District Master Plan
"In its broadest definition, the Cultural and
Entertainment District encompasses the entire central
city area from historic Old Sacramento on the
Waterfront to the vibrant restaurants and shops in
Midtown. Within this larger district, there are several
specific areas that have been identified for concentrated and specialized activities and associated facilities:

CULTURAL FACILITIES AND

RECREATION
The quality of life benefits of cultural and
recreational uses is underscored in the Central City
Plan, Downtown Urban Design Plan, and the Cultural
and Entertainment District Plan.
Central City Plan
"Continue to provide cultural and entertainment activities in the Central City so as to increase
usage of the_Central Business District."

• A "museum mile" paralleling the Waterfront containing
a concentration of largely existing museums including
the Rail Road Museum, the historic Old Sacramento
District, and Crocker Art Museum.
• The Downtown Plaza area, and the extensive shopping, entertainment and performance opportunities
which it will provide upon completion of the proposed
expansion.
• The "East End District," extending generally along K
Street mall from Plaza Park and the Public Library to
Memorial Auditorium. The integration of the arts and
cultural activities with retail and restaurant uses along
the K Street Mall is critical to the eventual success of
the District. All possibilities for venue development
within existing buildings and private development projects in this area should be explored."

"Enhance the open space/recreation and
scenic value of the Sacramento and American Rivers."
Urban Design Plan
"Expansion and renovation of the City's public
and private cultural facilities is an integral part of the
revitalizing downtown. The classical arts, such as
opera, symphony, ballet and theater, should be located
within the CBD. These facilities, with the Convention
Center and proposed hotels would contribute significantly to weekend and evening activity in the area.
Other facilities which would contribute are cinemas,
clubs, small experimental theaters and event spaces
such as the proposed galleria and amphitheater."
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SECTION TWO: FIVE
POINT STRATEGY I
Key Findings and Strategic
Opportunities
The Five-Point Strategy identifies
five policy areas of strategic importance for
Downtown. It considers existing policies,
summarizes key findings from planning
analysis, and identifies overall strategic
opportunities. The five areas of strategic
importance include:
1. Office Development
2. Retail, Entertainment and Tourism
3. Arts and Culture
4. Housing
5. Transportation, Parking & Pedestrian
Linkages

STRATEGY 1:

potential over the next five years.
Strategic Question:
What is the expected demand for
private and public sector office space in
the Downtown?

"critical mass" needed to
support the economic
growth of the C131), the
City must take aggressive
measures to channel new

Economic Backdrop:
Sacramento
is
experiencing
strong economic growth both in terms of
population and employment. Sacramento
area unemployment is 3.5% compared to
5.2% state average. According to CB
Commercial, office construction is greater
than it has been in the past seven years.
About 33% of the office space currently
under construction has been pre-leased
and approximately 66% should be leased
prior to completion.

OFFICE DEVELOPMENT
Past revitalization efforts have
focused on development of catalyst sites
where office development was the principal development component. Since 1984,
there has been 24 major office developments developed or are currently in the
development process (Figure 3). Office
employment will continue to be a key ingredient for Downtown. Therefore, updating
the strategy should reflect the market

In order to achieve the

Downtown has been a beneficiary
of the regional growth. In the Downtown
lease rates average $2.05 compared to
$1.18 to $1.76 for suburban office locations. And, Downtown vacancies are traditionally about 2% lower than the metropolitan market.
Currently, there are 8.9 million SF
of office in the Downtown. Downtown continues to be the primary office address with
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development into the
Incentive and C-3 Zones.

25% of the Metro area office space.
There was 1.3 MSF of Metro area absorption in the
second quarter of 1999 (which is more than the yearend totals the past seven years). Downtown represents about 13.2% of the metro area absorption
(160,000 SF).
Key Findings:
There is a projected demand for two or three
additional commercial office buildings by 2005
(800,000 SF at current absorption of 200,000 SF per
year). In addition to this commercial absorption, the
City has a need for about 140,000 SF of administrative
office space, and the State will develop over 2 million
SF of office space by 2005. This totals about 2.46 million SF of office that could add about 8,000 employees
in the Downtown area.

Strategic Opportunities:
There is an opportunity to take advantage of
the strong economy by:
• Positioning two or three key locations as commercial
office catalyst sites;
• Develop a project for the City's office needs; and
• Continue to work with the State to integrate their
office development into the community.

STRATEGY Z :
RETAIL, ENTERTAINMENT AND
TOURISM
Downtown retailing and visitor attractions offer
a variety of choices including street retailing on K
Street, visitor attractions and entertainment in Old
Sacramento, and the managed urban mall of

2005
DOWNTOWN
SACRAMENTO
REDEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

^^.Cnnvenfion
Center ....

Downtown Plaza

New and Proposed
Office Development
(Since 1984)

Capitol Mall .^,.

N' Street

1. Renaissance Tower, 331,000 gsf
2. Emerald Tower, 385,000 fist
3. Wells Fargo Center, 500,000 get
4. Central Library ExpansionNS Bank Building
5. Rivenriew Plaza Office
6. One Capitol Mall, 157,320 gsf
7. Federal Courthouse, 380,000 got
8. Cal EPA, 950,000 gut
9. East End Project1,465,000 gut
10. 1201 K Street
11. Attorney General Office, 372,000 got
12. State Archives, 440,000 gut

13. State Library/Courts Annex, 147,600 gsf
14. State Buildings and Grounds, 48,427 gsf
15. County Data Sendoes, 135,000 gsf
16. County Courthouse, 430,000 gsf, plus 300,000
gsf in Phase 11
17. Esquire Plaza, 515,000 get
18. Watkins, 150,000 got
19. CALPERS, 550,000 gut
20. Lincoln PIazaICALPERS
21. 5th and N
22. R and 5th
23. Capitol place
24. J and 14th

prepared for: the City of Sacramento
by: RACESTUDIO

FIGURE 3: NEW AND PROPOSED OFFICE DEVELOPMENT
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Five Point
Strategy
Downtown Plaza. Success of these retailing places largely depends on market
competition and their management as
retail addresses. Downtown's market position is impacted by land use policy choices
for suburban centers, such as in Natomas,
or introduction of another downtown center, such as on UPRR property. Successful
downtown retailing also depends on continuous refreshing to capture the most contemporary tenants in the most competitive
managed shopping district. Downtown
Plaza continuously upgrades its tenant mix
and pays attention to promotions and management. In contrast, it has been difficult
to do the same for K Street between 7th
and 12th Streets. It is this mix of marketing
and management that are required for
strategic solution for Downtown.

This equals about 30 SF of retail per capita.
• About 35% of existing retail space is
located in strip centers or freestanding
buildings ( and is not included in the inven
tory).
• Sacramento is still a primary location for
retail with 44% of the space in the Metro
area.
• About 2/3's of the existing retail space in
Sacramento Metro area was built prior to
1980.
• About 11 %a of the retail space in the
Metro area has been built since 1996,
much of which is located in Big Box centers.
• There are 5.9 million SF of new retail
development currently proposed in the
Metro area. About 3.5 million SF of that
space is located in the Downtown and
North Natomas area. However, most of
the 2.1 million SF proposed in the
Roseville/Rocklin/Folsom areas is already
under construction or has the highest likelihood of being developed by the end of
2000.

Strategic Question:
How can Downtown's role as a
regional retail and entertainment center be
enhanced?
Economic Backdrop:
Economic Research Associates
(ERA) prepared a summary of the national, regional and local retail market highlights. Some of their key observations
regarding the retail market context follows.
National Retailing Trends:
• The largest share growth (1995-2000)
has happened in the "shop for value" markets including Internet retail (100%) and
Power Centers (24%).
• Shop for value retail (CDEH-Power
Centers, Big Box, Factory Outlets, and
Internet) equals about 44% of the current
market.
• About 70% of Regional Centers' soft
goods are competing with e-commerce
sources.
Metro Market:
• If developed, current development proposals will add another 50% of retail
space to the existing inventory by 2000.
• In Sacramento, there is about 51 million
SF of retail space in managed centers.

Encourage evening activities in the Central
Business District, which
attract people and

Downtown Market:
• Downtown should pursue a "higher level
of goods" that do not compete with ecommerce. These should require a tactile
and service-oriented need for the consumer.
• The Mills Corporation is proposing a
mixed-use, multi-level, stacked development, completely unlike any other project
in their current and evolving inventory.
The Mills Corporation has a national reputation for attracting high value, high business volume combinations of retail/dining/entertainment tenancies, many of
which are not in the Sacramento region.
The City needs to work with the Mills
Corporation to help evolve the project to
complement existing business and prevent diluting the downtown retail market.
• Old Sacramento will do fine if it refreshes its attractions and makes sure visitors
have a pleasant experience every time.
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increase safety for pedestrians.

Central City Plan

K Street Market:
• The K Street Mall should focus on providing the next
generation of dining, retail, and entertainment, such
as a multi-plex theater development. Land acquisition
will required to accomplish this.
• Retail recruitment should focus on tactile and service-oriented tenants.
• Transit users and State employees would support
moderate-end clothing retail (Old Navy, Marshalls or
Ross).
• Tower Records should be persuaded to create a
presence on K Street.
• Hispanic or Asian ethnic shopping may be an opportunity.
• A large second hand bookstore and outdoor sporting
goods store could be recruited.

Key Findings:
The key findings for Downtown recognizes
retail and entertainment is most successful in managed
centers. It is the unmanaged portions of Downtown
with multiple owners that have the greatest vacancies
and lowest rents. Managed centers, such as Old
Sacramento, will continue to draw visitors if it is a
pleasant experience every time. And, the UPRR site
proposal will dilute Downtown's existing centers market
support if the retailing concept is not unique.
Strategic Opportunities:
The following activities reflect the strategic
opportunities for Downtown's retailing expansion:
• The City needs to take an active role in land assembly on K Street
• The City and Downtown Partnership can work with

15
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Central Sacramento Cultural
Facilities
1. Discovery Museum

2. California State Railroad Museum
3. Wells Fargo History Museum
4. California Military Museum
5. Towe Auto Museum
6. Crocker Art Museum
7. Wells Fargo History Museum
8. Leland Stanford Museum
9. California State Capitol Museum
10. Governors Mansion
11. California State Indian Museum
12. Sutter's Fort State Historical Park
13. Golden State Museum
14. Historic Sacramento City Cemetery
15. McClellan Aviation Museum

16. Sacramento Zoo
17. Community Center Theater
.18. Sacramento Convention Center
19. IMAX

20. Crest Theater
21. Cesar E. Chavez Plaza
22. Sacramento Central Library
23. St. Rose of Lima Park
24. Music Circus
25. Memorial Auditorium

prepared for: the City of Sacramento
by: RACESTUDIO
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FIGURE 4: DOWNTOWN AREA CULTURAL FACILITIES
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Five Point
Strategy
property owners to form a joint leasing
strategy and new anchor tenants for K
Street between 7th and
12th Streets;
• The City should work with UPRR and
any potential tenants or future property
owners to strategize tenant mix and
access to the Rail Yards development;
and
• The City, Downtown Partnership, Old
Sacramento Management Board and
W.A.V.E.S. should continue to enhance
and invest in the waterfront visitor experience.

posed theater in Davis if the Community
Theater is not renovated.
• The Discovery Museum may add an
1849 Gold Country Cultural Center.
• The Crocker Museum Expansion will
include improvements to Crocker
Museum, the adjacent park and parking
lots.
• B Street Theater is looking for a new
location.
• The Sacramento Theater Company is
planning an $8 million expansion. The
scope of improvements includes replacement of the tent with a permanent structure and new landscaped plaza entry
area.
• The railroad technology museum may
be located in the historic rail yard shops
buildings.
• There is a need for an amphitheater and
performance hall in Old Sacramento.
• The Sacramento Archives and Museum
Collection Center is exceeding its capacity and requires a 45,000SF expansion,
and there are climate-controlled storage
needs for a variety of groups.
• The historic City Cemetery requires a
better parking and crosswalk solution.
• The Convention Center's sculpture garden can be expanded.
• The proposed Unity Center and
Performing Arts Center need sites.

STRATEGY 3:
ARTS AND CULTURE
There are 25 major cultural attractions in the Downtown area (Figure 4).
Increasing cultural facilities and activities
has been a popular objective for
Downtown. Cultural facilities require both
capital funds for construction and on-going
support for overhead and maintenance.
The City has limited resources for development and maintenance of cultural facilities.
Therefore, establishing priorities for public
financial participation stresses successful
partnerships, leveraging public assets
such as land, and positive revitalization
effects.

Key Findings:
There are three key findings that
can guide strategies for cultural investment
over the next five years.

Strategic Question:
What are the highest priority cultural facilities for Downtown and how will
they be implemented?
Background:
There are a variety of cultural facilities that have been developed in the past
twenty years in the Central City. There are
over two dozen attractions in the
Downtown area that provide educational
and cultural experiences. In addition to
these facilities, there are many projects
underway and others that are being promoted.
• There is a strong likelihood that the ballet and opera will move to the new pro-

Expansion and renovation of the City's public
and private cultural facilities is an integral part of
the revitalizing downtown.

Downtown Urban Design
Plan

Successful attractions depend on
the synergy between retail, entertainment,
and cultural facilities. This philosophy is
embodied in the Urban Design Plan and
Cultural and Entertainment Plan.
Therefore, linking solutions that update
the Community Theater (making it more
attractive to patrons and a cost-effective
venue for users) to surrounding land uses
can create an exciting cultural experience.
The Cultural and Entertainment
District Plan identified a potential theater
district building upon the cluster of Crest
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Theater, Memorial Auditorium, Community Theater,
Convention Center, and Music Circus. Small performance venues, such as the B Street Theater, and
entertainment, such as the new IMAX, could be clustered to reinforce a district.
The Waterfront continues to be a prime location for new and expanded museums. The Discovery
Museum expansion and discussed implementation of
the Crocker Art Museum's Master Plan are two projects
that may happen in the next five years that can continue to reinforce the "Museum Mile" concept for the
waterfront district.
Strategic Opportunities:
In the next five years there is an opportunity to
draw together existing cultural investments into definable cultural places. By integrating public art, retail,
entertainment, and public improvements, exciting and
interesting cultural places can take shape. These
include:
• Creating a theater district around the Convention
Center; and
• Expanding and reinforcing the Museum Mile concept
for the Waterfront.

STRATEGY 4:

CENTRAL CITY HOUSING
A long-term policy for Sacramento has been to
encourage reinvestment in the Central City's neighborhoods. Housing policy and programs have been an

integral part of strategically supporting this goal. The
City and SHRA have been active financial participants
and administrators in the Central City's housing development.
Strategic Question:
How much public sector involvement will be
required to continue the development of market rate
housing?
Key Findings:
There is almost twice as many units of housing
currently proposed as built in the last decade. Many of
these units will require public sector support.
• Since 1990, 546 new housing units have been built
in the Central City
• There are currently 972 units of housing proposed in
the Central City
• Since 1985, 402 new and 267 rehabilitated units of
housing received public financing assistance (Figure
5)
Strategic Opportunities:
The overall role of the City and SHRA is to continue to provide strategic opportunities for housing. In
this proactive role, the City and Agency can:
• Use public funding sources to support revitalization
objectives for Central City neighborhoods;
• Strategically land bank housing sites; and
• Strengthen the physical and market connection to
Downtown's growing workforce.

STRATEGY 5:

FIGURE 5: MERGED DOWNTOWN REDEVELOPMENT AREA
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Five Point
Strategy
•
•
•
•

PARKING,
TRANSPORTATION &

67 bus routes
28 million annual riders
34 million annual riders by 2008
Mode split-60% bus, 40% LRT

PEDESTRIAN LINKAGES
Near-Term Transit Investment:
• Adding 3-5 new buses every year
• 17,000 new riders in next three years
• LRT extensions-Meadowview (24 vehicles), Folsom (14 vehicles)
• 25 bus/LRT routes serve Downtown
• 3 replica trolley buses
• 16th Street and Amtrak Depot future
transit hubs by 2003

The Downtown is at the hub of the
most extensive transit system of any noncoastal California city. The investment in
lightrail, bus and freeways has supported
the revitalization of Central Sacramento
within the sprawling metropolitan region.
Enhancing regional access and supporting
Downtown with adequate parking facilities
will be part of any core strategy.

Types of Trips to Downtown:
The modal split for trips reflects
how Downtown is still dependent on parking:

Strategic Question:
What parking supply and management strategies are required to support
retail, entertainment, and employment
objectives?

• 56% Single Occupant Vehicle's (SOV) at
peak times (which results in 80% of the
traffic)
• 22% trips on transit (which results in 1%
of the traffic)
• Trend-SOV rate is going up

Key Findings:
Due to new office and attractions
development, the Downtown is forecasted
to have a deficit of 2,000-4,000 parking
spaces by 2001. Larger federal and state
office buildings have been developed without parking assuming a "market response"
in terms of making up for the increased
demand.
The areas around Downtown also
are expanding and will increase the
demand on roads, parking and transit. In
the central metro area Sacramento will witness an increase of an estimated 1,500
new house holds, 7,600 retail jobs, and
72,000 non-retail jobs. And, current plans
support continued jobs-housing imbalance
over the next 20 years.
LRT extensions are continuing to
support Downtown's and K Street's economic primacy and transit hub role. As
development occurs along lightrail and
transit corridors, greater number of
employees, shoppers and residents have
access.

Current Regional Transit Service:
• RT serves 418 square miles

Capacity of Regional Access:
Due to regional growth, the major
roadway facilities that serve Downtown are
reaching their capacity.
• Capital City Freeway at 123% capacity
• 1-5 at American River Parkway 80%
capacity now, 135% by 2020
• Richards Boulevard is at 70% capacity
now, 88% by 2020

It is essential that a traffic and parking management strategy be undertaken to compliment the
Urban Design Plan. This
would quantify parking
demand and ensure maximum utilization of public

Capacity of Downtown Access
• Richards at 1-5 20% increase by 2020
• 12th/16th Streets 30% increase by 2020
• 1-5 at I/J Streets 40% increase by 2020
• Midtown 15 % increase by 2020
Origin of Regional Traffic .* 13% Placer County
• 9% Eldorado County
• 16% Yolo County
• 36% Sacramento County
• 26% City of Sacramento
Another important part of the
transit picture for Downtown is
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investments.

Urban Design Plan

the public. However, 2,100 private spaces are vacant
during mid-day peak hours.

streetscape. Pedestrian facilities in the Downtown
have been developed in a piecemeal fashion. With
the exception of the K Street Mall, streetscape has
been implemented as part of individual developments.
In addition, improving streetscape and pedestrian
amenities supports transit, increases safety, and
encourages increased retail activity.

• The gaps in street trees and pedestrian-scaled
amenities can be mended through funding a comprehensive streetscape plan. The plan can use a combination of new development sites and right-of-way
improvements to complete the streetscape environments in the Downtown.

Strategic Opportunities:
There are three overall strategic opportunities
regarding transit, parking and pedestrian improvements that could be implemented or initiated in the next
five years.

• Continued expansion of Regional Transit will support
Downtown. Because Downtown is the hub for the metropolitan transit system, its expansion will continue to
bolster economic activities. Land use decisions for
transit corridors outside the Downtown are important
as well. Introducing housing around transit stations will
increase LRT ridership, reduce the demand for expensive expansion of parking and roadways.

• Management of private and public parking can greatly increase the supply for special events and short term
needs. Currently, over 18,300 parking spaces exist in
the Downtown area. Of this supply about 8,000 of
those are public (Figure 6) and 10,300 are private
spaces. Of the private spaces, only 500 are available to
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Public Parking Facilities
Lot A 265 spaces
Lot C 167 spaces
Lot G 1320 spaces
Lot H 988 spaces
Lotl 1035 spaces
Lot K 1920 spaces
Lot L1 15 spaces
Lot L245 spaces
Lot P 878 spaces
Lot Q 70 spaces
Lot R 451 spaces
It W 121 spaces
Lot X 181 spaces
Lot U 460 spaces
Lot Y 85 spaces

TOTAL 8001 spaces

prepared for: the City of Sacramento
by: RACESTUDIO

FIGURE 6: DOWNTOWN ACCESS AND PUBLIC PARKING FACILITIES
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SECTION THREE:
FRAMEWORK FOR
STRATEGIC INVESTMENT
Framework Organization
The Framework for Strategic
Investment is organized as seven districts
(Figure 7). Each of these areas plays a
unique functional and economic role. The
Framework identifies potential public
investments over the next five years within
a comprehensive view of each district. The
Framework is also included in the Action
and Monitoring Plan to track the success
of redevelopment investments and monitor
resources.

1. K STREET DISTRICT
The K Street District includes the
18-blocks around K Street. Referred to as
the "incentive zone" in the Sacramento
Urban Design Plan, this area is the core of
the CBD's traditional retailing, financial and
office activities. As in the Urban Design
Plan, the Framework Strategy places a
strong emphasis on concentrating public
and private investment in the K Street
District.
Implementation Activity 1.1
Finish K Street District before creating
new districts
The Framework for Strategic
Investment pursues continued revitaliza-

tion to the K Street district as a primary
objective for the Merged Downtowni
Redevelopment Area. This area's success
has implications on adjacent areas and to!
Sacramento as competitive business and
exciting cultural addresses.
Implementation Activity 1.2
Continue to focus office development
in the 18-block incentive zone
The Framework for Strategic
Investment emphasizes continuing to
focus employment, retail services, cultural
and entertainment uses in the 18-block
area around K Street. There are numerous
sites susceptible to large-scale office
development between 7th, 13th, J and L
Streets. These sites represent the potential for more retail development and could
introduce a significant number of employees within a block of K Street retail and
LRT stations.
Implementation Activity 1.3
Increase participation of 7th to 12th
Street property owners in retail merchandising plan and joint leasing
strategies
The blocks between 7th and 12th
Street have the highest vacancy rate and
greatest number of properties on K Street.
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Establish an Urban
Development and
Marketing Program for
the CBD related to office
and retail commercial
sectors. The marketing
program shall include a
retail mix analysis and
plan, centralized leasing
program, and a marketing analysis necessary to
develop publicity and
outreach effort for the
CBD.

In addition, there are several key blocks that have
ground floor uses that are inappropriate for successful
retailing. The Strategy stresses increased participation
by property owners to improve the tenant mix, reduce
vacancies, increase rents, and enhance the pedestrian
interest and shopping continuity along K Street.

brating its first five years of service, it is time to update
the business plan and renew the Property-Based
Business Improvement District (PBID) which funds the
Partnership's activities. The Strategy acknowledges
the importance of the Partnership's role and recommends renewal of the PBID.

Additionally, the City should continue to work
with the Westfield/Taylor Development Team on expansion of the Downtown Plaza onto K Street.

Implementation Activity 1.5
Assemble Land
As part of the revitalization effort, the Agency
should be prepared to strategically assemble land in
the K Street district for commercial, office and residential projects.

Implementation Activity 1.4
Renew the BID
Many of the measurable and symbolic successes in Downtown have been a result of the formation of the Downtown Partnership. The Partnership's
management and promotion of Downtown will be an
important part of future success as well. After cele-

M

2. CONVENTION CENTER
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AND THEATER

trict.

DISTRICT

Implementation Activity 2.4
Encourage the development of a
mixed-use district with ground uses
that complement theater uses
The synergy between the theater
activities and arts, retail and entertainment
(A.R.E. uses) is important to the theater!
goers' experience. The Strategy emphal
sizes introduction of uses that animate and
energize the theater areas.
I

The Convention Center and
Theater District includes the blocks adjacent to the convention center. This area
has a concentration of performance and
meeting venues. The area has the cultural
facilities that can anchor an active theater
and entertainment district.
Implementation Activity 2.1
Transform the area into a theater and
entertainment district
The Memorial Auditorium, Music
Circus Theater and the Community Center
Theater are three well-established cultural
venues.
In combination with the
Convention Center, the district provides
the anchor venues for implementing the
"East End Theater District" identified in the
Cultural and Entertainment District Plan.
The Framework Strategy recommends
implementing projects and recruiting tenants to the area that compliment these
large-scale venues to form an identifiable
district.
Implementation Activity 2.2
Prepare renovation strategy for
Community Center Theater
-The Community Center Theater
was built in the 1970's and has outdated
building infrastructure and patron amenities. The primary anchor tenants continue
to express concerns regarding the inadequacy of the facility. The Framework
Strategy recommends a study be undertaken to assess the opportunities to renovate the existing theater.
Implementation Activity 2.3
Develop a cluster of smaller theaters
and entertainment venues
There may be opportunities to
relocate smaller theater groups, such as
the B Street Theater, to the area. The
Strategy recommends exploring ways to
integrate small theaters into new commercial and mixed-use development in the dis-

3. WATERFRONT AND
OLD SACRAMENTO
The
Waterfront
and
Old
Sacramento draws over 1 million visitors
and Sacramento residents annually. The
museums, history, and architectural char i I
acter provide a family-oriented destination
for regional and California visitors. The
Framework builds on present success witk
an emphasis on creating new venues that
draws new and former visitors back to the
waterfront.
I

The "East End District, "
extending generally along
K Street mall from Plaza
Park and the Public
Library to Memorial

Implementation Activity 3.1
Continue to expand and develop the
Museum Mile concept by implementing
the Waterfront Master Plan
- The Strategy recommends continuing to promote the Waterfront and Old
Sacramento as the "Museum Mile" and to
continue to implement the Waterfront
Master Plan.

Auditorium. The integration of the arts and
cultural activities with
retail and restaurant
uses along the K Street
Mall is critical to the
eventual success of the
District. All possibilities for venue develop-

Implementation Activity 3.2
Implement the Crocker Art Museum
Master Plan
The City and Crocker Art Museum
is preparing a Master Plan for the areas
adjacent to the existing facilities. The plan
will include potential asset management
sites that can support implementation of
the expanded cultural complex.
The
Framework Strategy recommends pursuing the development of City lands in support of the area's cultural venues.
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ment within existing
buildings and private
development projects in
this area should be
explored.

pedestrian connections to the Depot
The Depot area is disconnected from the CBD.
The Strategy emphasizes enhancing transit and
pedestrian linkages to strengthen the railyard's economic and land use relationship to Downtown. The
Strategy promotes development of a streetscape solution for streets linking the Depot to the CBD.

Implementation Activity 3.3
Develop an amphitheater and small performance
hall in Old Sacramento
One of the most important objectives for Old
Sacramento is to provide new venues and attractions.
The Framework Strategy recommends supporting the
development of two new smaller venues in the next five
years - - an outdoor amphitheater and a small performance hall.

Implementation Activity 4.2
Complete multi-modal project
The proposed multi-modal project is a critical
next step in enhancing regional access. The multimodal project should be completed. The Strategy supports early implementation of the multi-modal project.

Implementation Activity 3.4
Support the Discovery Museum expansion
The Discovery Museum is expected to implement an expansion project within the next five years.
The Strategy recommends supporting the project.

4. RAILYARDS / DEPOT AREA
The Railyards and depot area has been identified in the Central City Plan as a future commercial,
cultural and residential extension of Downtown. In the
near term, one of its most important roles will be
enhancement of its traditional role as a transit arrival
district and facility serving Downtown.

Implementation Activity 4.1
Continue to invest in strengthening transit and

Implementation Activity 4.3
Initiate the extension of 7th Street
7th Street extension is critical to Richards
Boulevard development and enhancement of
Downtown's access. The Strategy recommends the
implementation of the 7th Street extension project.

5. CAPITOL AREA

M

One's image of a city is composed of a series
of memorable impressions - - important
places and landmarks and the routes to,
from and between them.
Urban Design Plan, Streetscape Guidelines

The Framework Strategic Investment empha-
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The Capitol Area, and its subset
Capitol Park Neighborhood, will continue
to provide a location for concentration of
Downtown employment and housing. The
Capitol Area Development Authority and
the State of California are important partners in accomplishing the benefits a coordinated development of this area can bring
to the overall economic vitality of
Downtown.

Implementation Activity 6.2
16th and R Streets (Crystal Ice)
The Framework promotes a
mixed-use solution for the 16th and R
Street.
I
Implementation Activity 6.3
11th and R Streets (CADA Warehouse)
The CADA Warehouse project at
11th and R Streets is underway. The
Strategy recommends continued support
for the residential and restaurant proposal[.

Implementation Activity 5.1
Continue to act as a partner in the
renaissance of the Capitol Park
Neighborhood
The Strategy recommends the
continued support of residential development in the Capitol Area by the City and
Redevelopment Agency.

Implementation Activity 6.4
4th and R Streets (CaIPERS)
CaIPERS is currently preparing a
master plan for their headquarters expani
sion project at 4th and R Streets!
CaIPERS is using the R Street Corridor,
Plan as a guide for the project. The
Strategy recommends working with
CaIPERS to realize R Street revitalization
objectives including pedestrian-friendl i
office and residential uses.

Implementation Activity 5.2
Coordinate streetscape improvements
related to residential and office development
The Framework Strategy assumes
the City will take an active role in guiding
streetscaping related to residential and
office development in the Capitol Area.

7. PARKING,
Encourage mixed-use

TRANSPORTATION AND
6. R STREET

PEDESTRIAN LINKAGES

CORRIDOR
The 26 block long R Street
Corridor has been positioned as a future
residential district. The warehousing activities have been giving way to market interest in both commercial office and residential development. The corridor has the
potential to evolve around three catalyst
area - - 16th and R Streets, 11 th and R
Street, and 4th and R Streets.
Implementation Activity 6.1
Shape catalyst developments to support R Street revitalization objectives
The Strategy emphasizes a proactive approach by the City and
Redevelopment Agency to promote the
revitalization objectives found in the R
Street Corridor Plan.

The seventh area identified in the
Framework is linear. It is the key traveli
routes and linkage elements that connect
various districts and Downtown to the
Central City.
Implementation Activity 7.1
Enhance pedestrian linkages
The Strategy recommends the
development of an overall implementation
and financing plan to fill the gaps in
Downtown's streetscape.
Implementation Activity 7.2
Office core streetscape along 7th, 9th,
10th, l, J and L Streets
The Framework Strategy stresses
the implementation of streetscape in the
primary office core streets.
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land uses including high
density housing around
the central Business
District in order to
increase the economic
viability and livability
of the area.

Implementation Activity 7.3
Waterfront and UPRR/Depot streetscape linkages
Streetscape connections to the Waterfront and
the Depot area are a high priority. Framework Strategy
recommends implementation of this project within the
next five years.

Downtown's entry corridors
Image and land use enhancements to the primary travel routes into Downtown is recommended by
the Strategy. This includes:
• 12th and 16th Street (SR 160) relinquishment to the
City;
• Increase investment in street-oriented mixed use projects;
• Improve streetscape and signage; and
• Capital Mall/Tower Bridge Expansion.

Implementation Activity 7.4
Enhance the image and address status of
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
for the
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
for the
MERGED DOWNTOWN SACRAMENTO REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT

INTRODUCTION
This Implementation Plan has been prepared by the City of Sacramento's Economic Development and Regional
Enterprise Agency (the "Agency") in compliance with Article 16.5 of the California Community Redevelopment Law (the
"CRL"). Article 16.5 is included as Appendix A to this Implementation Plan.
As explained in more detail in the next section of this Implementation Plan, the Merged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Project consists of four constituent projects that had been adopted over a period of 17 years and which
were merged in 1986 pursuant to Article 16 of the CRL. At the same time a new Amended Redevelopment Plan
("Amended Redevelopment Plan") was adopted for all four constituent projects, which supplanted th e projects' individual
redevelopment plans. The constituent redevelopment projects that constitute the Merged Project are:
•

Capitol Mall Area Project, Project No. 2-A
Capitol Mall Extension Project, Project No. 3
Capitol Mall Riverfront Project, Project No. 4
Uptown Development Project, Project No. 8

This Implementation Plan is composed of two separate components, a Redevelopment Component and a Housing
Component. The Redevelopment Component revisits the goals and objectives of the Amended Redevelopment Plan,
defines the Agency's strategy to achieve these goals and objectives, presents the projects, programs and expenditures
(other than those relating to low and moderate income housing) that have been developed as a means to attain the goals
and objectives, and describes how the goals and objectives, potential projects, specific programs and estimated
expenditures will eliminate blight within the Merged Project Area. Article 16.5 also requires that an implementation plan
explain how the components of the plan will implement various CRL requirements regarding low and moderate-income
housing.
Generally, the goals, activities and expenditures included in the Redevelopment Component of this
Implementation Plan do not implement the housing requirements of the CRL. The activities that do implement those
requirements are contained in the Housing Component.
The Housing Component shows how the Amended
Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives for housing preservation and production will be implemented and how the
statutory requirements for the set-aside and expenditure of tax increment for housing purposes will be met.
This Implementation Plan is a policy statement rather than an unalterable course of action. It has been prepared to set
priorities for redevelopment activities within the Merged Project Area for the five-year period covered by this plan and
incorporates currently known financial constraints in developing a program of activities to accomplish essential near-term
revitalization efforts for the Merged Project Area. However, new issues and opportunities may be encountered during the
course of administering the Amended Redevelopment Plan for the Merged Project during the five-year period. Therefore,
this. Implementation Plan may be amended if necessary to effectuate its purposes.
The purpose of this Implementation Plan is to provide a clear and reasonable statement of the Agency's current intent
regarding activities in the Merged Project Area and to establish a nexus between Agency goals and objectives, program
activities and the purpose of redevelopment which is to eliminate blight and to develop, preserve and rehabilitate
affordable housing. The intent of this Implementation Plan is not to restrict Agency activities to the goals and objectives,
projects, programs, and expenditures outlined herein, since conditions, values, expectations, resources, and the needs of
the Merged Project may change from time to time.
I
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I.

BACKGROUND
A.

MERGED PROJECT LOCATION, HISTORY AND REASONS FOR PROJECT ADOPTIONS,
AMENDMENTS AND MERGER
1.

Merged Project Location

The Merged Downtown Sacramento Project, which includes the Capitol. Mall Area Project
(Project No. 2-A), the Capitol Mall Extension Project (Project No. 3), the Capitol Mall Riverfront Project (Project No. 4),
and the Uptown Development Project (Project No. 8), stretches from the Sacramento River on the west, I Street on the
north, 18th Street on the east (including the three block strip between 7th and 18th Streets and between I and K Streets),
and S Street on the south (except for a portion between the Interstate 5 Freeway and the Sacramento River which extends
southerly to the Interstate 80 Freeway). Map 1 shows the boundaries of the Merged Project Area and each of its four
constituent projects.
2.

History of and Reasons for Project Adoptions, Amendments and Merger

The Merged Project traces its roots back nearly 45 years to 1950, when the Sacramento City
Council designated "Redevelopment Area No. One." Comparable to today's "Survey Area," Redevelopment Area No.
.One encompassed three of the four constituent project areas that were eventually adopted between 1955 and 1972 and
which were merged into the Merged Downtown Sacramento Project in 1986.
The redevelopment plans for the four constituent projects have each been amended three or
more times. The last amendment of each occurred in 1986 when the projects were merged. Three of the projects have
had additional territory added to them after the original adoption. The adoption/amendment history of each constituent
project and the Merged Project is summarized below.
a.

Capitol Mall Area Project, Project No. 2-A

The "West End" of Sacramento, which began developing in the 1860's when the
Sacramento River was rerouted and levees were constructed to protect the area from periodic floods, was by the 1950's an
area in serious decline. The effects of the City's evolving economy, the relocation of its city center, and of the Depression
had combined to make the West End the eyesore that it had become. Newspaper accounts, beginning in 1949 with a sixpart series in the Sacramento Bee, called attention to the fact that the once-prosperous Gold Rush headquarters had
become one of the grittiest slums west of the Mississippi. Physical and social surveys within the area showed that it was
the City's most densely populated area with a population of 38 residents per acre, and while it accounted for only 8
percent of the City's population, it had 24 percent of its crime and 42 percent of its tuberculosis cases. The area was home
to 28 different ethnic groups, and 4,500 single men lived in the Skid_ Row district. The area from First to Seventh Street
between I and R Streets was characterized by flophouses, rescue missions; casual labor exchanges, liquor stores and bars.
Based on the surveys, the Sacramento City Council, on February 3, 1950, adopted
Ordinance No. 1480 designating a 60-block area as Redevelopment Area No. One. This action qualified the area for
funding under the newly established Federal Urban Renewal. Program, and during the next five years the City carried out
the detailed surveys and planning required by that program.
The "urban renewal" (redevelopment) plan for the Capitol Mall Redevelopment
Project, Project No. 2-A, was adopted on September 13, 1955. It became the first project to be adopted within the
Redevelopment Area No. One. Based on a report entitled "Report on Results of Surveys to Measure Conditions of Slum
and Blight" dated October 20, 1953, the redevelopment plan describes the project area as predominantly residential and
characterized by the following conditions of blight: residential buildings unfit and unsafe for occupancy; mixed and
shifting land uses; excessive land coverage; inadequate provision for ventilation, light, sanitation and useable open spaces;
and economic dislocation, maladjustment and depressed property values.
City of Sacramento, Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency
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The plan was amended eight times between 1955 and 1973, none of which added
A ninth amendment, adopted June 17, 1986, merged this project with three other piojects (Capitol Mall
Extension Project, CapitolMa11 Riverfront Project and Uptown Development Project) to form the Merged Downtown
Sacramento Redevelopment Project. The ninth amendment also substituted a new; unified Amended Redevelopment Plan
in place of the existing redevelopment plans for the four constituent projects, and established a tax ncrement limit, bond
debt limit, plan duration, eminent domain and debt establishment time limits applicable to the Merged Project Area as a
whole.
territory.

b. .

Capitol Mall Extension Project, Project No. 3

The Capitol Mall Extension Project, adopted June 16, 1960, was the second project
adopted within Redevelopment Area No. One. The redevelopment plan for this project was amended three times between
1960 and 19.71. The 1967 amendment added ten blocks to the project area. The fourth amendment to this project's plan
was the merger amendment of June 17, 1986, which merged this project with the other three constituent projects and gave
it a new redevelopment plan, duration and limits shared by all four projects.
C..

Capitol Mall Riverfront Project, Project No. 4

Originally adopted on August 25, 1966, as the last project from Redevelopment Area
No. One, the redevelopment plan for the Capitol Mall Riverfront Project was amended twice between 1966 and 1980. In
1986 this project's plan was amended a third time to merge it with the other projects included in the Merged Project, and
to replace its redevelopment plan with an updated plan, a new duration and limits applicable to the entire Merged Project
Area. The 1986 merger amendment also added territory along the Sacramento River to this project's area.
d.

Uptown Development Project, Project,No. 8

Extending east from Project No. 3 to 18th Street, Project No. 8 encompasses the three
blocks between I and L Streets, including K Street which had been envisioned as a pedestrian mall as early as 1958. Once
one of the City's more attractive thoroughfares, by the 1920's K Street had begun to degenerate into an architectural
hodgepodge. Although aided by two anchors - Macy's department store on the west (next to the freeway), which was
built in 1963, and the new Convention Center on the east between 13th and 14th Streets, K Street property values had
been plunging. And while the anchors prospered, the properties in the middle were rapidly declining.
Twenty-one
percent of the storefronts along K Street were vacant, and many offices formerly occupied by state workers had been
vacated by the State's decentralization of its administrative offices to suburban locations.
As a result, the Uptown Development Project, the last of the Merged Project's
constituent projects, was adopted on July 20, 1972. The redevelopment plan for this project was amended two times
between 1972 and 1980. The 1980 amendment, among other things, also added territory to the Uptown Development
Project's area. In 1986 the plan was amended a third time to merge it with the three other constituent projects of the
Merged Project and to substitute a new redevelopment plan with a new duration and limits common to all four constituent
projects.
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e.

Merged Project

The four projects that comprise the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment
Project were initiated over a 17-year period commencing in the period immediately following World-War-II-and ending in
1972. The first three projects were classic urban renewal projects spawned and funded during the heyday of federal
government assistance to "local public agencies."

Even the last project, the Uptown Development Project adopted in
1972, was commenced under the then new federal "Neighborhood Development Program". In 1985, several significant
redevelopment measures were taken up by the California Legislature, including proposals to require redevelopment plans
to contain- a dollar limit on the total tax increment to be received from a project area, and time limits on establishment of
debt to be paid with tax increment revenues and on the institution of eminent domain proceedings to acquire privately
owned property. At the same time, other measures were proposed to require projects adopted prior to October 1, 1976
that had been exempt from the 20 percent low- and moderate- income housing set-aside requirement, to become subject to
such requirement. These measures, together with the fact that the old "urban renewal" plans of the four constituent
projects were antiquated by current standards (even the newest plan was 13 years old) suggested that the time was
opportune to merge the four projects into one Merged Project for financing purposes. At the same hme, the Agency took
the merger opportunity (which required each plan to be separately amended) to substitute a new redevelopment plan
applicable to all four constituent projects in lieu of the former separate plans. This Amended Redevelopment Plan, in
keeping with the reform measures adopted in 1985 and effective January 1, 1986, contained one tax increment limit, one
bond debt limit, one eminent domain time limit, one debt establishment time limit and one plan effectiveness time limit
(duration) applicable to all four constituent projects.
A Second Amendment to the Amended Redevelopment Plan was approved on May
25, 1999 which reestablished the authority for eminent domain proceedings to acquire non-residential property in the
Project. The time limit for the amendment of the use of eminent domain proceedings is twelve years from the date of
adoption of the Second Amendment. The Second Amendment did not alter the boundaries of the Project Area.

I

B.

AMENDED REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
1.

i

Purpose

The Amended Redevelopment Plan for the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment.
Project provides the Agency with powers, duties and obligations to implement and continue its program for the
redevelopment, rehabilitation, and revitalization of the Merged Project Area. Because of the long-term nature of the
Amended Redevelopment Plan and the need to retain flexibility to respond to market and economic conditions, property
owners and developer interests and opportunities as they arise, the Amended Redevelopment Plan does not present a
precise plan or establish specific projects for the redevelopment, rehabilitation and revitalization of the Merged'Project
Area. Rather, the Amended Plan represents a process and a basic framework within which specific plans have been and
will continue to be presented, specific projects have been and will continue to be established and specific solutions have
been and will continue to be proposed, and by which tools are provided to'the Agency to fashion, develop and proceed
with such specific plans, projects and solutions.
2.

Goals and Objectives as Defined in the Amended Redevelopment Plan

The redevelopment plans for the first three constituent projects within the Merged Project were
adopted under very specific federal requirements. They therefore contained voluminous language on land uses and
development requirements but nothing regarding goals and objectives. By 1972, when the plan for the fourth project
(Project No. 8) was adopted, custom, rather than federal or state law, dictated that the plan contain a statement of its major
goals and objectives. In 1986, when the Amended Redevelopment Plan was adopted for the entire Merged Project Area, a
new statement of goals and objectives was included which was similar to but superseded Project No. 8's goals and
objectives, and, like the Amended Plan, were applicable to the entire Merged Project Area. The goals and objectives of
the Merged Project are as follows:
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1.

The elimination of environmental deficiencies in the Merged Project Area, including, among others, mixed and
shifting uses, small and irregular lots, obsolete, aged and deteriorated building types, inadequate or deteriorated
public improvements, and incompatible and uneconomic land uses.

2.

The assembly of land into parcels suitable for modem, integrated development with improved pedestrian and
vehicular circulation in the Merged Project Area.

3.

The replanning, redesign and development of undeveloped areas, which are stagnant or improperly utilized.

4.

The strengthening of retail and other commercial functions in the downtown area.

5.

The strengthening of the economic base of the Merged Project Area and the community by the installation of needed
site improvements either inside or outside the Merged Project Area to stimulate new commercial/light industrial
expansion, employment and economic growth.

6.

The provision of adequate land for ventilation, light and open spaces.

7.

The establishment and implementation of performance criteria to assure high site design standard's and environmental
quality and other design elements, which provide unity and integrity to the entire Merged Project.l

8.

The expansion and improvement of the community's supply of housing, including low- and moderate-iiicome
housing.

9.

The provision of an environment for social and economic growth.

10. The preservation and/or restoration, where feasible, of historically or architecturally significant structures.
11. The provision of opportunities for participation by owners and business tenants in the revitalization of their
properties.
C.

Agency Activities Since Project Adoptions
1.

Geographical Districts Within the Merged Project Area

In the nearly 40-year history of the Merged Project, the downtown area of Sacramento has
evolved from an extremely blighted congregation of buildings and land uses that served a small, rural community to a
sophisticated, dynamic regional downtown of new and rehabilitated offices, hotels, residences and cultural attractions
serving the economic and social needs of a metropolitan community of over 370,000 people. Over time, the names used
to identify places districts and areas change. New names evolve as new needs and uses emerge. What had been the "West
End" in the 1860's had become Sacramento's "downtown" by the early 1900's. Starting in 1955, the downtown area was
divided into four separate redevelopment projects, each with its own name and definable area. In 1986, these separate
projects lost their individual identities as they were consolidated into one Merged Project. For this Plan update, the
following districts or planning area categories were established:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

K Street District;
Convention Center and Theater District;
Waterfront and Old Sacramento;
Railyards/Depot Area;
Capitol Area;
R Street Corridor; and
Parking, Transportation and Pedestrian Linkages.
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Continuing the trend, the Agency's activities and accomplishments since the four constituent projects were adopted,
described below, as well as the Implementation Plan projects, programs and expenditures proposed by the Agency in
Sections IIB and IIC3 will be organized into the various geographical districts of which they are a part.
2.

Activities and Accomplishments to Date

Over the past 45 years the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency has invested over $364
million in federal and local public dollars in the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project. The Agency has
been the key factor in bringing the downtown area back from blight and stagnation and energizing it to fulfill a major role
in the Sacramento Metropolitan Area economy during the 90's and on into the 21st Century. The Agency's activities have
spanned the complete gamut of redevelopment effort. It has engendered substantial new developments, including a
regional shopping center, hotels, high- and low-use residential units, offices and commercial uses. It has assisted many
smaller businesses with rehabilitation loans and grants. It has fostered preservation of historic buildings and promoted the
cultural arts and social services.
While much progress was achieved during the Agency's early efforts, it was not until the late 1980's
that Agency staff, working with city staff and consultants, created the basic foundational documents needed to unify and
guide its own and the efforts.of others in completing the redevelopment of downtown Sacramento. The two major
documents that emerged from this era of unparalleled growth were the Sacramento Urban Design Plan, which consists of
three components ("Architectural Design Guidelines," a "Central Business District Framework Plan," and a set of "Central
Business District Street Guidelines") adopted in 1987, and the Downtown Cultural and Entertainment District Master
Plan adopted in 1990. Approval of these two documents by the Sacramento City Council provided the framework for
achieving a holistic approach to downtown revitalization, from supporting retail recruitment, signage and alley
maintenance, to major renovations of the Downtown Plaza shopping mall.
Table 1 summarizes the Agency's 45-year achievements in the Merged Project, which are organized
under seven districts/categories; 1) K Street District; 2) Convention and Community Center District; 3) Waterfront and
Old Sacramento; 4) Railyards/Depot Area; 5) Capitol Area; 6) R Street Corridor; and 7) Pedestrian and Transportation
Corridors. Projects implemented that are outside of these districts/categories are included under Miscellaneous Activities.
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Table 1
Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency
Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project
SUMMARY OF AGENCY ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPI.IS>iiMENTS TO DATE'
1

2.

K Street District
•
Downtown Plaza Mall Development and Subsequent Renovation
•
U.S. Bank Office Project in conjunction with Renovation/Expansion of the Central Library
•
Hyatt Hotel Development
•
Streetscape Improvements, Including:
- Development of K Street Pedestrian/Transit Mall
- Construction of K Street Mall Cross-streets Improvements
•
Assistance in Development of Light Rail System
•
Construction of Public Parking Structures, Including:
- Downtown Plaza Parking Garage
- Central Library Parking Structure
•
Development of Parks and Open Spaces, Including:
- Cesar Chavez Plaza Improvements (designs complete)
- St. Rose of Lima Park, Including a Permanent Ice-Skating Rink and Vendor Space
- Bishop Gallegos Square
- K Street Tunnel Beautification
- 13h Street Re-opening and Beautification
•
Acquisition of "Opportunity Sties" for Future Development
•
Redevelopment of Block Bounded by 5th, 6th, I and J Streets (Sammis Office Building)
•
Rehabilitation of Ramona, Traveler's and California Fruit Buildings
•
Holiday Inn Hotel Development
•
Development Renovation Assistance for the Crest Theater
•
Assistance in Preparation of Downtown Cultural and Entertainment District Master Plan
•
Assistance in Formation of Downtown Partnership to Promote Such Activities As:
- The "Sammie's" Summer Concert Series in Plaza Park
- The Market at Summerfest on K Street
- Vendor Cart Program
- Mural Program
- Clean and Safe Program
•
Development of Residential Housing, Including:
- Construction of Riverview Plaza, a 15-story Mixed Use Project, and 626 I Street Housing/Office
Project
- Renovation of Shasta/Argus and Sequoia Single Room Occupancy (SRO) Hotels
- Renovation of Berry Hotel
•
Relocation and Renovation of the Historic Victorian Residence, L. Williams Mansion (Morey's Place) as an
American Youth Hostel Facility
Convention Center and Theater District
•
Convention Center Hotel Development (under construction)
•
Development Assistance for Convention Center Expansion
•
Development Renovation Assistance for the Memorial Auditorium
•
Development Assistance to the Sacramento Ballet
•
Development of Residential Housing, Including:
Development of La Pensione K Housing Project

This list is not exhaustive. It is intended to be illustrative and representative of the Agency's activities'.
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3.

Waterfront and Old Sacramento
Complete Redevelopment of Old Sacramento as Retail, Entertainment and Historic District, which includes:
•
Renovation of Delta King Riverboat Hotel/Restaurant
•
Development of Waterfront Promenade, Boat Docks, and Waterfront Park
•
Renovation/Reconstruction of Numerous Buildings to Authentic Latter-19th Century Theme
•
Construction of the Globe, a 19th Century Sailing Ship
•
Construction of Historic Ambiance Elements, Including Cobblestone Streets, Gas Style Street Lights,
Wooden Sidewalks, and Period Street Signage
•
Construction of McDowell Building and CPRR Freight Depot, as Part of State Historic Park
•
Construction of Mini-Parks
•
Preparation of Sacramento Riverfront Master Plan
•
Development of Waterfront Hotel (under construction)
•
Construction of Waterfront Restaurants (one complete, one partially developed, and one under negotiation)
•
Construction of Old Sacramento Parking Structures
•
Development Renovation Assistance for the Crocker Art Gallery Expansion
•
Development Renovation Assistance for the Sacramento History Center

4.

Railyards/Depot Area
•
Chinatown Redevelopment
Assisted in the development of Chinatown M ixed Use Housing/Office Project
Initiation of 7`s Street Extension Project ( also included under Railyards/Depot District)

5.

Capitol Area
•
Capitol Mall Redevelopment

6.

R Street Corridor
•
Preparation of R Street Corridor Master Plan

7.

Parkin
•
•
•

Transportation and Pedestrian Linkages

Initiation of 7`s Street Extension Project (also included under Railyards/Depot District)
Streetscape Improvements in various districts (see above)
Assistance in Development of Light Rail System

Miscellaneous
•
Assistance in Preparation of Sacramento Urban Design Plan
•
Assistance in Preparation of Central City Housing Strategy
•
Assistance in Preparation of Crocker Art Museum Expansion Plan
•
Preparation of Performing Arts Facility Feasibility Study
•
Development of Property for Construction of a Downtown Social Se rvices Complex (currently
under construc tion)
•
Development of Residential Housing, Including:
- Development of Southside Park Co housing Project
- Ridgeway SRO Renovation
- Development of Folsom Boulevard.Public Housing
- Development of Cotton Lane Public Housing
- Developinent of sca ttered public housing
- Development of Los Victorianas Public Housing
- Development of Oak Park Duplexes Public Housing
- Development of Biele Place
- Development of 17`' Street Commons
- Development of River City Co-Housing
City of Sacramento, Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency
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- Development of Village Park
- Development of Norwood Estates
- Development of St. Francis
- Development of Taylor Terrace
- Development of The Terraces
- Development of Metro Square
- Development of the Quinn Cottages
- Rehabilitation.of 100-rental units, acquisition/rehabilitation of the family housing demonstration project
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II.

REDEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

A.

FINANCING

This Implementation Plan recognizes the financial constraints to implementing the Amended Redevelopment
Plan over the next five years. The constraints are primarily the result of existing obligations in the merged Project.Area
that utilize a significant portion of,existing tax increment, and the fact that the Agency is approaching the tax increment
limit for the Merged Project. While the programs to be implemented in the Merged Project Area over the next five years
will be funded through existing fund balances and bond proceeds on hand, many other programs and projects that are
needed in order to fulfill the goals of the Amended Redevelopment Plan cannot be undertaken due to the current financial
limits of the Amended Redevelopment Plan.
1.

Tax Increment Revenues

At the time a redevelopment plan is adopted for a project area, the taxes generated ,from taxable value of
property in the area (often referred to as the base year value) continue to be distributed to each of the' taxing entitles which
levy a property tax in the project area. The property taxes that occur due to growth in taxable value above the base year
value are allocated to the redevelopment agency. This amount is commonly referred to as tax incremient revenues.
As discussed in the Background section of this Implementation Plan, the Merged Project Area consists
of four constituent projects that were adopted over a period of 17 years, between 1955 and 1972. Each of the four
constituent projects has its own base year value, as shown below:
Project 2A
Project 3
Project 4'
Project 8'
Total Base Year Value

$8,296,960
$10,218,560
$20,905,425
$153 , 812 ,478
$193,233,423

' Includes both the original and amended portion of the Project Area.

The Merged Project Area's 1998-1999 total taxable value is approximately $1,3!61,910,534 which is
approximately $1.2 billion higher than the combined base year values. In the late eighties and early nineties, the
percentage increase in taxable values was significant, averaging approximately 8 percent annually. In the last five years,
however, the average percentage increase in taxable values has slowed substantially, to less than 1 percent annually. It
appears that the anemic growth in Merged Project values over this period is the result of successful assessment appeals.
The reductions caused by appeals can be related to the depressed real estate market in the Sacramento area and statewide.
The Agency anticipates that the lowered valuations. caused by assessment appeals will be reversed in the near future, given
the recent real estate market recovery.
Future growth in taxable values and tax increment is, in large part, outside of the Agency's control since
it is dependent on the reversal of the recession in the -real estate market and requires an increase in the demand for office
space in Sacramento. The Agency, through its program of redevelopment, _envisions _enhancing. the environment and
providing economic inducements to the development community to build additional office space in the Merged Project
Area. Several prime sites for such development are under the control of the Agency (such as Lot A-aifd Metro Place). As
discussed further in the programs and projects sections of this Implementation Plan, the top priority of the Agency's
Developer Assistance Program will be the creation of large-scale private developments on key opportunity sites. To the
extent that the Agency's program is successful and new development takes place on these sites, additional tax increment
will be generated to fund additional Agency redevelopment projects and programs.
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It is estimated that the Agency will have approximately $14.8 million in gross tax increment revenues
fr om the Merged Project Area for 2000. However, as desc ri bed below, a significant po rt ion of th ese monies is pledged to
pre-existing obligations. Depending on the success of Agency-assisted developments and th e revival of the real estate
market, this revenue could grow by between $4.0 and $11.0 million by 2005, an d could provide the capaci ty
to fund
additi onal redevelopment activities.
2.

Existing Obligations

The Agency has incurred a number of significant ongoing financial obligations within the Merged
Project Area, including the items discussed below:
.
•

Bond Debt Service: The Agency has outstanding tax allocation bonds that were issued in 1998 in part to refund
outstanding bonds from 1990 and to provide funding for other redevelopment activities. The 1990 bonds were issued
to finance various redevelopment projects and programs, including land acquisition, construction of public amenities,
and loans and grants for the Agency's rehabilitation program. A portion of the bond proceeds _is also being used for
low- and moderate-income housing purposes. In addition, some of the projects and programs discussed in this
Implementation Plan will be financed through the proceeds of the 1998 bond issue.
The Agency has also committed Merged Project tax increment to pay debt service on the 1986 Parking Structure
Lease Revenue Bonds. These bonds were issued to construct a parking structure in the Ol ld Sacramento/Docks
District portion of the Merged Project.

•

Notes Payable. The Agency has incurred the Library Plaza Group Note Payable, which requires the payment of
principle and interest on or before the earlier of the option to purchase (as defined in the Parking Lease Agreement) or
in April 2003.
Other Debt.

The Agency incurred th e Boating and Waterways Loan form the City of Sacramento for the
construction of new docks in Old Sacramento and is has incurred the Wells Fargo note payable for the Pioneer Hall
renovation.
•

Administrative Expenses. The CRL provides that the Agency has general authority to hire staff, execute contracts,
and/or purchase or rent space, equipment and supplies. In order to implement the Amended Redevelopment Plan and
the projects and programs in the Implementation Plan, the Agency has and will incur administrative expenses and
obligations. Such expenses have and will reflect the costs for salaries, technical assistance, operating services and
supplies, and other ancillary expenses.

•

Set-Aside for Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Purposes. The CRL requires that all agencies set aside 20
percent of their tax increment revenues to facilitate the development of housing for persons with low- and moderateincomes. Particulars regarding the estimated amount and planned usage of the set-aside funds are discussed in the
Housing Component of this Implementation Plan.

Payments on obligations discussed above have committed a substantial portion of the Agency's primary
funding source - tax increment revenue. For 2000, annual obligations are estimated to equal almost 1 100 percent of the tax
increment revenue that the Agency will receive.
3.

Tax Increment Limit

As an adjunct to the constraints imposed by existing obligations, the Agency is limited in its ability to
incur additional. obligations due to the Merged Project's tax increment limit. As part of the merger process in 1986, the
Agency established a cumulative tax increment limit of $520 million for the Merged Project Area. Of this amount, the
Agency has received $171.5 million through fiscal year 1998/1999, leaving a balance of $348.5 million. Of this amount,
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$194 million is obligated for debt service, $31.2 million is obligated for housing activities, and $123.3 is available for
future Merged Project activities.

B.

MERGED PROJECT FOCUS

As discussed above, the Agency is concerned about the limited financial capacity remaining under the Merged
Project's tax increment limit. The Agency has not accomplished all the projects and programs it believes are necessary to
eliminate remaining blight and to solidify downtown Sacramento's ability to function as a major regional urban center.
The Agency has developed a holistic and comprehensive strategy with the overall goal of creating a vibrant, 18-hour city.
While the Agency has accomplished much in the Merged Project Area in the last 45 years, many redevelopment programs
and projects remain to be addressed. However, unless and until the Amended Redevelopment Plan is amended to increase
the tax increment limit, the Agency's future activities within the Merged Project Area during the term of this
Implementation Plan and afterwards will be limited to only those high priority projects and programs that will have the
biggest impact on remaining blight or that are most essential to the efficient functioning of the downtown area.
In addition to the tax increment limit problem, the Agency's activities during the term of this Implementation
Plan will be limited by chronic short-term cash flow problems. As described in the Financing section above, the Agency
has a number of obligations which, in their entirety, consume most of the Agency's tax increment resources. Also, growth
in tax increment in the past few years has been limited due to the depressed real estate market. As a result, the major
focus of Agency effort has been and will continue to be to: 1) carry out those projects and programs that are already
under way or to which the Agency has legally or financially committed, 2) focus efforts on large scale development
projects through the Developer Assistance Program, in order to generate sufficient tax increment to solve the Agency's
short-term cash flow problems and finance related blight removal programs; 3) implement a modest program of additional
capital improvements in the K Street Mall and Waterfront/Old Sacramento District; 4) continue the commercial
revitalization efforts through the Downtown Sacramento Partnership; and 5) continue to selectively implement the
Cultural and Entertainment Program. These activities, which will be financed with existing fund balances and bond
proceeds, are described in more detail below.
C.

REDEVELOPMENT COMPONENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES, PROGRAMS, PROJECTS AND
EXPENDITURES, AND BLIGHT ELIMINATION

This section of the Implementation Plan declares goals and objectives ("Goals and Objectives") and identifies
projects, programs, and expenditures to be used in the realization of the Goals and Objectives. Housing goals and
objectives as they have been established for the Merged Project Area are included in the Housing Component of this
Implementation Plan.
The elements of this Redevelopment Component of the Implementation Plan are interrelated to accomplish the
blight elimination in the Merged Project Area. The Goals and Objectives of the Implementation Plan are a subset of the
Redevelopment Plan and have been extracted on the basis of the priorities for addressing conditions and needs in the
Merged project Area given available resources and the five-year time limitation of the ImplemI entation Plan. The
achievement of the Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives will result in the elimination of'some of the blight
and blighting conditions remaining in the Merged Project Area and advance the overall goals and objectives of the
Amended Redevelopment Plan. The means for achieving the Goals and Objectives of the Redevelopment Component are
the projects, programs and expenditures to be undertaken by the Agency over the five-year term. By implementing these
projects and programs, the Agency will realize the blight elimination effects of the Goals and Objectives (Table 2).
1.

Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives
a.

Redevelopment Plan Goals and Objectives to be Addressed During the Next Five Years

The development of the Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives was based on the
identification of the most apparent needs of the Project Area and those accomplishments, which could reasonably be
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Table 2
Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency
Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project Implementation Plan

ELEMENTAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE REDEVELOPMENT COMPONENT
Redevelopment Plan Goals and Objectives
♦

•

The elimination of environmental deficiencies
in the Merged Project Area, including, among
others, mixed and shifting uses, small and
irregular lots, obsolete, aged and deteriorating
building types, inadequate or deteriorated
public improvements, and incompatible and

Implementation Plan Goals and
Objectives
♦
•

Attract new businesses and retain
and improve existing businesses,
as appropriate within.commercial
areas of the Merged Project

•

Elimination of small and irregular

uneconomic land'uses
•

•

The preservation and/or restoration, where
feasible, of historically or architecturally
significant structures
The elimination of environmental deficiencies
in the Merged Project'Area,'including, among
others, mixed and shifting uses, small and
irregular lots, obsolete, aged and deteriorating
building types, inadequate or deteriorated
public improvements, and incompatible and
uneconomic land uses

Five-Year Projects and Programs
(to satisfy Implementation Plan
goals and objectives)
♦
• Developer Assistance: promote
major development on key
opportunity sites

Blighting Conditions
(that will be reduced or
eliminated)
•

Deterioration and
dilapidation

lots and uneconomic land uses
•

•

•

Improve visual/aesthetic
appearance eof the Merged Project
Area
Improve visual/aesthetic
appearance of the Merged Project
Area

•

Commercial Revitalization
Program

•

Deterioration and
dilapidation

•

Commercial Revitalization
Program

•

Deterioration and
dilapidation

•

The existence of
inadequate public

Attract new businesses and retain
and improve existing businesses,
as appropriate within commercial

.

areas of the Merged Project
•

The elimination of environmental deficiencies
in the Merged Project Area, including, among

others, mixed and shifting uses, small and
irregular-lots,-obsolete;-aged-and-deterior.ating-

•

Improve/upgrade appearance and
safety of downtown area streets,

sidewalks and alley

,

•

Capital Improvement Program
.

improvements, facilities
and!utilities-which-cannot-

building types, inadequate or deteriorated
public improvements, and incompatible and

be remedied by private or
governmental action

uneconomic land uses,

without redevelopment

attained during the five-year Implementation Plan period consistent with the Redevelopment Plan goals.
Redevelopment Plan goal that will in part be accomplished during the next five years is as follows:
•

The

The elimination of environmental deficiencies in the Merged Project Area, including, among others^ mixed-and---shifting uses, small and irregular lots, obsolete, aged and deteriorating building types, inadequate or deteriorated
public improvements, and incompatible and uneconomic land uses.
b.

Implementation Plan Goals and Objectives

Based on the guidelines established in the Sacramento Urban Design Plan, the Downtown and
Cultural Entertainment District Master Plan, and Sacramento Riverfront Master Plan, the Agency has formulated the
following goals and objectives for this five-year Implementation Plan:
•

Attract new businesses and retain and improve existing businesses, as appropriate within commercial areas of the
Merged Project;

•

Eliminate small and irregular lots and uneconomic land uses;

•

Improve visual/aesthetic appearance of the Merged Project Area; and

•

Improve/upgrade appearance and safety of downtown area streets, sidewalks and alleys.

The Agency will attain the Goals and Objectives of the Implementation Plan through the
projects, programs and expenditures detailed in the following item 3 of this Implementation Plan.
2.

Blight Elimination

The achievement of the Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives (through specific projects,
programs and expenditures) will eliminate blight by removing, in part, blighting conditions remaining within the Merged
Project Area. This Implementation Plan does not attempt to outline a plan to eliminate all blight remaining in the Merged
Project Area, since achieving this will likely require amendment of the Amended Redevelopment Plan, but rather
addresses how the Agency intends to contribute to the removal of blight within the Merged Project Area and the
revitalization of downtown Sacramento.
Though the Agency and the community are proud of the substantial past accomplishments and how
those accomplishments of the redevelopment program have led to the elimination of portions of the, blight, blighting
conditions still remain in parts of the Merged Project Area. Based on the survey completed for the 1994 Implementation
Plan, over 40 percent of the buildings in the Merged Project Area were currently in need of some form of structural
improvement and reinvestment. With the exception of the redevelopment projects completed in the last five years, the
physical, social and economic characteristics in the Merged Project Area have remained largely unchanged. In addition,
population growth in the City of Sacramento over the past 25 years has contributed to the increased stature of the
downtown as a major commercial and retail center for the metropolitan area.
The programs proposed for the Merged Downtown Project Area for the upcoming five-year period are
intended to address the area's immediate cultural and commercial improvement needs.
Howelver, there are other
additional programs, discussed in later portions of this plan, which are also perceived to be vital to tlie completion of the
redevelopment effort in the Merged Project Area but which cannot be funded either due to the cash flow problems of the
Merged Project or due to the existing financial provisions of the Amended Redevelopment Plan. Such additional
programs proposed to be undertaken by the Agency over the next five years and the blighting characteristics they are
intended to alleviate are described below:
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•

Deterioration and Dilapidation. As noted above, a survey of structural conditions in the Merged Project Area
identified numerous buildings that were in need of reinvestment. Of the 462 buildings surveyed, 32 percent are in
need of maintenance improvements, 7 percent are in need of moderate rehabilitation, and 2 percent are in need of
extensive reconstruction. The Developers Assistance Program includes new construction and building rehabilitation. '
The Capital Improvement Program proposed for the upcoming five-year period is primarily intended to improve the
appearance of the downtown area along the K Street Mall and adjacent significant pedestrian linkages, with
landscaping, street furniture and other public amenities:

•

Underutilized Properties and Public Improvement Deficiencies.

There continue to be numerous underutilized
parcels in the Merged Downtown Project Area. There has been concern for some time over the lack of an economic
and physical link of this area to the Central Business District and the inability of the private iector acting alone to
create this link by maximizing the potential of the underutilized parcels that are located within this area. Many
underutilized parcels are located at prime core locations in the Central Business District, and include a variety of
properties on K Street between 7"' and 11th, J Street between 6' and 13', Lot A, and the 14th and L site. The Agency
intends to solicit proposals for those sites which it owns, possibly utilize eminent domain powers to assemble parcels
for development on other sites, and/or provide economic incentives to attract development.
To address public improvement deficiencies, this Implementation Plan includes a capital improvements program,
which provides improvements in the K Street District and the Waterfront/Old Sacramento District. The K Street
District improvements include lighting, signage, street furniture, paving, and landscaping. Improvements in the
Waterfront/Old Sacramento District include a variety of improvements to the promenade and the docks, Tower
Bridge pedestrian improvements, and landscaping.

•

Outstanding Socio-Economic Needs. The City of Sacramento has experienced tremendous population growth over
the past two decades, increasing its urban prominence in the Northern California regional area. As such, the role of
the downtown in serving the business and cultural needs of the metropolitan area has expanded. Over the past decade
alone, the population of the City has increased by approximately 8.6 percent, and from 1970 to 1990 the population
increased by almost 100,000 people. The growing population has expanded the economic base of the City, but has
also placed a burden on existing infrastructure and cultural facilities. The programs proposed in this Implementation
Plan are able to only marginally address some of these outstanding needs. For example, the Developer Assistance
Program is proposed to expand the opportunities for new businesses by providing resources for on- and off-site public
improvements. The Commercial Revitalization Program seeks to implement the ideas and recommended activities
identified in the Downtown Cultural and Entertainment District Master Plan, as well as recruit ietail businesses and
provide a clean, safe, and friendly environment. Finally, the Public Improvement Program iri the Waterfront/Old
Sacramento District aims to improve this very important historical resource of the City for all its residents and
visitors.
Project, Programs and Expenditures

Financing for the projects, programs, and expenditures listed below is based on estimated fund balances and bond
proceeds available to the Agency. The implementation of the following projects, programs and the corresponding
expenditures over the five-year period will satisfy the Implementation Plan goals and objectives, and in turn, the Goals
and Objectives of the Amended Redevelopment Plan. Because of the uncertainty about market demand for private
development projects, the allocation of funds to program elements must be flexible so as to be able to respond to new
market-driven opportunities.
•

Developer Assistance Program. The Developer Assistance Program is designed to assist in the engineering of new
development in the Merged Project Area. Specific Agency activities under this program include land acquisition and
relocation; assistance with on- and off-site improvements; toxic remediation; and other types of required
assistance.
Agency assistance, which is provided under this program, is often done by entering into owner participation
agreements or disposition and development agreements. There are a number of opportunities available for
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development and revitalization assistance in the Merged Project.
following:

The Agency will focus its program on the

K Street District
•
Support site assembly/acquisition/preparation for office and retail development for the following areas/sites:
Metropolitan Place Site (9th and J)
Lot A (Capital Mall and 7th)
J, K, and L Streets (7t° to 12')
Support the development of Ping Yuen site
Downtown Plaza expansion
Various other sites which have been identified as blighted
Various sites where market rate housing may be developed which cannot be financed through the Low- and
Moderate-Income Housing program
A
Support Public Art Downtown
•
Support of preservation and reuse of architecturally significant sites (Elks. Building, Masonic Temple and others)
Convention Center and Theater District
•
Support for a variety of projects, including:
Office and retail development at 15th and L streets
Community Center Theater renovation
Music Circus expansion and parking structure
Small, experimental theater development (99 seats)
Master planning for a Performing Arts Center
Continued planning of Capital Unity Center (may be located in another district)
Various other sites which have been identified as blighted
Various sites where market rate housing may be developed which cannot be financed through the Low- and
Moderate-Income Housing program
Waterfront and Old Sacramento
•
Continue to complete the Waterfront Master Plan, including:
Development of waterfront restaurant
Development of Lot X/Caltrans Property as part of the Crocker Art Museum Master Plan
Amphitheater and Small Performance Hall
Museum expansion
Completion of Waterfront Master Plan
Support development of various other sites which have been identified as blighted
Support development of various sites where market rate housing may be developed which cannot be
financed through the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing program
Capitol Area
Support development of various other sites which have been identified as blighted
Support development of various sites where market rate housiiig may be developed which cannot be financed
through the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing program
R Street Corridor
Support development of various sites where market rate housing may be developed which cannot be financed
through the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing program
•

Commercial Revitalization Program. This ongoing program is a result of the Downtown Summit where a decision
was made to consolidate a number of nonprofit organizations under one umbrella organization to carry out
management, operations, promotions, events and maintenance of the Central Business Distri^ct. The Downtown
Sacramento Partnership (DSP) has been formed in order to serve this function. The Agency provides funding to, and
works in conjunction with, the DSP in order to achieve a "safe, clean, and friendly" downtown environment.
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•

Capital Improvement Program. The Capital Improvement Program includes funding needed infrastructure
improvements. Capital improvements will concentrate primarily on providing public parking in conjunction with
development projects where feasible and working to implement streetscape and signage, linkages between the
districts. The Parking, Transportation and Pedestrian Linkages District isn't one contiguous planning area, but rather
contains major tranportation corridors and addresses parking needs in all districts. Additional public improvements
are proposed mainly in three areas: The K Street District, Waterfront and Old Sacramento, and the R Street Corridor.
Much of the Agency's Capital Improvement Program will be centered on the K Street District and surrounding areas
that serve as major tranportation corridors for Downtown. The program for revitalization of the K Street District has
resulted from a number of sources, including the Downtown Streetscape Study, the K Street ChI arette, the renovation
of Downtown Plaza, the Convention Center Expansion and the completion of the Esquire Plaza Office Tower and
IMAX Theater. The installation of capital improvements within the K Street District will assist in increased retail
activity/vitality, improvement of the environment in order to attract development to key opportunity sites, and will
also provide • a venue for Downtown Sacramento Partnership activities. Possible K Street District area public
improvement projects include, but are not limited to:
Design and implementation of a complete signage, lighting, street furniture, paving, and landscaping program;
Parking analysis and development;
Streetscape linkages;
Completion of Cesar E. Chavez Plaza renovation; and
Historic Trolley installation.
Capital improvements in the Waterfront and Old Sacramento District will focus on various projects along the
riverfront. The strategy for the riverfront improvements is based both on past planning efforts and recommendations
arising from the Sacramento Riverfront Master Plan. Public improvements will be concentrated in the northern
Docks Area and may include, but are not limited to, the following:

-

Continued remediation of the Agency-owned parcels located on Front Street in the' Docks Area;
Construction of bike trails along the Sacramento River;
A variety of other improvements including: street lighting, accessibility to the moored ships, additional street
furniture, historic signs on buildings, and development of the retail facilities on Front Street;
Streetscape improvements related to the construction of a small. amphitheater and performance hall;
Docks promenade/Tower Bridge; and
Continued infrastructure expansion.

Several residential and mixed-use projects have been proposed for the R Street Corridor. Capitall improvements in the
R Street Corridor District are based on the recently approved R Street Corridor Master Plan. Public improvements
include supporting streetscape improvements directly related to the currently proposed housing/mixed-use projects
for R Street.
The above list is provided for illustrative purposes only. However, the Agency may and will use this program to
engender development on those sites within the Merged Project where market demand is found. It is also expected that
the Merged Project will require amendment in order to successfully implement the Developer Assistance Program and
finish the process of blight elimination. Expenditures for the Developer Assistance Program are anticipated to be
approxiinately $8 million'over the five-year period of this Implementation Plan, but could be more depending on project
developments and available discretionary tax increment availability. The Agency plans to coordinate with the City's CIP
process to help leverage funds for capital improvements.
4.

Additional Programs Beyond the Agency's Implementation Capability

The above list of projects and programs is expected to be implemented over the next five years. Funds are
expected to be available for projects and programs within the amounts estimated. However, these projects, programs and
expenditures fall short of representing the efforts the Agency wishes to carry out both over the next five years and also to
bring the Merged Project to a successful completion.
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The following list represents additional projects, programs, and expenditures the Agencyl considers essential to
eliminating remaining blighting conditions and revitalizing the Merged Project Area. The list is an initial compilation,
and the Agency is in the process of refining the list to be sure it addresses all of the remaining needs^ in the Merged Project
Area. Because of existing financial obligations and the.existing-limitation on the receipt of tax increment, these projects
and programs will not be feasible without amendment of the Amended Redevelopment Plan to increase
ase the tax increment
limit.
•

Developer Assistance/Commercial Revitalization. There is a need for additional funding to fully finance each of
these.programs. Major needs include the following items:
There are a number of parcels the Agency has identified which could serve as catalyst sites for future

-

•

development, but will likely require Agency land assembly. Such sites include: parcels on J and K Streets
between 6'h and 16'h Streets, parcels required to implement the Old Sacramento vision plan; and parcels required
for the Crocker Art Museum expansion and Performing Arts Center;
There is a continued need to attract more office, hotels, and retail entertainment to the Sacramento Downtown
Area; and
The Ebner hotel building, which is located in Old Sacramento, is in need of structural repairs, at an estimated cost
of $1.4 million.

Capital Improvements and Cultural and Entertainment Programs.
The following additional capital
improvements and cultural and entertainment programs needs have been identified:
-

-

Design and construction of Sacramento Riverfront Phase II Improvements;
Assistance in the development of a downtown Performing Arts Center and development of additional cultural
facilities at a cost of $30 million;
Completion of streetscape improvements to the downtown area at a cost of $42 million;
A variety of improvements to the Riverfront District including: streetscape improvements, the river promenade,
the 1-5 lid, pedestrian improvements, riverbank restoration; and other such improvements at a cost of over $67
million; and
Capital improvements for interim uses such as murals and other cultural and community serving facilities.

The projects, programs and expenditures described above would require over $461 million (includes repayment of tax
allocation bonds issued to cover project costs). In order to receive $461 million in additional tax increment for
discretionary purposes, an obligation would be created for deposit of, monies into the Low and Moderate Income
Housing Fund. It is estimated that such a deposit would equal $116,million, resulting in a total additional need of tax
increment financing of $577 million. In addition, if the Agency were to increase the tax increment limit, the amount
above the current limit would trigger mandatory tax sharing payments to the taxing entities. Such amounts are not
currently known. To the extent that such payments must be counted against the tax increment limit, they would
increase the total tax increment required.

B.

SUMMARY OF THE REDEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

The Redevelopment Component of this Implementation Plan provides the framework for Agency activities
during the next five years. Effort has been taken to demonstrate that the Agency's near-term goals and objectives to
eliminate remaining blight are based on the goals of the Amended Redevelopment Plan identified for the Merged project
at the time of the merger in 1986. The proposed Agency activities and how these activities will be financed are
represented by the projects, programs, and expenditures included in this Implementation Plan. The project, programs
actually accomplished during the next five years may differ from those identified in this Implementation Plan due to
development opportunities that may arise and unforeseen changes in the annual Redevelopment Agency budget, but the
basic goals and objectives will remain the same.
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Due to limited tax increment revenues and existing obligations, the Agency's proposed redevelopment activities
have been focused on high priority projects and programs that will have the biggest impact on remaining blight or that are
most essential to the efficient functioning of the downtown area. If additional tax increment revenues or other funding
sources become available during the next five years, the Agency has identified a number of additional programs-and----projects that it will initiate.
.
I
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III.

HOUSING COMPONENT
A.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN REQUIREMENTS

This Housing Component of the Implementation Plan for the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment
Project is the complement of the Redevelopment Component.
Together, the two components constitute the
implementation plan required by Section 33490 of the California Community Redevelopment Law ("CRL," consisting of
Sections 33000 et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code). The Implementation Plan sets forth the Agency's goals
and objectives, projects and expenditures for the Merged Project over the five-year period commencing in 2000.
This Housing Component of the Implementation Plan presents those components of the Agency's ntended program for
the Merged Project that deal with the expenditure of funds and other activities relating to the production of housing
affordable to persons and families of low- and moderate- income. Low- and Moderate-income is defined in the CRL by
reference to Section 50093 of the Health and Safety Code which specifies the following income levels: moderate income,
which is defined as household income of 80% to '120% of median income for the applicable household size; low income,
which is defined as income of 50% to 80% of median income for the applicable household size (Section 50079.5); and
very low income, which is defined as income less than 50% of median income for the applicable household size (Section
50105).
The CRL provides that, in addition to the removal of blight, a fundamental purpose o i redevelopment is to
expand the supply of low- and moderate-income housing (Section 33071) (All citations are to the Health and Safety Code
unless otherwise specified). To accomplish this purpose, the CRL contains numerous provisions to guide redevelopment
agency activities- with regard to low- and moderate-income housing. Taking into account all of these provisions, a
redevelopment agency's housing responsibilities fall into three major categories:
1)

The production and/or replacement of low- and moderate-income housing depending upon activities
undertaken by an agency within its project areas;

2)

The set-aside and expenditure of specified amounts of tax increment revenue for the express and
exclusive purpose of increasing and improving a community's supply of low- ind moderate-income
housing; and
..
Preparing reports on how the agency has met, or preparing plans on how the agency will meet, its
responsibilities with regard to the first two categories.

This Housing Component of the Implementation Plan for the Merged Project is part of the Agency's
responsibilities under the third major category. Its mandated contents address how the plans of Agency for the Merged
Project will achieve many of the housing responsibilities contained in the first and second major categories of Agency
housing activities. Section 33490 requires that the housing portion of an implementation plan address the applicable items
.presented in the list below. The items have been arranged according to their inclusion in either of the first two major
categories of housing responsibility.
Housing Production Based on Activities in the Merged Project Area
•

Production of low- and moderate-incorne housing units in a number equal to at least thirty percent (30%) of Agencydeveloped residential units in the Project (Section 33413(b)(1)) for projects adopted on or after January 1, 1976, and
for areas which are added to a project area by amendment after January l, 1976.

•

Production of low- and moderate-income housing units in a number equal to at least fifteen percent (15%) of all
residential units developed in the Project ( Section 33413(b)(2)), for projects adopted on or after January 1, 1976, and
for areas which are added to a project area by.amendment after January 1, 1976.
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•

Identification of locations suitable for replacement housing units rehabilitated, developed or constructed pursuant to
Section 33413(a), if the destruction of removal of low- and moderate-income units will result from a project
contained in the implementation plan (Section 33490(a)(3)). Section 33413(a) is applicable to projects adopted on or
after January 1, 1976. For projects that were adopted before January 1, 1976, this section applies beginning on
January 1, 1996.

Set-Aside and Expenditure of Tax Increment for Housing Purposes
•. The set-aside of 20% of tax increment in projects adopted on or after January 1, 1977 ( Section 33334.2)
The proportional expenditure of housing, funds on low- and very low-income housing as needed and unmet by other
governmental programs (Section 33334.4)
•

The set-aside of 20% of tax increment in projects adopted prior to January 1, 1977 (Section 33334 6)

•

The transfer of housing funds to other public entities producing housing in the community ( a possible outcome of the
provisions of Sections 33334.12 etseq.)
.

Article 16.5 requires that an implementation plan address the applicable code sections cited above and, additionally
provide the following:
•

Estimates of the balances and deposits into the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund (Housing Fund) created to
hold the set-aside of tax increment.

•

A housing program identifying estimates of Agency assisted housing units and expenditures from the Housing Fund;

•

An indication of housing activity that has occurred in the project area, to the extent that the housing
ousing production
requirements identified above apply; and
.

•

Estimates of housing units that will be produced in the project area for each of the various income categories, to the
extent that the housing production requirements identified above apply.
B.

APPLICABLE LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING REQUIREMENTS

A review of the low- and moderate-income housing. provisions will disclose that not all of the provisions are
applicable to each redevelopment project or to all geographical areas contained within, a project. For example, Section
33334.2 applies to project areas adopted on or after January 1, 1977 (and to area added to project areas after that date),
while Section 33334.6, which contains very similar though .different provisions, applies to projects adopted prior to
January 1, 1977. The two provisions cannot both apply to the same geographical portion of the same project area.
Similarly, many provisions of Section 33413 apply only to project areas adopted on or after January 1, 1976. Thus, these
provisions will apply only to some projects or portions of some projects, and not to others.
As described in the Introduction to this Implementation Plan, the Merged Project consists of four constituent
projects that were merged in 1986. Each constituent project has a different original adoption date, and some of the
constituent projects were also amended prior to the 1986 merger. Some of the constituent projects also contained housing
occupied by low- and moderate-income persons and land designated for residential uses. These three characteristics - the
date of adoption; the existence of low- and moderate-income housing units; and the potential for. residential development are the primary determinants of the practical applicability of the various housing provisions of the CRL. Because the date
of adoption and the existent of residential land uses varies for each of the projects, the low- and moder te-income housing
provisions discussed below have been reviewed based on the individual constituent projects.
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1.

Applicable Housing Production Requirements
a.

Percentage Production of Low- and Moderate-Income Units

This Implementation Plan shows the Agency's housing unit production compliance based on the history
of new construction and substantial rehabilitation of housing within the Project Area since the 1986 Merger, estimates the
number of housing units to built or substantially rehabilitated in the Amended Areas over the remaining duration of the
Redevelopment Plan; estimates the number of units to be assisted by the Agency, and projects the low- and moderateincome housing required as a result. For information purposes, this Implementation Plan also provides housing
production data resulting from the use of tax increment housing set-aside funds from the Merged Pro~ect, both within the
Project Area boundaries and outside, since 1968 (Appendix A).
b.

Replacement Housing Requirement

As of January 1, 1996, the Agency must replace, on a one for one basis, all units removed from the lowand moderate-income housing stock because of Agency involvement. Article 16.5 requires that if an implementation plan
contains projects that could result in the removal of low- and moderate-income housing units, the plan must identify
locations suitable for the replacement of such housing. Accordingly, Appendix A of this Implementation Plan identifies
the location of the replacement units for the Ping Yuen development removed from residential uses in 1997 and 1998, and
projects the possibility of.replacement housing obligations for the demolition and rebuilding of the Capitol Towers
project.
2.

Applicable Deposit and Expenditure Provisions
a.

Set-Aside of Tax Increment

Because the territory in the Merged Project Area, except the Amended Areas, was adopted before
January 1, 1977, the Provisions of Section 33334.6 regarding th e set-aside of twenty percent (20%) of Merged Project tax
increment for low- and moderate-income housing purposes apply. For the Amended Areas, th
e pi ovisions of Section
33334.2 apply.
The Section 33334.6 version of the set-aside requirement provides th e ability to reduce the required
deposits into the Housing Fund ( created to receive th e set-aside) in order to meet o th
er, non-housing obligations. To the
extent deposits are reduced in order to meet other obligations, the amount of the difference between th e , required deposit
(equal to 20 percent of tax increment) and the actual deposit creates a de fi cit in the Housing Fund. An agency which has
availed itself of this provision of th e CRL must prepare a deficit elimination plan.
Both Section 33334.6 and Section 33334.2 enable the elimination or reduction of
an annual housing
deposit if the Agency makes findings regarding th e lack of need for low- and moderate-income housing in Sacramento or
that th e expenditure of less than twenty percent of the Merged Projects tax increment is sufficient to meet
th e need that
does exist. To th e extent deposits are reduced or eliminated per these provisions of the CRL,
no deficit is created in the
Fund.
The Agency has not availed itself of any of the above options for eliminating or reducing the low- and
moderate-income housing set-aside requirement and does not currently anticipate that it will exercise any of these options
over th e term of this Implementati on Plan. The projections of deposits into the Housing Fund
th at are included in th e
following section assume that the full 20% set-aside will be made in each of the years covered by this plan .
b.

Proportional Expenditure for Low- and Very Low-Income Housing

The Merged Project is subject to the CRL mandate that the Agency have a policy of expending monies
in the Housing Fund in proportion to the unmet need for housing for persons and families of low- an Id ve ry low-income.
The Agency intends to spend its Housing Funds on housing for persons of low- and very
low-income. In some years,
more or less monies may be spent on housing for persons wi th low- and ve ry low-income, depending on housing
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opportunities, market conditions and other restricting factors. The Agency will monitor its expenditures of Housing Fund
money in order to comply with the requirements of Section 33334.4 over the life of the Merged Project.
c.

Transfer of Housing Funds to Other Providers

The Merged Project is subject to the provisions requiring the transfer of housing funds to the public
housing authority. Such transfers could possibly occur if the Housing Fund contained an "excess surplus." Excess
surplus means any unexpended and unencumbered amount in a project's Housing Fund that exceeds the greater of one
million dollars ($1,000,000) or the aggregate amount deposited into the Housing Fund during the project's preceding four
fiscal years.
The analysis of deposits and balances in the Housing Fund provided later indicates that no excess
surplus will exist in the Housing Fund for the Merged Project during the implementation Plan terml There is, therefore,
no description included in this Plan for the transfer of monies in the Housing Fund to other housing pioviders.

C.

HOUSING GOAL AND OBJECTIVE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

As described in the Background section of this Implementation Plan, the Amended Redevelopment Plan contains
a Goal and Objective related to housing. The projects and programs contained in this Housing Component will attempt to
achieve the Goal and Objective for housing contained in the Amended Redevelopment Plan.
The Introduction to this Housing Component lists the three major categories of housing responsibilities mandated
by the CRL. The overall goal of the Agency for the Merged Project, in addition to attainment of the goal and objective of
the Amended Redevelopment Plan, is accomplishment of all of the mandated activities that implement the applicable
elements of the three major categories of responsibility. Through these activities,. which will extend, over the duration of
the Amended Redevelopment Plan for the Merged Project, the Agency will assist in accomplishing the intent of the CRL
regarding redevelopment's role in the provision of low- and moderate-income housing.
The CRL establishes that certain housing preservation and production requirements be attained during five- and
ten-year increments. Of the requirements applicable to the Merged Project, as discussed above, the housing production
requirement ( the creation of 15% low- and moderate-income housing units) must be met every ten years. The other
applicable requirements are to be accomplished over the life of the Merged Project, either on an on-going basis (as is the
case with the annual housing set-aside), or on a cumulative basis ( e.g., the proportional expenditure of Housing Fund
money on low and very low-income housing).
Meeting the housing Goal and Objective will mean that, to the extent applicable, certain housing units required
for compliance with the housing production requirement will need to be implemented; that the Agency continue to deposit
twenty percent of tax increment into the Housing Fund; and, that the expenditures from the fund begin to attain the
proportional application to the various income categories as indicated earlier. The projects and programs discussed in the
following section of this Housing Component will identify the activities that will enable the Agency to meet the housing
Goal and Objective.

D.

HOUSING FUND RESOURCES AND THE HOUSING PROGRAM

This section of the Housing Component of the implementation Plan will discuss the financing of housing
activities over the next five years. This section will include estimates of deposits into the Housing Fund and obligations
against the fund, and a discussion of the Agency's housing program with estimates of the number of new, rehabilitated, or
price restricted units to be assisted during each of the next five years and estimates of the expenditures of monies from the
Housing Fund. The focus of this section is on the relationship of the Housing Program and the uses of monies in the Low
and Moderate Income Housing Fund. A discussion of how housing production and replacement requirements will be met
in satisfaction of Sections 33490(2)(B) and 33490(3) is found in Appendix A and made a part of this Implementation Plan
by reference.
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1.

Net Housing Set-Aside Available

The housing set-aside revenues are based on 20 percent of the total tax increment revenue for the
Merged Project Area, less property tax administration charges collected by Sacramento County, for the calculation; collection and allocation of property taxes. (It should be noted that for the five-year period, the Agency will allocate and
spend more than the required 20 percent of tax increment on low- and moderate-income housing). The amount is an
estimate and actual tax increment revenues and resulting housing set-aside revenues could be more or less.
The cumulative deposits into the Housing Fund (including interest earnings) are estimated to be $15.7
million over the five-year period of this Implementation Plan (Table 3), not including anticipated bond sales. Existing
obligations of the Agency to be financed with housing set-aside monies exceed the minimum 20 percent requirement. The
Agency's outstanding obligations include the following items:
•

Bond Debt Service. As noted in the Redevelopment Component of this Implementation Plan, the Agency has a bond
issues outstanding (the 1998 issue) which constitute a lien against Merged Project Area tax increment. Both issues
included bond proceeds, which have been dedicated to low- and moderate-income housing uses. As such, the
repayments of portions of the bond debt service are made from Housing Fund monies in the amount of $1.98 million
annually or approximately $9.9 million over the five-year period. Housing supported through the 1998 bond, which
will begin construction in 2000, are listed below in Section 2.

•

Housing Subsidies. The Agency utilizes tax increment from the Merged Project to fund gaps between operational
costs and tenant contributions for various tenant-based public housing and transitional housing programs that assist
over 1,400 persons of very low- and low-income annually. The expenditure of tax increment for such assistance has
been found to be of benefit to the Merged Project, since the funding provides housing for low-income families either
in the Merged Project or adjacent to the Merged Project. Expenditures are approximately $1.6 million annually or
$8.1 million over the five-year period.

•

Riverview Plaza Housing. The Riverview Plaza project was completed in 1991 and included construction of a 15story building which contains 124 units of affordable, senior rental housing as well as a child care facility, office, and
retail space. The Agency utilizes tax increment to fund the debt service associated with the Riverview Plaza
Associates Mortgage Note Payable in the amount of $658,000 annually or approximately $3.29 million over the fiveyear period.

•

Administrative Expenses. In the course of implementing the housing program, administrative costs will be
incurred. Such expenditures include salaries, overhead, consultant and legal expenses, supplies, etc. Actual
administrative expenditures must be determined each year and found to be necessary to implement the housing
programs. It is anticipated that approximately $397,000 will be spent on administrative expensis over the five-year
period.
2.

The Housing Program and Potential Financing

As previously discussed, the total resources available to finance housing activities over the five-year period of the
Implementation Plan is estimated to be $15.7 million. Of this amount, the Agency has either existing obligations or
encumbrances of $21.7 million to, finance existing housing programs, leaving no additional funds for new housing
programs outside of future bond sales. It is anticipated that approximately 1,460 persons of very low- and low-income
will be assisted annually through the current funding of tenant-based public housing, homeless, and transitional housing
programs over the next five years.
Due to the 1998 bond sale, the Agency issued an $8 million Central
City Notice of Funding Available (NOFA)
for the construction of new residential units. Funding sources for the NOFA included $6 million from the Merged Project
Area 1998 Tax Allocation Bond and $2 million from the City's Low-income
Housing Trust Fund :I In response to the
NOFA, the Agency received three proposals to construct 328 residential units totaling $11.43 million in Agency loan
requests. The proposals consist of the following:
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Table 3
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento
Merged Downtown Redevelopment Project Area
PROJECTED CASH FLOW - HOUSING PROGRAM

1
Resources
Gross Tax Increment
20% Base
Additional 80% Tax Increment
Total Resources
Expenses
Administrative Expenditures
Riverview Plaza Housing
Housing Subsidies
Debt Service
Total Expenses
Balance
% of Gross Tax Increment

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2
24.4_1

3
2.4Q2

14,800,000
2,960,000
1,386,617
4,346,617

$
$
$
$

15,273,000
3,054,600
1,294,382
4,348,982

$
$
$
$

74,000
658,000
1,626,617
1,988,000
4,346,617
29%

$
$
$
$
$
$

76,365
658,000
1,626,617
1,988,000
4,348,982
28%

$
$
$
$
$
$

16,000,000
3,200,000
1,154,117
4,354,117
81,500
658,000
1,626,617
1,988,000
4,354,117
27%

4
200

5
20Q4

Total

$
$
$
$

16,178,000
3,235,600
1,119,157
4,354,757

$
$
$
$

16,308,000
3,261,600
1,093,978
4,355,578

$
$
$
$

78,559,000
15,711,800
6,048,251
21,760,051

$
$
$
$
.$
$

82,140
658,000
1,626,617
1,988,000
4,354,757

$
$
$
$
$
$

82,961
658,000
1,626,617
1,988,000
4,355,578
27%

$
$
$
$
$
$

396,966
3,290,000
8,133,085
9,940,000
21,760,051
28%

27%

•

CADA Warehouse, 11th and R streets. This ownership project includes 87 live/work
and loft units through new
construction and adaptive reuse of an existing historic warehouse. Of the 87 units,
12 units will be available for lowincome households and 21 units for moderate-income households. Approximately 3,200
square feet of restaurant.
space was also proposed at th e corner of 11th and R streets.

•

Capitol Terrace, 21st and L streets. Proposes new construction of 65-units including studio, one and two bedroom
rental units in a five-story building with ground floor retail and parking. Of the 65 units, 52 will be made available
for very low-income households. Approximately 3,300 square feet of retail space will be provided on L Street.

•

18th and L streets. Proposes new construction of.176-unit four story rental project including 152 studio, one and
two bedroom units and penthouse units on the north site of L Street and 27 units of live/work townhouse on the south
side of L Street. Of the 176 units, 18 units will be made available for low-income households and 33 units for
moderate-income households. Project includes subterranean parking and approximately 9,600 square feet of ground
floor retail space on L Street.

An additional 159-units in the downtown area financed with housing set-aside funds, which will be completed in 2000, are
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Johnson Development, 4`s and T Streets: 6 units, 3 single-family homes and 3 granny flats
Keystone Development, 6 " and S Streets: 5 ownership homes
Fremont Building, 16'h and 0 Streets: 69 apartments
Capitol Park Townhomes: 64 single-family homes
10' and T Streets: 15 condominiums

Other potential housing projects in the early stages of design, which do not have any tax increment obligation, but are
worth mentioning include:
•

CalPers - CalPers has proposed the development of 100 housing units.and mixed-use retail as part of the expansion
of CalPers headquarters, located on the blocks bound by 3`d through 5 ' streets and Q and R streets;

•

Capitol Park by Post - Post Properties has proposed the development of 120 units with 10,000 square feet of mixeduse retail development, located on the blocks bound by 5 " and 7" streets and N and P streets; and

E.

SUMNIARY OF PLANNED HOUSING ACTIVITY

The projected allocation. of units and/or tenants assisted by income category will reflect the unmet needs of very
low-, low-, and moderate-income persons over the life of the redevelopment plan, as required by law. Since the 1986
amendment creating the Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Area, 1,539 housing units were produced using
Merged Downtown Redevelopment Area tax increment set-aside funds. Of that number, 1,093 or 71 percent have been
regulated units for very low-income people; 344 units or 22 percent have served low-income persons; and 100 or 6.5
percent have benefited moderate-income. . Less: than one half a percent of the housing units produced have been
unrestricted. These numbers do not include the three Central City NOFA projects described above, since none have
financing and entitlement approvals in place.
In addition, tax increment housing set-aside subsidies for tenant-based public housing and transitional housing programs
have benefited approximately 1,460 people over the last year and is expected to assist at least that many annually during
the next five years.
As mentioned earlier, the Agency will continue to monitor expenditures from the Housing Fund to ensure expenditures in
proportionate amounts reflective of the unmet need for low- and very low-income housing. Also, to fiurther the goals of
redevelopment for the Project Area, the Agency will continue to strive to achieve a balance of housing mix through the
opportunity to develop more mixed-use and residential projects.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A fundamental purpose of the California Community Redevelopment Law (Health and
Safety Code Section 33000 et seg.) is to expand the supply of low- and moderate-income
housing. In order to achieve this purpose, the. Community Redevelopment Law (CRL) has three
primary housing requirements related to: 1) the Low- and Moderate- Income Housing Fund (20
percent Set-Aside Fund); 2) housing production; and 3) replacement housing. This plan, The,
Affordable Housing Plan for the Amended Areas of the Merged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Project," documents, in accordance with Section 33,413(b)(4), how tlie
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento has met and will continue to meet thehousing
requirements of the CRL. The following provides a brief overview of the housing requirements
listed above.
A.

Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund Administration

The CRL requires that 20 percent of the gross tax increment revenue allocated to
a redevelopment agency for each project area be deposited into a special fund (Low- and
Moderate-Income Housing Fund) for the express purpose of increasing, improving and preserving
the supply of housing affordable to households of very low-, low-, and moderate- income.
Pursuant to Sections 33413 and 33490, this Affordable Housing Plan identifies the funds
currently available in the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Funds, the revenue estimated to be
set-aside for each of the next five years, the number of units anticipated to be aided by the Fund,
and _ the corresponding expenditures throughout the Merged Downtown Sacramento
Redevelopment Project. Information on the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund is
reported on a project wide basis because revenues are not tracked by discrete areas within a
project area.
I
B.

Housing Production Requirements

Section 33413(b)(1) requires that at least 30 percent of all housing units
developed directly by a redevelopment agency must be available at affordable housing cost to
persons of low- or moderate-income. Of that 30 percent, not less than 50 percent are required to
be available at affordable housing cost to, and occupied by, very low-income households. For
purposes of this plan, the 30 percent requirement will be referred to as the Agency Devielopment
Requirement (ADR).
Section 33413(b)(2) requires that at least 15 percent of all new and substantially
rehabilitated dwelling units developed by public or private entities or persons other than the
redevelopment agency shall be available at affordable housing cost to persons and families of
low- or moderate-income. Not less than 40 percent of these dwelling units shall be available at
affordable housing cost to very low-income households. The 15 percent requirement will be
known as the Inclusionary Housing Requirement (IHR).
Section 33413(b)(4) further requires a redevelopment agency to adopt a plan to
comply. with a project area's ADR and IHR. In accordance with CRL Sections 33413 and 33490,
this Affordable Housing Plan contains the following:
•

Estimates of the number of new, substantially rehabilitated or price-restricted residential units
to be developed or purchased within one or more project areas, both over the life of the plan
and during the next 10 years;
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•

Estimates of the number of units of very low-, low-, and moderate-income households
required to be developed within one or more project areas in order to meet the IHR during the
next ten years and over the life of the redevelopment plan;

•

The number of units of very low-, low-, and moderate-income housing units which have been
developed to meet the IHR of the project area;
.

•

Estimates of the number of agency developed residential units which will be developed
during the next five years, if any, that will trigger an ADR;
I

•

Estimates of the number of agency developed units for very low-, low-, and moderate-income
households which will be developed by the during the next five years to meet the ADR
requirement; and
I

•

A plan to comply with the production housing requirements is also required.
C.

Replacement Housing

When residential units housing persons of low- or moderate-income are destroyed
or removed from the market as part of a project in which a redevelopment agency (in a project
area adopted on or after January 1, 1976 or in an area added by amendment of a redevelopment
plan on or after January 1, 1976) is directly involved, the redevelopment agency must rehabilitate
or construct an equal number of replacement dwelling units. Section 33490(a)(3) furtlier requires
that a redevelopment agency identify proposed locations suitable for replacement housing, if the
projects proposed in an implementation plan could cause the destruction or removal ofidwelling
units.

This Affordable Housing Plan is organized in order of the topics listed above, however.
they are preceded by a section which defines the terms used herein.
II. DEFINITIONS
Affordability Term The minimum term during which a housing unit meeting the requirements of
this Plan is required to be affordable to low- or moderate-income households. For the Merged
Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project the affordability term is until June 29, 2027 or 30
years from the date a housing unit is made affordable, whichever is longer.
Affordable Housin Cost. For renter-occupied housing, affordable housing cost is based upon the
amount paid for space rent plus utilities. For owner-occupied housing, affordable housing cost is
based upon the amount paid for principle, interest, taxes and insurance.
Affordable housing cost may be determined in either of two ways: 1) as a percentage of the actual
income of the family occupying a given unit, or 2) as a percentage of the income of a typ^cal
household which might occupy the unit.
Under the first option, affordable housing cost equals 30 percent of actual household income in
all cases except when an owner-occupied housing unit is designated for occupancy by moderateincome households. In this case, affordable housing cost may not exceed 35 percent of household
income.
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Under the second option, where affordable housing cost is independent of the actual income of
occupants, the following applies:
1.

Renter-Occupied Housing
a.

For very low-income households, rent may not exceed 30 percent of the income
. of a typical household earning 50 percent of the regional median income.

b.

For low-income households, rent may not exceed 30 percent of the ncome of a
typical household earning 60 percent of the regional median income.

c.

For moderate-income households, rent may not exceed 30 percent of the income
of a typical household earning 110 percent of the regional median income.

Owner-Occupied Housing
a.

For very low-income households, housing cost may not exceed 30 percent of the
"income of a typical household earning 50 percent of the regional
al median
income.

b.

For low-income households, housing cost may not exceed 30 percent of the
income of a typical household earning 70 percent of the regional median income.

c.

For moderate-income households, affordable housing cost must be at least 28
percent and not more than 35 percent of the income of a typical household
earning 110 percent of the regional median income.

Agency. The term, as used herein, refers to the Redevelopment
Agency of the City of
Sacramento.
Agency Development Requirements (ADR). The requirement at §33413 (
b)(1) that at least 30
percent of all new and substantially rehabilitated units developed by a redevelopment agency be
available at affordable housing cost to persons and families of low- or moderate-income and, of
this 30 percent, at least -half, or 15 percent of the total, must be available at affordable housing
cost to and occupied by very low-income households. A unit will be considered to be developed
by the Agency if either the Agency itself or a private non-profit entity controlled
by the Agency is
responsible for making all important operational decisions with respect to the project under
consideration. Carrying out typical
redevelopment functions, such as design review or provision
of tax increment financing, does not constitute operational control for purposes of this definition.
Amended Areas. The areas added by amendment to one of the Project Areas which constitute the
Merged Downtown Redevelopment Project on or after January 1, 1976. The Amended Areas are
shown on Map 1.
Compliance Unit . A housing unit provided at affordable housing cost which is determined to
meet all applicable requirements of §33413.
In the case of housing units produced outside the
redevelopment area, but otherwise meeting the requirements of §33413,
each unit shall count as
one-half of a compliance unit.
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Inclusionarv Housing Requirement (IHRZ The requirement at §33413 (b)(2) that at least 15
percent of all new and substantially rehabilitated units developed within a redevelopment project
area must be available at affordable housing cost to persons and families of low- or moderateincome and, of the 15 percent, at least two-fifths, or 6 percent of the total, must be available^at
affordable housing cost to very low-income households.
Low-Income Household or Unit. A household whose income is less than 80 percent of the
regional median income, adjusted for household size, or a dwelling unit designated for
for, occupancy
by such a household.
Moderate-Income Household or Unit. A household whose income is less than 120 percent of the
regional median income, adjusted for household size, or a dwelling unit designated for occupancy
by such a household.
Substantial Rehabilitation. Rehabilitation the value of which constitutes 25 percent or more of
the after rehabilitation value of the property inclusive of land value.
Verv Low-Income Household or Unit. A household whose income is less than 50 percent of the
regional median income, adjusted for household size, or a dwelling unit designated for loccupancy
by such a household.
.
III.

LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING FUND ADMINISTRATION
A.

Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund Balance

The cumulative deposits into the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund (including
.investment earnings) are estimated to be $15.7 million over the next five years (2000 to 2004). It
is projected that deposits from 2000 to 2004 will be approximately $2.9 million, $3.2 million,
$3.2 million, $3.2 million, and $3.2 million respectively. Other sources of funding such as the
City's Housing Trust Fund will be used in conjunction with the Low- and Moderate-Income
Housing Fund wherever possible to help implement new housing projects.
B.

Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund Expenditures

The Agency estimates that 487 dwelling units will be assisted over the next five-years:
328 resulting from the NOFA process which included $6 million from the 1998 Tax
Allocation Bond and $2 million from the City's Low-income Housing Trust Fund, as
well as other set-aside funds. The debt service expenditures for developing these units
and other obligations of the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund (e.g.,
administration, housing subsidies, and other ongoing programs) are estimated to be
approximately $4.4 million annually for the next five-years. Total expenditures and
obligations are estimated to be $21.8 million, which exceeds the Low- and ModerateIncome, Housing Fund cumulative deposits by approximately $6 million. Additional tax
increment funds will be. used for the remaining balance.

IV.

HOUSING PRODUCTION PLAN
A.

Estimated, Housing Production Numbers '

This section presents information regarding the past and future housing production in the
Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project. Specifically, the number of housing

units constructed or substantially rehabilitated in the Project Area since the 1986 Merger is
identified, estimates of the number of housing units to be constructed, substantially rehabilitated
and price-restricted over the next five years and the duration of the Redevelopment Plan are
provided, and, based upon the identified and estimated units, the number of affordable housing
units that are needed to comply or are anticipated to exceed the requirements of Section 33413(b).'
of the CRL are projected (Table 1). Additionally, Table 2 includes information on past and
future housing production assisted with Merged Project tax increment set-aside funds) since 1968.
1. :

Total Production Estimates

In response to the NOFA process, as well as other separate housing projects, the Agency
estimates that 773 units will be constructed or substantially rehabilitated in the downtown
Sacramento area over the next five years. Of that amount, 286 units are located within the Project
Area boundaries. An additional 220 units may be developed over the remaining life of the plan.
The number of units developed during each of the next five years has not been determi'ned
because projects have not been identified that will with certainty, close in any particullar year.
Housing production estimates must be nionitored regularly since conditions, resources, and the
needs of the Project Area may change over time.
I
2.

ADR Target

The Agency does not anticipate being directly responsible for the development of
housing in its jurisdiction over the next ten years.
3.

IHR Target

New construction of approximately 120 units has been projected for the
Ca1PERS residential development on R Street between Yd and 7`" Streets. The environmental and
entitlement processes have not begun, nor has financial feasibility been established. The
demolition and rebuilding of the west side of the Capitol Towers project (0 to P Streets, 51h to 6 'h
Streets), which includes approximately 286 housing units, has been proposed formally by
application to the City and Agency' for financial participation. However, as of the writing of this
plan, the developer had not decided to proceed with the project. If either the proposed
developments proceed, they would be mixed-income housing.
In addition to tax increment funds, the Agency uses federal Home Investment Partnership
(HOME) and local Housing Trust Funds to subsidize new construction and substantial
rehabilitation projects for very low-income and low-income households.
B.

Plan Administration and Monitoring
1.

General

This section describes how ADR and IHR production goals will be established
and compliance determined. The following general rules apply:
a.

Information on total units required and produced in each category will be compiled
annually.
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l.
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This section describes how ADR and IHR produc^'on goals will be established
and compliance determined. The following general rules apply:
a.
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must be met within 4 years of the year generated. In other words,
unit required to be
produced in 2000 would have to be completed by December 31, 2004.
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Table 1
Housing Production Requirements
Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project Area

Type of Housing

Within Down town Redevelopment Proj ect A rea Only
1986-99
Next Five Years
Life of Plan
Completed Units (1)
Projected (2)
Proiected (3)
New
Construction

I. Unit Production
II. Inclusionary Requirements
No. units triggering requirement (4)
No. units required:
Very low income (6%)
Low income (9%)
Moderate income
Total
Units planned/produced
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

Ill. Agency-developed (5)
No. units tnggenng
No. units required
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Tota l
No. units produced
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

Substantial
Rehab

New
Construction

Substantial
Rehab

New
Construction

Substantial
Rehab

154

347

286.

0

120

0

30

269

286

0

120

0

2
3
0
5

16
24
0
40

17

7

26
0
43

11
0

18
4
8

269
0
0

0
12
0

30

269

12

0

24

0

124

78

0

0

0

0

19
18
0
37

12
11
0
23

0

0

0

0

84
40

78
0

0
124

0
78

0

18

0

12
12
0

(1)

New construction: Riverview Plaza and Pensione K (balance of 30 units not counted as replacement housing)
Substantial rehabilitation: Sequoia Hotel, Ridgeway Hotel, Shasta Hotel, YWCA, Berry Hotel (single room occupancy hotels)
(2) Capital Park by Post (proposed only)
(3) CALPers housing component (early planning)
(4)
Balance of 30 units in Pensione K not needed as replacement units for Californian Hotel
(5) Riverview Plaza and Shasta Hotel developed by nonprofit corporation affiliated with Agency
Norwood Family Housing was an Agency-developed project with Downtown tax increment funds, but not located
in the Merged Downtown Redevelopment Area. It is therefore not counted on this table.

Table 2
Use of Tax Increment Housing Setaside Funds
Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project Area

Type of Housing

Downtown
Total

Units Actual or Planned
New Construction
Substantial Rehab
Total
Income Level Served
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Unrestricted
Total

1986-1999.
Within
Proiect Area

(1) 947
592
1539
New
6 11
154
93
0
858

Rehab
482
190
7
2
681

Outside
Proiect Area

261
255
516
New
209
44
8
0
261

Rehab
255
.0
0
0
255

New
402
110
85
0
597

Next 5 Years
Life of Plan
Within
Outside
Within
Outside
Project Area
------Project-Area--- --P-roject-Area------Project Area

599
424
1023

(2) 286
0
286

Rehab
227
190
7
2
426 ,

New Only.
0
24
0
262
286

New
65
10
154
158
387

(1) Completed projects only
(2) Capital Park by Post (proposed only)
(3) Includes 6th & S, 4th & T, Fremont, Bldg., Capitol Park Town homes, 18th & L, 21 & L, CADA Warehou se , 10th & T
(4) CALPers housing component, preliminary plan only
(5) ' Estimate of 100 new or substantially rehabilitated units produced outside of redevelopment area

(3) 487
0
487

(4) 120
0
120

(5) 100
0
100

Rehab
0
12
21
67 ,
100

New Only
12
12
0
96
120

New & Rehab
10
10
15
65
100

c.

An IHR compliance unit may also be counted as an ADR compliance unit, and vice versa,
provided it meets all applicable requirements.
2.

Determining Total IHR and ADR Units Required

Agency staff currently reviews all building permit applications within
redevelopment areas. For all applications involving new construction or substantial rehabilitation
of housing within the project area the following information shall be recorded:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Building permit number
Developer
Property address
Number of units to be constructed or substantially rehabilitated.

On an annual basis Agency staff will contact the City Building Department to
determine whether or not 'a project has been completed. If the project has been completed, the
number of units actually constructed or substantially rehabilitated will be documented and
recorded as instituting either an ADR or IIM depending upon the developer.
3.

Counting Compliance Units

Each unit counted towards the ADR or IIHR must be covered by a regulatory
agreement or other similar document setting forth affordability terms and conditions. As these
agreements are concluded, a determination of the number of units that meet the very low-or lowand moderate-income occupancy requirements shall be made. A chronological summary record
of all such agreements shall be maintained which contains the following information ^t a
minimum:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Project name
Location (street address and redevelopment area)
Total units (controlled plus uncontrolled)
Number of units required to be available at affordable housing cost to low- and moderateincome households.

e.

Number of units required to be available at affordable housing costs to very low-income
households and, where applicable, the number of units required to be occupied by very
lower-income households.

f.

Affordability term established by regulatory agreement or otherwise.
Amendments

This Plan shall be updated at least every five years in conjunction with any
updates to the General Plan Housing Element or the Implementation.Plan for the Merged
Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project. .
- V.

REPLACEMENT HOUSING

The Agency must replace, on a one for one basis, all units removed from the low- and
moderate-income housing stock because of Agency involvement. In the mid-1980s, tlie
California Hotel was demolished as part of the development of the new central library. Its 107
single room occupancy units were replaced by the development of the Pensione K Project,
located in the Merged Downtown Redevelopment Plan. All California Hotel units were
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presumed to have been occupied by very low-income tenants. The Pensione K's development
met both the physical replacement requirement as well as the affordability requirement.
In 1997 and 1998, the Ping Yuen apartments were taken out of the low-income housing
stock because of building systems flaws that made their rehabilitation infeasible. The Ping Yuen •
apartments were owned by the Housing Authority of the City, having been purchased in 1979 out
of a HUD foreclosure. Its 72 units contained 81 bedrooms. According to CRL replacement
housing requirements, fifty-four units (75 percent) or 61 bedrooms, would have to be affordable
to very low-income persons and placed in service within four years of the complex's being taken
out of service. The Agency has identified affordable replacement units (by bedroom count) in the
following locations:
•

21S` and L Street Capitol Terrace Development site (65 bedrooms in studio, one- iedroom, and
three-bedroom apartments);

•

Coral Gables acquisition/rehabilitation of vacant and boarded property owned by (then)
American Savings (42 bedrooms) and redeveloped as public housing; and

•

60 bedrooms in Rio Lane public housing new construction.

All units have or will have long-term affordability requirements, the latter two being part
of the permanent public housing inventory. All replacement units are in the City of Sacramento
but not in the Merged Downtown Redevelopment Project Area, thus triggering a two jfor-one
replacement housing requirement. The total physical replacement units (by bedroom count)
identified above is 162; the affordability requirement is 122 bedroom-units. The rep'laceinent
housing requirements are represented in the following Table 3.
Should the Capitol Park by Post project be developed and use tax increment set-aside
funds, replacement housing requirements will be met by the developer. The physical one-to-one
replacement housing requirement will be met on site, with the rebuilding and expansion of the
number of units, and the affordability requirements will be met either on site or off site through
other affordable houming developments.
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Table 3

Replacement Housing Obligations
Merged Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Project Area

Unit Description

Units Demolished
California Hotel
Ping Yuen Apartments

Total Units

Studio/SRO

1-Bedroom

2-Bedroom

3-Bedroom

Total
Bedrooms

Replacement
Requirement

107
72

107
18

0
31

0
13

75% Affordability
Requirement

Units

o
0
2

107
81

107 units/bedrooms
72 units/81 bedrooms

Units Replaced
For California Hotel:
Pensione K
For Ping Yuen:
Coral Gables
Rio Lane
Capitol Terrace

Tenant Income
50% of Median

107 households
72 households

80 units/bedrooms
54 units/61 bedrooms
Affordability at
50% of Median

137

125

12

0

0

137

14
20
65

0
0
13

0
0
35

0
0
0

14
20
17

42
60
99

107
2-1 Replacement:
42
60
60
Total: 162

80
2-1 Replacement
42
60
20
Total: 122

ACTION AND MONITORING PLAN
The Action and Monitoring Plan supports
the Executive Summary and
Implementation Plan for the 2005
Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment
Strategy. It is an updateable
administrative tool for tracking public and
private investment success.
The Action and Monitoring Plan:
n

•
n
•
n

Provides a comprehensive set of
programs, projects and actions for
seven areas in the Downtown
Identifies the role of the City and their
development partners
Describes the scope of priority
projects
Outlines the timing and schedule for
projects and programs
Will be updated annually to support
decision making and management
activities for Downtown

2005 DOWNTOWN SACRAMENTO REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

2005 Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Strategy Action and Monitoring Plan

2005
DOWNTOWN
SACRAMENTO
REDEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

Implementation
Framework
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2/21/00 Draft

K Street District
Convention Center
and Theater District
Waterfront and Old
Sacramento
Railyards/Depot
District
Capitol Area
R Street Corridor
Parking,
-T-r-ansportation-andPedestrian Linkages
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2005 Downtown Sacramento Redevelopment Strategy Action and Monitoring Plan

1. K STREET DISTRICT
The K Street District includes the 18-blocks around K Street. Referred to as the "incentive zone" in the Sacramento Urban Design Plan, this area is
the core of the CBD's traditional retailing, financial and office activities. As in the Urban Design Plan, the Framework Strategy places a strong emphasis on
concentrating public and private investment in the K Street District.
Implementation Activity 1.1: Finish the K Street District before creating new districts
The Framework for Strategic Investment pursues continued revitalization to the K Street District as a primary objective for the Merged Downtown
Redevelopment Area. This area's success has implications on adiacent areas and to Sacramento as com etitive business a dn exci'tIt
in cu ural addresses
Projects;
:
:.
Ci Resources ,
Development ;Partners
Ca ital Im provements '
Administrative
Actions
; -.
Sch e d u le
Continue for focus
(see I
l
employment in the K Street
District
Support Cultural Projects
and Public Art Downtown

Encourage residential
development in the K Street
District

mp ementation
Activity 1.2 below)

( see Implementation
Activit y 1 . 2 below)

( see Implementation
A cti v ity 1 . 2 b e l ow)

( see Implementation Activity 1.2
below)

(see 1.2
below)

TBD

City, Downtown
Sacramento Partnership
(DSP), Arts Commission
(SMAC), Regional Transit
(RT)
City, DSP, RT, Sacramento
Housing and
Redevelopment Agency
SHRA , Develo per

Streetscape/Signage Links
(J, K, and L Streets, 7t h to
13`h Street)

Feasibility StudyCoordinate with K Street Transit
Planning

2003-2005

Residential Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Establish Housing Policy and
Program, Target Projects for
Replacement Units, Support
Buildin Conversions

2003-2005

S upport L and Acquisition

Implementation Activity 1.2: Continue to focus office development in the 18-block incentive zone
The Framework for Strategic Investment emphasizes continuing to focus employment, retail services, cultural and entertainment uses in the 18-block
area around K Street. There are numerous sites susceptible to large-scale office development between 7th, 13th, J and L Streets. These sites represent the
potential for more retail development and could introduce a si nificant number of em lo ees within a block of K Street ret'I
ai an d LRT
s att'ions.
'Projects
City Resources
Develo p ment Partners
Ca pital Im p rovements , Administrative Actions
Sch ed u l e; .Metro Place
Cit i
(91and J)

Lot A
Ca ital Mall and 7^h
J Street (7 ^n 11 ^h )and
L-St ree t- (7 -9 )
15 and L
Ping Yuen
(5 and I)

y s L and Owner,
C onsolidation of Property

City, Land Owners,
Development Manager

Public Parking Structure,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Cit y i s L and Owner

City, Developer Solicitation,
Tenant Solicitation, RT
City, Land Owners,
Development Manager

Include Public Parkin g,
Streetsca e/Si na eL inks
Include Public Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

City, Current Property
Owners
City, SHRA, Properry
Owners and Developer

Include Public Parking,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links
Include Public Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

S upport C onsolidation of
Property
Prov id e E xcess Parking for
Public Use
H ous i ng A uthority is partial
land owner, City is partial
land owner, coordinate w/
adjacent property owners
for artnershi s/ac uisition

2/21/00 Draft

Market Study, Development
Feasibility Study, Plan Review
CEQA, Address Historic
Preservation
Market Stud y, Define Deal Points,
Plan Review, CEQA
_MarketStudy,_Relocation_ofBus
Terminal or mitigate bus terminal
im pacts, Plan Review, CEQA
Support, Plan Review, CEQA
Solicit Development Partner
Define Deal Points , Plan Review
CEQA

2000-2003

2000-2003
_2002-2005-

2000-2003
2002-2005
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Implementation Activity 1.3: Increase participation of 7th to 12th Street property owners in retail merchandising plan and joint leasing strategies
The blocks between 7th and 12th Street have the highest vacancy rate and greatest number of properties on K Street. In addition, there are several
key blocks that have ground floor uses that are inappropriate for successful retailing. The Strategy stresses increased participation by property owners to
improve the tenant mix, reduce vacancies, increase rents, and enhance the pedestrian interest and shopping continuity along K Street.
Additionally, the City should continue to work with the Westfield/Taylor Development Team on expansion of the Downtown Plaza onto K Street.

' Projects .

:=

J,^K, and^rL Streets
7 to 12 Str eets)
=
Downtown Plaza

; Ci °Resou'rces .. , .

Develop ment Partners .. 'Ca ital Im-^^ ro vements .

Support Site Consolidation

City, DSP, Property
Owners and Mana gers
City, DSP, Developer, and

Support Land Acquisition
and Site Consolidation

Commercial Rehabilitation

Support
Streetscape/Signage Links

Property Owners

.
-AdministrativeActions
Market Study, Joint Leasing &
Merchandizing Plan
Market Study

Schedule
2000-2005
2000-2005

Implementation Activity 1.4: Renew the BID
Many of the measurable and symbolic successes in Downtown have been a result of the formation of the Downtown Partnership. The Partnership's
management and promotion of Downtown will be an important part of future success as well. After celebrating its first five years of service, it is time to update
the business plan and renew the Property-Based Business Improvement District (PBID) which funds the Partnership's activities. The Strategy acknowledges
the importance of the Partnership's role and recommends renewal of the PBID.
Pro'ects

:

°{::

PBID renewal

C'

Resou^ces .-

Support the DSP's
Outreach, Communication,
on_ Research Efforts

Develop ment Partners

Capital Im rovements

Administrative Actions`

City, DSP, Property
Owners and Managers

Schedule

Determined by the PBID
Business Plan Update

Coordinate with Partnership staff

2000-2001

Implementation Activity 1.5: Assemble Land
As part of the revitalization effort, the Agency should be prepared to strategically assemble land in the K Street district for commercial, office and
residential projects.
=Pro'ects
Support development of
new commercial and
residential projects

C' J `Resources
Support Site Consolidation
and Acquisition

11

evelo ^- ment.Partners °. ', Caoitai ImprovementsCity, DSP, Property
Owners and Managers

Determined on a Projectby-Project Basis

2/21/00 Draft

Administrative Actions

Schedule :

Inventory of Available and Underutilized Sites

2000-2005
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2. CONVENTION CENTERAND THEATER DISTRICT
The Convention Center and Theater District includes the blocks adjacent to the convention center. This area has a concentration of performance and
meeting venues. The area has the cultural facilities that can anchor an active theater and entertainment district.
Implementation Activity 2.1: Transform the area into a theater and entertainment district
The Memorial Auditorium, Music Circus Theater and the Community Center Theater are three well-established cultural venues. In combination with
the Convention Center, the district provides the anchor venues for implementing the "East End Theater District" identified in the Cultural and Entertainment
District Plan. The Framework Strategy recommends implementing projects and recruiting tenants to the area that compliment these large-scale venues to form
an identifiable district.
Projects

:

Music Circus Expansion
Canopy Structure and
Plaza Entry
Performing Arts Center *
1,500 Seat Main Hall, 299
Seat Concert Hall, 99 Seat
Black Box Theater
Capital Unity Center *

., City Resources

Development t Partners

Ca` ital Im roVements

Administrative'Actions

City is Land Owner and will
Construct Parking Structure

Schedule'`

Music Circus, City

Public Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Plan Review, CEQA

2000-2003

Facilitate Initial Master Plan
Development

City, Private Sector Patrons

Public Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Feasibility study, Site Identification,
Design Plan, Construction
Management

2000-2005

$100,000 City Contribution,
Facilitate Initial Planning

City, Private Sector
Patrons, State, Federal
Government

Public Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Site Identification, Design Plan,
Construction Management

2000-2005

* Locations for these projects have not been determined. Based on available opportunities, these projects may be developed in other Districts.
Implementation Activity 2.2: Prepare renovation strategy for Community Center Theater
The Community Center Theater was built in the 1970's and has outdated building infrastructure and patron amenities. The primary anchor tenants
continue to express concern about the inadequacy of the facility. The Framework Strategy recommends a study be undertaken to assess the opportunities to
renovate the existing theater.
.Projects,
Community Theater
Renovation, 2,500 Seats,
Building Infrastructure
_Modernized

City Resources

Develo ment Partners . , , . Caital Im provements `

Administrative-Actions

Support Initial Plan and
Design Work

Schedule

City, Tenants, Private
Sector Patrons

Lease Negotiations, Design Plan,
Construction Management

2000-2005

Related Site Improvements

2/21/00 Draft
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Implementation Activity 2.3: Develop a cluster of smaller theaters and entertainment venues
There may be opportunities to relocate smaller theater groups, such as the B Street Theater, to the area. The Strategy recommends exploring ways to
integrate small theaters into new commercial and mixed-use development in the district.
Projects'

City. Resources

Experimental Theater (99
seats)

Development Partners

Part of Mixed Use
D evelopment - Support
Site Consolidation

Ca pital Im p rovements _ Administtative.Actions

Small Theater Company,
Property Owners, City,
Sacramento State
Universi

Public Parking,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Site and Partner Identification,
Feasibility Study, Plan Review,
CEQA

F . : ; Schedule.
2002-2005

Implementation Activity 2.4: Encourage the development of a mixed-use district with ground uses that complement theater uses
The synergy between the theater activities and arts, retail and entertainment (A.R.E. uses) is important to the theatergoers' experience. The Strategy
emphasizes introduction of uses that animate and energize the theater areas.
Pro'ects

:;

18 and L Housing and
Mixed Use Develo p ment
215 and L Housing
Development

C'

Resources

NOFA Funds
NOFA Funds

' Development Partners,

capital 1m `"rovements

Administrative Actions

City, SHRA, Private
Developers
City, SHRA, Private
Developers

Schedule`

Streetscape/Signage Links

Design Plan, Construction
Management
Design Plan, Construction
Management

2000-2001

2/21/00 Draft

Streetscape/Signage Links

2000-2001
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3. WATERFRONT AND OLD SACRAMENTO
The Waterfront and Old Sacramento draws over 1 million visitors and Sacramento residents annually. The museums, history, and architectural
character provide a family-oriented destination for regional and California visitors. The Framework builds on present success with an emphasis on creating
new venues that draws new and former visitors back to the Waterfront.
Implementation Activity 3.1: Continue to expand and develop the Museum Mile concept by implementing the Waterfront Master Plan
The Strategy recommends continuing to promote the Waterfront and Old Sacramento as the "Museum Mile" and to continue to implement the
Waterfront Master Plan.

-Projects

;.- - .Ci

Resources

:

Implementation of
Waterfront Master Plan

City is Land Owner,
Support Additional Land
Acquisition

Housing

City is Land Owner, Identify
Housing Sites in Lower
Docks Area/Miller Park for

Old Sacramento Waterfront
Restaurant - Site A

City is Land Owner,
Pile/Platform Improvements
Funded
City is Land Owner

Development Partners

Capital. Improvements '

Administrative Actions =

City, Business
Chambers/Associations,
Developers, City of West
Sacramento, Property
Owners
City, Land Owners,
Developers

Schedule

Public Parking/Parking
Management, Infrastructure
Improvements,
Streetscape/Signage Links

Project Prioritization, Funding, Plan
Review

2000-2004

Streetscape/Signage Links
to the River and Bike Trail,
Construction of Promenade

Market and Financial Feasibility
Study, Continue Remediation of
Sites

2000-2005

City, Restaurant Developer

Pedestrian Connections

Negotiate Lease and Development
Agreements

2000-2001

City, Restaurant Developer

Pedestrian Connections

Market Site, Negotiate Lease and

2000-2004

Partnerships or Acquisition

Old Sacramento Waterfront
Restaurant - Site B
Bike/Pedestrian Trail,
Interpretive Signage

Development Agreements

City is Land Owner and
Project Coordinator

City

Riverfront Promenade
Extension

City is Land Owner/Master
Lessee

City

Sacramento/West
Sacramento Coordination

City Staff

City of West Sacramento,
Business
Chambers/Associations,

Tower-Bridge-Expansion
Old Sacramento Vacant
Site Development

Bike Trail, Interpretive
Signage, Complete Links to
River, S. Sac., N. Sac., R
Street and Downtown
Continuation of Promenade
North to Discovery Park
and South to Miller Park
N/A

Complete Project Design, Solicit
Bids, Monitor Construction

2000

Determine Project Costs, Identify
Funding Resources,

2000-2005

Design/Construction

Annual Joint City Council Meeting ,
Establish Commission, Marketing
Program

2000-2005

Property Owners

-C-ity-Staff,-Funding
City is Land Owner

-City-of 1/Vest-Sacramento,
Caltrans
City, Old Sacramento
Merchants Association,

Developers

-Improve Pedestrian/Bicycle Coordinate Feasibility Study,
Use/Safety
Complete Streetscape &

Identify Funding Resources
Market Vacant Sites for Priority

Infrastructure

Uses, Negotiation Lease and

Improvements

2/21/00 Draft

2000-2005
2000-2005

Development Agreements
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Implementation Activity 3.2: Implement the Crocker Art Museum Master Plan
The City and Crocker Art Museum are preparing a Master Plan for the areas adjacent to the existing facilities. The plan will include potential asset
management sites that can support implementation of the expanded cultural complex. The Framework Strategy recommends pursuing the development of
City lands in support of the area's cultural venues.
ro'ects
Crocker Museum
Expansion

C'

Resources

City is Land Owner,
D isposition/Lease or Sale
for Museum Income Stream

Develo ^ ment Partners ^^^ >Ca rtal'Im rovements
Crocker Museum, City,
Developer

Streetscape/Signage Links

ons

°

Complete
Master Plan' Seek
P
Development Partners

edule'
001 2004

Implementation Activity 3.3: Develop an amphitheater and small performance hall in Old Sacramento
One of the most important objectives for Old Sacramento is to provide new venues and attractions. The Framework Strategy recommends supporting
the development of two new smaller venues in the next five years - - an outdoor amphitheater and a small performance hall.
.Projects

City Resources.

Amphitheater and Small
Performance Hall

Develo pment , Partners

TBD

TBD

'Caitaflm rovements'". Administrative Actions'
Streetscape/Signage Links

TBD

Schedule
2003-2005

Implementation Activity 3.4: Support the Discovery Museum expansion
The Discovery Museum is expected to implement an expansion project within the next five years. The Strategy recommends supporting the project.
Pro'ects

City Resources

Discovery Museum
Expansion

TBD

. Develo ment Partnei^s
TBD

2/21/00 Draft

Ca ital Im provements -

Administrative:Actions . ; :

Schedule

Streetscape/Signage Links

TBD

2001-2004
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4. RAILYARDS/DEPOT AREA
The Railyards and depot area has been identified in the Central City Plan as a future commercial, cultural and residential extension of Downtown. In
the near term, one of its most important roles will be enhancement of its traditional role as a transit arrival district and facility serving Downtown.
Implementation Activity 4.1: Continue to invest in strengthening transit and pedestrian connections to the Depot
The Depot area is disconnected from the CBD. The Strategy emphasizes enhancing transit and pedestrian linkages to strengthen the railyard's
economic and land use relationship to Downtown. The Strategy promotes the development of a streetscape solution for streets linking the Depot to the CBD.
^Pro'ects

µ• . C'

5 Street and J Street
Streetscape Improvements

Resources

TBD

`: : Development, Partners
City, UPRR, Developers,
Transportation Providers

Capital Improvements

^ Administrative Actions ;

Streetscape/Signage Links

Coordinate Design Themes

-, Schedule.
2000-2003

Implementation Activity 4.2: Complete multi-modal project
The proposed multi-modal project is a critical next step in enhancing regional access. The multi-modal project should be completed. The Strategy
supports early implementation of the multi-modal project.
Pro'ects

; .,

Transportation Facilities

C' : Resources

Develo ment Partners. ^ : Ca ital Im provements :

Administrative•Actions - .,_;

Schedule.:

TBD

City, UPRR, Developer,
CCJPA, Transportation
Providers

Market Study, Plan Review, CEQA,
Development Agreement,
Coordinate Design Themes

2000-2003

Roadway and Trackway
Connections

Implementation Activity 4.3: Initiate the extension of 7th Street
7th Street extension is critical to Richards Boulevard development and enhancement of Downtown's access. The Strategy recommends the
implementation of the 7th Street extension project.
Projects —-

I.- ':' C'

Right-of-way Acquisition
and Development

TBD

Resources :

Development Partners ^` ' Capital Improvements

Administrative Actions

City, UPRR

Engineering, CEQA, Development
Agreement, Coordinate Design
Themes

Roadway Improvements
and Streetscape
Connections

2/21/00 Draft

'

Schedule
2000-2003
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5. CAPITOL AREA
The Capitol Area, and its subset Capitol Park Neighborhood, will continue to provide a location for concentration of Downtown employment and
housing. The Capitol Area Development Authority and the State of California are important partners in accomplishing the benefits a coordinated development
of this area can bring to the overall economic vitality of Downtown.
Implementation Activity 5.1: Continue to act as a partner in the renaissance of the Capitol Park Neighborhood
The Strategy recommends the continued support of residential, retail, and office development in the Capitol Area by the City and Redevelopment
Agency.
' Projects
Capitol Park Neighborhood
Residential Development
(POST Project)
East End Office
Development

,City . Resources

, DeveloomentPartners ,

TBD

City, CADA, Developer

NA

DGS, Development
Manager

Caitallm rovements. . ^Administrative Actions ,

Schedule '. : .

Support Streetscape
Improvements,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links
Support Streetscape
Improvements,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links

Support CADA and Other Partners

2000-2005

Support DGS and Other Partners

2000-2004

Implementation Activity 5.2: Coordinate streetscape improvements related to residential and office development
The Framework Strategy assumes the City will take an active role in guiding streetscaping related to residential and office development in the Capitol
Area.
Projects
16 Street (see
Im p lementation Activit y 7.4 )

. " City Resources ,: :.
(see Implementation
Activit y 7.4

Development Partners

Capital Im provements

Administrative Actions :

Schedule

(see Implementation
Activit 7.4

(see Implementation
Activit y 7.4

(see Implementation Activity 7.4)

(see 7.4)

2/21/00 Draft
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6. R STREET CORRIDOR
The 26 block long R Street Corridor has been positioned as a future residential district. The warehousing activities have been giving way to market
interest in both commercial office and residential development. The corridor has the potential to evolve around three catalyst area - - 16th and R Streets, 11th
and R Street, and 4th and R Streets.
Implementation Activity 6.1: Shape catalyst developments to support R Street revitalization objectives
The Strategy emphasizes a proactive approach by the City and Redevelopment Agency to promote the revitalization objectives found in the R Street
Corridor Plan.
Pro'ects'

City Resources

Develop ment Partners

Ca ital"Im rovements.

Administrative Actions

Schedule

TBD (In addition to
Implementation Activities
6.2 through 6.4)

NA

Development Manager,
SHRA, City

Support Streetscape
Improvements,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links

Support Partners

2000-2005

Implementation Activity 6.2: 16th and R Streets (Crystal Ice)
The Framework promotes a mixed-use solution for the 16th and R Street area.
Projects i ' Resources

.'Development Partners > Caital:Im rovements

Administrative Actions.

R and 16 Street
Crystal Ice

Property Owners and
Development Manager, RT

Support Plan Review, CEQA

NA

Support Streetscape
Improvements,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links

'.;° Schedule
2002-2005

Implementation Activity 6.3: 11th and R Streets (CADA Warehouse)
The CADA Warehouse project at 11th and R Streets is underway. The Strategy recommends continued support for the residential and restaurant
proposal.
Projects '
R and 11 Street
CADA Warehouse

; City, Resources :
NOFA Funds

mPartners

ital-Im rovements

CADA, DGS, City, SHRA,
Support Streetscape
J
Developer
Improvements,
Impro vements,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links

' Administrative Actions
Support CADA and other Partners

Schedule`
2000-2003

Implementation Activity 6.4: 4th and R Streets (CaIPERS)
CaIPERS is currently preparing a master plan for their headquarters expansion project at 4th and R Streets. CaIPERS is using the R Street Corridor
Plan as a guide for the project. The Strategy recommends working with CaIPERS to realize R Street revitalization objectives including pedestrian-friendly
office and residential-uses.
Projects

C'

Develo ment Partners . 'Capital Im rovements'

Administrative Actions .' :-,

Schedule

R and 4 Street,
CaIPERS

NA

CALPERS, Development
Manager, SHRA, City

Support CALPERS and other
Partners

2000-2004

CaIPERS Residential
Com ponent, 5`" - 7`h and R

TBD

CaIPERS, City, SHRA

Support CALPERS and other
Partners

2000-2004

Resources

Support Streetscape
Improvements,
Streetsca e/Si na e Links
TBD

2/21/00 Draft
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7. PARKING, TRANSPORTATION AND PEDESTRIAN LINKAGES
The seventh area identified in the Framework is linear. It is the key travel routes and linkage elements that connect various districts and Downtown to
the Central City.
Implementation Activity 7.1: Enhance pedestrian linkages
The Strategy recommends the development of an overall implementation and financing plan to fill the gaps in Downtown's streetscape.

Projects

C'

Streetscape Strategy

Initiate Streetscape Plans,
Coordinate InterDepartment CIP Budgets

Resources

Develo ment Partners'

Ca italIm provements "

Administrative Actions . , , ; . `Schedule ,

City, Downtown
Partnership, CalTrans,

TBD

Prepare Streetscape Strategy and
Design Documents

2000-2005

Administrative Actions-,

Schedule-

Streetscape Plans

2000-2005

Implementation Activity 7.2: Office core streetscape along 7th, 9th, 10th, 1, J and L Streets
The Framework Strategy stresses the implementation of streetscape in the primary office core streets.
Projects

' Ci .Resources

Development Partners. Ca pital Im provements,

Enhance pedestrian
linkages: 7`h, 91h, 10`h, I, j,
and L
Streets/Comprehensive
Information and Wayfinding
System

Initiate Streetscape Plans,
Coordinate InterDepartment CIP Budgets

City, DSP, RT, CalTrans,
SCVB, Old Sacramento
Business Association

Streetscape/Signage Links

Implementation Activity 7.3: Waterfront and UPRR/Depot streetscape linkages
Streetscape connections to the Waterfront and the Depot area are a high priority. Framework Strategy recommends implementation of this project
within the next five years.
,Pro'ects ,
Enhance pedestrian
linkages: I, K, R, 5"', 7h,
and Tower Bridge

,C ' . Resources

Develo ment Partners:

Capital Im provements

Aiiministrative Actions : •. .:. ,

Schedule

Initiate Streetscape Plans,
Coordinate InterDepartment CIP Budgets

City, DSP, RT, Caltrans,
SCVB, Old Sacramento
Business Association

Streetscape/Signage Links

Streetscape Plans

2000-2005

2/21/00 Draft
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Implementation Activity 7.4: Enhance the image and address status of Downtown's entry corridors
Image and land use enhancements to the primary travel routes into Downtown is recommended by the Strategy. This includes:
• 12th and 16th Street (SR 160) relinquishment to the City;
• Increase investment in street-oriented mixed use projects;
• Improve streetscape and signage; and
• Capital Mall/Tower Bridge Expansion.
Pr'o'ects,
/16 Street (SR 160)

Resources
Support Negotiation
Transfer of 160 to the City

Development ' Partn ers ` ` ^'Ca ital1m rovements
City,
Streetscape/Signage Links
DGS, SHRA ,
Caltrans

2/21/00 Draft

°Administrative Actions
Disposition Agreement
Streetscape Plans

Schedule
2000-2005
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"It is the City's policy to
provide continued support
of private and public efforts
that promote the Central
City's role as the region's
commercial, office,
employment, and cultural
center; and at the same
time provide close-by
housing within identifiable
residential neighborhoods. "

--Sacramento City
General Plan

7th Street
Extension creates
direct connection
to downtown.'
Construction will
be completed in
Fall. 2001.
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City will address key infrastructure needs with
planned and funded projects during the next
five years .
Traffic Circulation
Public Transportation
Bikeways and Pedestrian Improvements
Public Utilities

The City 's major investment i n infrastructure will
support private .development:

Long-awaited Richards Boulevard
improvements from N. 7th to N. 12th hav
been funded through the federal TEA-21
program .

• 2000-2005 Recommended Northeast Area
Transportation Study (NEATS) projects:
Richards Extension.
Railyards Access.
Richards Blvd. improvements (N. 7th-N. 12th).
IV.12th/N. B Street Intersection.

Richards BIvd.ISR160 Phase ! Interchange.
Richards Blvd./1-5 Interc

d

ateway Blvd. Extension from Railyar s.

r\_r\

r;j

j{

THERE IS THE OPPOR-TUNITY TO ADD ANOTHER, 3.3
MILLION SQUARE FEET OF OFFICE TO THE RICHARDS
BOULEVARD R:EDEVELOPM.ENT AREA WITH I.N THE NEXT
FIVE YEARS.
Entitled/Proposed Office Highlights:

Discovery Centre (entitled)
Continental Plaza Phase IV (entitled)
Mills Gorporation/Railyards (proposed)
Total S.F.

1,000,000 s.f.
810.,000 s.f.
1,500,000 s.f.
3,310,000s.f.

• City should encourage state office
consolidations in the Richards Boulevard
Area.
0 Traffic circulation should be improved to
eliminate constraints at both the I-5 and
SRI60 interchange/intersections.
0 The City should support development of
amenities and incentives necessary to
attract private or public office tenants .
2005 RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

The community
supports public sector
involvement in creating
attractive "market-rate".
housing in the Richards
B lvd. area.

Support pending
redevelopment of the
52 - acre Lodi Mission
Partn e rs s ite to
include market-rate
housing .
T-h e-h-i s to-r-i.c-c a-n-n e ry-s-i-te- -co u-I-d-a.c c o m-m o d-a te-h-u-n d-r-e d-s-o-f-ne-w r-i-v er-f r-o-n t
apartments and condominium units in an urban mixed-use setting.

*Construct Dos Rios light rail station as part of
larger commercial redevelopment project .
•Establish Gateway Historic District to
promote retention and adaptive reuse of
historic brick
^^..^
,^ '
bu i ld i n g s.

The City should develop approximately 2 . 5 miles
of new parkway along the American River .
An enhanced Sacramento Riv e r promenade
should be extended approximately one mile
north from Ofd Sacramento to the American
River confluence .

,,

Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area: District Map

Richards Boulevard 5-year Implementation Plan
Realigned Railroad Tracks
Railroad Tracks
• . ••••• 7th Street Extension

u Railyards North District

Sacramento Riverfront / 1 -5 District

Railyards South District

Richards Boulevard Corridor District

Public Utilities

12th / 16th Street "Gateway District"

Sacramento R verfront / 1-5 District
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LEGEND
Sacramento Riverfront / 1-5 District
PG&E Site
--- Sacranrentr^ Rivr:r Bike Ti:.il
........

Arnetican Rivcr Bike Ttail

1. New City Water Intake Tower
f. La Oolnta Holal
7. Cnnrlurt Sniles
a. q aYY krn Ilulet
S. Hawtlrorne Suites Hotel
----- Jiliboum St.IRailyard. A<cess

"7n the north river District, a
Riverfront Promenade will
encourage people to view the
river. Land uses such as
museums, cafes, motels, shops
and parks will draw people to the
area."

•

"Develop a new transitoriented support office
district that will reinforce
the role of downtown
Sacramento as the
region's principal.
employment center. "

J.

!•

-To attract and
retain retail, service,
and industrial
businesses in the
area.
-To preserve the
historic integrity and
charm of the district.
-To create an
inviting streetscape
for residents,
employees and
-visitors.

12th/16th Street "Gateway District"

LEGEND
12th / 16th Street "Gateway District"
* Dos Rios LRT Station
(Proposed)
Social Services Complex

Blue Diamond Growers
Light Rail Tracks
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IV

Union Pacific Railyards

LEGEND
Railroad Tracks
7th Street Extension
Realigned Rail Tracks

~ Central Shops
Mills Corporation Proposal
Historic Rail Depot

Railyards North District
(approx. 200 acres)

1=1

Railyards South District
(approx. 40 acres)

1. Federal Courthouse
2. Old Sacramento
3. Chinatown District
4. City.Water Intake Treatment Plant
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IMPLEMENTATION
P LAN
RICHARD"S BOULEVARD
REDEVELOPMENT AREA

REDEVELOPMENT GOALS AND
OBJECTIVES 2000-2004

City of Sacramento Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency
1
Year 2000 - 2005
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
For the
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
For the
RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA

1. RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW
This document is the second-five-year Implementation Plan for the Redevelopment Plan for the Richards Boulevard
Redevelopment Project ("Redevelopment Plan", "Project", or "Project Area"). This Implementation Plan was prepared by the
City of Sacramento's Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency, which acts as the staff for the Redevelopment
Agency of the City of Sacramento ("Agency"), in compliance with Article 16.5 of the California Community redevelopment Law
(the "CRL").
This Implementation Plan is composed of two separate components, a Redevelopment Component arid a Housing Component.
The Redevelopment Component revisits the goals and objectives of the Redevelopment Plan, and defines the Agency's strategy
to achieve these goals and objectives. It presents the project, programs, and expenditures (other than those relating to low- and
moderate-income housing) that have been developed as a means to attain the goals and objectives, and describes how the goals
and objectives, projects, programs and expenditures will eliminate blight within the Project Area. Tlie Housing Component
describes how the components of the plan will implement various CRL requirements regarding low-and moderate-income
housing. The Housing Components shows how the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives for housing preservation and
production will be implemented and how the statutory requirements for the set-aside and expenditure' of tax increment for
housing purposes will be met.
This Implementation Plan is a policy statement rather than an unalterable course of action. It has been prepared to set priorities
for redevelopment activities within the Project Area for the five-year period covered by this plan and incorporates currently
known financial constraints in developing a program of activities to accomplish essential near-term revitalization efforts of the
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area. However, new issues and opportunities may be encountered during the course
of administering the Redevelopment Plan for the Project during the five-year period. Therefore, this 'Implementation Plan may
be amended if necessary to effectuate its purposes.
I
The purpose of this Implementation Plan is to provide a clear and reasonable statement of the Agency's current intent regarding
activities in the Project Area, and to establish a nexus between Agency goals and objectives,prograni activities and the purpose
of redevelopment. The intent of this Implementation Plan is not to restrict Agency actives to the goals and objectives, projects,
programs, and expenditures outlined herein, since conditions, values, expectations, resources, and the'i needs of the Project may
change from time to time.
A. BACKGROUND
The Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project is composed of 1,368 acres bounded by the American River on the north, the
Sacramento River on the west, Downtown Sacramento on the south and 28th Street on the east. Access to the area is limited to
Interstate 5 paralleling the Sacramento River on the west, Richards Boulevard running east and west, and 12th and 16`h Streets
running north and south (Map 1). The Project Area is developed with a mix of commercial industrial, transportation, utilities,
residential, and public uses including social services. Some of the largest developments in the area include the Richards
Boulevard commercial/industrial area, the Basler-Dreher and Dos Rios residential subdivisions, the City's Sacramento River
water treatment plant, the former Union Pacific Railroad Maintenance Yards (the "Railyards"). Commercial uses are the largest
use type in the project Area representing 31 percent (403) acres of the total land uses. Utilities/transportation uses including the
Railyards and the water filtration plant are the second largest land use type totaling 22 percent (293 acres) of the total land uses.
Approximately, 18 percent (210 acres) of the Project Area is vacant, the majority of which was previously developed. The
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majority of the remaining 381 acres of the Project Area is developed with a mix of industrial, resideritial, public office, and parks
and recreation uses.
I --- - ----- -- ---During the early 1900's, the Project Area became a focus for warehousing and distribution uses. The area's access to rail and
road arteries provided an ideal location for the distribution of agricultural products throughout the nation. During the 1920's, the
City developed the water treatment plant, and private trucking and distribution businesses were estalilished in.the area. During
the 1940's, two residential subdivisions developed along the 16`h Street corridor, referred to as the Basler- Dreher and Dos Rios
Neighborhoods. The latter was developed as a large federal housing project, and today is operated by the Sacramento County
Housing Authority as affordable housing.
I
As the area became more urbanized rail transport was replaced by trucking. Heavy industrial and manufacturing uses began to
decline. Warehousing and light industrial uses developed but not at a rate fast enough to replace businesses that left or uses that
had become obsolete. The lack of investment and redevelopment of the area contributed to the decline of the building stock. At
the time of Project adoption in 1990, approximately 18 percent of the 543 buildings in the Project Area were in need of major to
extensive rehabilitation. Single family residential units and industrial. structures were in the poorest condition. Of the 78
industrial structures 51 (65 percent ) and 17 (41 percent ) of the 37 single family structures were in ni ed of major to extensive
rehabilitation.
Several factors contributed to the continuing decline of the Project Area, including an old and obsolete building stock, small
parcelization, multiple ownership, large homeless population and hazardous.waste contamination. Also, traffic congestion and
circulation problems were and continue to be a deterrent to reinvestment and development. Due to the combination and
prevalence of these blighting factors, the Sacramento City Council adopted the Redevelopment Plan for the Richards Boulevard
Redevelopment Project on July 17, 1990.
The Project Area- boundaries were amended in July 1996 to add 58 acres of land located to the south of the Union Pacific
mainline tracks bounded by 12`h Street on the west, the UP mainline on the north, 20`h Street on the east and an irregular southern
boundary, primarily along D Street. The amendment was adopted to support the business retention of Blue Diamond Growers,
one of the largest industrial employers in Sacramento. The amendment addresses the physical and economic blight that might
have resulted if BDG facility had left the area. In addition to the BDG properties, the amended area includes a number of
industrial property that are in varying states of deterioration.
Within the Richards Boulevard Area, many of the historic development patterns remain present today. The central portion of the
Project Area is primarily devoted to warehousing and distribution uses. The Basler-Dreher and Dos Rios housing development
remain, but have been encroached upon by commercial and industrial uses. In some instances, older industrial uses have been
replaced by low-density office development, such as the State Lottery Building and Continental Plaza Office Complex. Finally,
commercial service oriented uses such as moderately priced accommodations and food as well as automotive services have
'developed along the interchange of Interstate 5/Richards Boulevard.
I
During the latter half of the 1990's, two trends have emerged in the area, including:
1.

2.

The Richards Boulevard area continues to be a strong location for light industrial and warehousing uses. From 1995 to 1999
the vacancy rate of industrial buildings in the area decreased dramatically from 27% to approxiraately 6%. However, since
1990 construction of new industrial space has occurred at a much slower rate than in surrounding areas, such as
Natomas/Northgate and the West Sacramento industrial areas, and
The Richards Boulevard Area is emerging as an area for large floor plate office users; primarily focused on governmental
office users, such as the State of California. Since 1995, approximately 2 million s.£ of new office space has been entitled in
the area.
I

Other trends indicate a positive direction for the area. Due to the proximity to the downtown area, arid the current renaissance of
urban housing development in the Central City, there is a strong interest from potential developers of market rate housing,
particularly along the American River north of Richards Boulevard. In July 1999, a property-based business improvement
district (the Capitol Station District), was established with 91% of the property owners voting in favor of formation. The Capitol
Station District is helping to change the past images of the area as deteriorated, crime ridden, social service area that has been a
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deterrent to investment. Finally, the City's commitment of funding for major transportation improvements will soon address the
poor circulation linkages to the central business district and freeway linkages that bound the area.

C.

Goals and Objectives as Defined in the Redevelopment Plan

The Redevelopment Plan for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project lists eleven "goals and objectives to guide
redevelopment decisions over the life of the Redevelopment Plan." The goals and objectives listed bIelow will ultimately be
satisfied through the implementation of redevelopment projects and programs designed to carry fortti the redevelopment effort of
the Agency and to attain the purposes o the California Community Redevelopment Law.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

•

The elimination and prevention of the spread of blight and deterioration, conservation, rehabilitation of the
Project Area in accord with the applicable general plans, specific plans, and local cdes and ordinances.
The promotion of new and continuing private sector investment within the Project Area to prevent the loss of
and to facilitate the capture of commercial sales activities.
The achievement of an environment reflecting a high level of concern for architectural, landscape, and urban
design and land use principles appropriate for attainment of the objectives of this Redevelopment Plan.
The consolidation of facilities of the providers of social services within the Project Area to achieve
compatibility with commercial development and to more effectively serve the poplation.
The retention and expansion of as many existing business as feasible by means of redevelopment and
rehabilitation activities and by encouraging and assisting the cooperation and participation of owners,
businesses and public agencies in the revitalization of the Project Area.
The provision for increased sales tax, business licenses, and other fees, taxes and revenues to the County and
City of Sacramento.
The creation and development of local job opportunities and the preservation of the area's existing employment
base.
The replanting redesign and development of areas which are stagnant or im ro erly utilized
The elimination or amelioration of certain environmental deficiencies, such as substandard vehicular
circulation systems; inadequate water, sewer and storm drainage systems; insufficient off-street parking.
The expansion of the community's supply of housing (inside or outside of the Project Area), including,
opportunities for low- and moderate-income households.
The reduction of the City and County's annual cost of the provision of local services to and within the Project
Area.

D. Agency Activities Since Project Adoption
In the first five years following Project adoption, the Agency focused much of its efforts on analyzing the development potential
of the Project Area, the factors inhibiting redevelopment, and planning for the future development. During this time, the Project
Area was divided into two distinct community plan areas, Richards Boulevard and the Railyards. The two areas share in
common various implementation documents, including the Facility Element, and Finance Plan.
In December 1994, the city adopted a community plan that will guide land use decisions for the 1,070 acre Richards Boulevard
planning area well into the new century. The Richards Boulevard Area Plan (RBAP) community plan area is composed of
industrial, office, residential, and service commercial uses with over 633 separate parcels, 230 property owners, 350 businesses
and approximately 13,000 employees. In general, what is envisioned is a transition from the current service oriented commercial
and industrial district to a mixed use district combining retail, residential and office uses in combination with the existing
industrial and service-oriented commercial uses. Future development in the Richards Boulevard area is anticipated to include an
additional 6 million square feet of office and commercial uses, and the development of 3,860 residential units. (Note that the
I
Richards Boulevard plan area does not address the 58 acres added to the Project Area as part of the B lue Diamond retention
effort.)
Because of the undeveloped nature of the former Southern Pacific (now Union Pacific) rail maintenance yard, the 240 acre
Railyards Area has the greatest potential for reuse and development. Following years of master planning the site through a
public/private partnership, the Railyards Specific Plan (RSP) was approved by City Council in December 1994. The Agency and
4
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the City of Sacramento have negotiated a Development Agreement with Union Pacific to facilitate redevelopment of 2.3 million
s.f. of Class A office space on the initial development parcels (totaling six acres). Other than developinent of the new federal
courthouse at 5`h and I Streets, development of the site has not been realized. The City and Union Pacif ic has also reached an
agreement for expediting the construction of the 7`t' Street Extension project through the Railyards site by fall 2001. The City
also completed a plan for renovating the Historic Southern Pacific Rail Depot and creating an intermodal transportation facility
serving inter-city and long haul passenger rail, regional bus, and light rail service.
Ultimately, development of the Railyards as described in the Railyards Specific Plan, will include approximately 9.6 million
square feet of office, 2,800 residential units, 500,000 square feet of retail use, development of parks and open space, and historic
preservation of significant structures on the site. However, it is not anticipated that this build out will occur within the life of the
Redevelopment Plan.
Both the Railyards and the Richards Boulevard Area are intended to strengthen the role of the Central City as the region's
primary commercial center, concentrating employment uses adjacent to Downtown and near planned transit improvements, such
as an intermodal transit terminal. In addition, plans for both Areas call for the introduction of a significant amount of housing to
reinforce the Central City as a place to live as well as work. The Agency is proposing to contribute o the financing of a number
of infrastructure and site improvements, including street improvements, construction of light rail serving the area, park
construction, toxic remediation, and housing subsidies in order to implement the RSP and RBAP.
A summary of key accomplishments of the recently completed 1994-1999 five-year Implementation Plan is included below.
Richards Boulevard Implementation Plan 1994-1999

Status of five-year Programs, Projects, and Expenditures}
Program
Public Facilities

Description

Status

Construct new detoxification center

120 bed comprehensive alcohol
treatment program (operated by
Volunteers of America)

Completed. Opened December
1997

Construct County facilities for the
homeless, including the County
social service complex

Construct Social Service Complex
N. 14''/N. A Street including 392
homeless beds

Under way. Commenced
construction in fall 1999

Public im p roveements = Streets and roadwa s".

Extend N. 7`" Street

Widen Richards Boulevard to five
lanes

Construct "interim" 7`h Street
extension to connect downtown to

Pending. Environmental co mpleted
Spring 1999; engineering

Richards Blvd. Area

underway; construction sched uled by
fall 2001
Partially completed.. Phase - I5/7ih Street segment completed in
1995; Phase II project funding

Amend project includes 5 lane
Richards Boulevard

secured spring 1999; Phase II
scheduled for construction summer

2000
Public im p rovements - Infrastructure/Utilities

Increase capacity of wastewater

Expand detention ponds, and

Under way. The City has co mpleted

collection system

construct new water intake structure

a conceptual design for the ne w
Sacramento Water Intake Stru cture
and is scheduled to commence

Construct curbs and gutters

Construct curbs, gutters, and
sidewalks where needed, and/or
replacement of substandard facilities.

Under way. Implemented as part of
private development; no publ i c
initiatives.

Construct improvements to create an

Underway The City has

construction in late-2000

Public improvements = Transit

Construct intermodal transportation

' List of projects attached to the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan.
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facility

intermodal transportation facility that

-will reinforce downtown as a
regional transportation hub.

completed a plan for the
renovation of the Amtrak s tation
as an intermodal transportation

facility and secured signific ant
federal, state, and private funding
to undertake the project.
Open Space Im provements
Construct access to American River

Construct American River Parkway
Recreation Trail from 1-5 to

Completed Construction o f 20
Street bike trail completed.

proposed Sutter's Landing Park

December 1999

Added Area (Second Amendment.-1 996)
Implement Muir Park Master Plan

Blue Diamond Capitol Improvements

Re-landscape park, add fencing,

historic lighting, and bathrooms
Assist in the financing of major
capitol improvements to BDG plant
and facilities

Security and perimeter

Renovate Muir Park and provide

improvements to Muir Park and SP
Mainline

other security, lighting and traffic
improvements in the area of C
Street.

Completed. Project complet d 1998
i

Completed. The City provid ed
BDG with a low interest loan to
finance capital improvements, and
closed City streets to accomm odate
- plant operations.
Completed

n
n

Street closures approved by
City Council, summer 1999
Interim fencing erected adjacent

n

to UP mainline (1997)
Capitol Security Guard Patrol

n
Housin g
10 year housing strategy

(funded through County DHA)
commenced summer 1996
Increased City Police "POP"
enforcement
^

1.

a.

Development of 60 cottage

b.
c.
d.

units
Social Service Complex
Detox facility
Renovation of Dos Rios

a.

b.

Housing Complex

c.

d.

6

Completed. Francis Quinn

Cottages opened in 1996
Underway. City commenced
construction of 392 units of
homeless housing in fall 1999
Completed. In December
1997, the City and County

opened the Comprehensive
Alchohol Treatment Center
which includes 120 beds
Underway. SHRA commenced
the renovation of the 218lunit
Dos Rios Housing Complex in
1996 and the renovation is
scheduled for completion in
year 2000.
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II.

RICHARDS BOULEVARD PROJECT FINANCING

This Implementation Plan recognizes both the financial constraints to implementing the Redevelopment Plan over the next five
years and the fact redevelopment efforts in the Project Area require a multiple financing sources to achieve the goals of the
redevelopment effort. The constraints are, in part, the result of the newness of the Project Area and the need for its main
financial resource, tax increment revenues to continue to build up over the next five years. Given the significant level of
anticipated new development, particularly in the Richards Boulevard Area, the potential exists for substantial tax increment
generation in the Project. However, it is likely that such revenues will only begin to be realized at the end of the five-year period.
In addition, the Agency has incurred existing obligations in the Project Area that further constrain program implementation.
A. Tax increment and Other Financial Resources
At the time a redevelopment plan is adopted for a project area, the taxes generated from taxable value of property in the area
(often referred to as the base year value) continue to be distributed to each of the taxing entities which ilevel a property tax in the
project area. The property taxes that occur due to growth in taxable value above the base year value are allocated to the
redevelopment agency. This amount is commonly referred to as tax increment revenues.
Since adoption of the Project Area in 1990, the Agency has seen some growth in stable values, primarily in the Richards
Boulevard planning area. Growth in Richards Boulevard tax increment in the last five years is primarily due to new office
development at the Continental Plaza site, a new suites hotel on the Sacramento River, and the renovation of many of the areas
older warehouse buildings. Although the project has experienced some growth and tax increment generation, the Railyards have
contributed little to the initial growth. As briefly described above, the Railyards Areas presents an opportunity for significant
development of commercial space, but ten years after the adoption of the redevelopment plan no private development initiative
has been realized on the site.
^
In December 1999, the Agency bonded the tax increment revenue from the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area,
based on the incremental growth during the first ten years of the project area. A breakdown of the Richards Boulevard bond
proceeds is as follows:
Tax-exempt
Taxable
Low/Mod (20% hso. Setaside)
Total bond proceeds

$4,000,000
$0
$1,243,000
$5,243,000

These bond proceeds are modest compared to the initial projections of new development in the area, and most of these proceeds
will go to retire existing debt in the Project Area. In order for development to move forward, the need exists for the installation
of infrastructure, particularly traffic circulation improvements to make the area more accessible to the downtown area and
adjacent freeway systems. The initial funding for, infrastructure will come from a variety of funding sources, as identified in the
adopted Railyards/Richards Boulevard/Downtown Area Finance Plan (March 1998). Tax increment will be utilized to the extent
available, although tax increment revenues are not envisioned to play a significant role in, the present fi^e-year period.
B. Existing Obligations
The Project has a number of existing obligations, as discussed below.
n

Taxing Entity Agreements

As previously described, a redevelopment agency receives all of the growth in property taxes above those taxes generated by the
base year assessment roll. Under the provisions of the CRL prior to amendment by AB 1290, an agency could also agree to pay a
portion of the growth in property taxes to the affected taxing entities in the project area. In order to enter into such agreements,
the affected taxing entities are required to make a showing of financial burden or detriment due to adoption of the redevelopment
plan.
^
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In the Richard Boulevard Project Area some of the effected taxing entities have been able to show evidence that the adoption of
the plan would cause them a fiscal burden or detriment. Therefore, the Agency-entered-in agreements with these affected taxing
entities to share a portion of the tax increment generated in the Project Area.
The agreement with the North Sacramento School District, the Grant Joint Union High School District, the Los Rios Community
College District, and the Sacramento County Superintendent of Schools, calls for the Agency to pay to the districts an amount
equal to 40 percent of the Districts' share of tax increment. The districts' combined share is defined in the, Agreement as being
equal to 28.896 percent.
The Agency also entered into an agreement with the County of Sacramento that calls for the Agency to set aside that portion of
its tax increment from the Railyards Area attributable to the County's share of tax increment. Such amounts are to be used for
the purpose of constructing a new County Courthouse and other Agency approved county public facilities.
The agreement with each of these taxing entities is tied to the amount of tax increment generated in the Project Area. Currently,
the agreements represent approximately 12.5 percent of the current tax increment, with the taxing entities portion amounting to
$42,000 in 1999-2000. Because the County agreement is tied to a percentage of tax increment in the Railyards Area, the relative
percentage which this agreement represent to the overall tax increment stream is likely to increase in the future.
n

Administrative Expenses

The CRL provides that the Agency has general authority to hire staff, execute contracts, purchase or rent space, equipment and
supplies. In order to implement the redevelopment plan and the project and programs in this Implementation Plan, the Agency
has, and will, include administrative expenses and.obligations. Such expenses reflect the costs for saaries, technical assistance,
operating services and supplies, and other ancillary expenses.
•

Set-Aside for low-and Moderate-Income Housing Purposes

The CRL requires that all agencies set aside 20 percent of their tax increment. revenues to facilitate the development of housing
for persons with low-and moderate-income purposes. The 1999
.T.I. bond realized $1.243 million that has been designated for
the Low/Mod Housing Fund, and the Agency intends to comply with this required expenditure of these funds. Particulars
regarding the estimated amount and planned usage of the set-aside funds are discussed in the Housing Component of this
Implementation Plan. However, it is anticipated that all of the 20% housing set aside funds collected over the next five-year
period will be designated to make debt service' on the 1999 CIR tax increment bond.
n

Debt Service

Until recently, the Agency has had an outstanding debt of $3,719,870 (principal and interest) which is owed to the Merged
Downtown Redevelopment Project Area. The debt was incurred in the development of the RSP and RBP plan documents and
other implementation needs. In December 1999, the Agency repaid the Merged Downtown tax increrjnent loan using a majority
of the proceeds from the Richards Boulevard tax increment bond. It is anticipated that all tax increment generated over the next
five year period will be necessary to make debt service on the 1999 CIR bond. To the extent that ne i development occurs within
this time frame, unencumbered tax increment will b generated to assist with projects.
C.

Project focus

As noted above, although the project has seen some growth and tax increment generation, much of the initial tax increment is
already committed to taxing entity payments, administrative costs; and dept service on the 1999 tax iricrement bond. Given these
practical limitations, not all of the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives can be attained within the next five years or in the
near future. The City proposes to focus its efforts over the next five years on alleviating problems associated with inadequate
infrastructure in the Richards Boulevard Area, in particular improving traffic circulation and public transit service to the area.
The City is proposing a number of transit improvements to provide additional access to the Richards Boulevard area and thereby
opening the area up for future redevelopment. Proposed projects include: 1) an intermodal transportation facility, 2) the
construction of the 7^' Street Extension, 3) construction of the Dos Rios Light Rail Station, 4) the widening of Richards
9
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Boulevard between 7`s and North 12`h Street, 5) improvements to the Richards Boulevard/I-5 Interchange, and 6) the construction
of an at-grade intersection at Richards boulevard/SR160.
^
In the near term there is the potential to redevelop the Railyards, particularly the portion located immcdiately adjacent to the
Central Business District and Old Sacramento. Union Pacific is currently pursuing buyers for the 40 ilacres of remedied land
immediately adjacent to the downtown core area. In addition to tax increment, redevelopment of the Railyards will be
engendered through a variety of funding sources available to the Agency and City of Sacramento, such as Measure A transit
funds; federal and state funding; residential and commercial new development fees; and Mello Roos financing and assessment
district financing. In addition, as substantial portion of the cost for redeveloping the Railyards will be privately funded and allow
the City and Agency to leverage their public investment dollars. As noted earlier, the owner of the Railyards is interested in
redeveloping the Railyards and has entered into a Development Agreement with the City for development of 2.3 million s.f. of
Class A office uses. While this Implementation Plan focuses on the Agency's portion of the piogram^ for redevelopment of the
Railyards, it is important to be aware that private activities by UP will be occurring coterminous with the City's program of
redevelopment. The City's program of redevelopment is essential for UP to move forward, and could result in the generation of
substantial tax increment which can be used to address other redevelopment plan goals and objectives in the future.

III.

REDEVELOPMENT COMPONENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES, PROJECTS, PROGRAMS AND
EXPENDITURES, AND BLIGHT ELIMINATION
I

This. Redevelopment Component of the Implementation Plan declares goals and objectives ("Goals and Objectives") and
identifies project, programs and expenditures to be used in the realization of the Goals and Objectives. The housing Goals and
Objectives are defined later in the Housing Component of this Implementation Plan.
The elements of the Redevelopment Component of the Implementation Plan are interrelated to accomplish the elimination of
blight in the Project Area. As noted earlier, the Goals and Objectives of the Redevelopment Component are a sub-set of those of.
the Redevelopment Plan. They have been extracted on the basis of the financial resources that are anticipated to be available, the
priorities for addressing conditions in the Project Area given the available resources, and the limit of the five-year period to be
covered by the Implementation of the Plan. The achievement of the Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives will result
in the. elimination of some of the blight and blighting conditions in the Project Area and advance the overall goals and objectives
of the Redevelopment Plan. !The means for achieving the Goals and Objectives o the redevelopment Component are the projects,
programs and expenditures to be undertaken by the City over the five year term. By implementing these projects, programs and
expenditures, the City will realize the blight elimination effects of-the Goals and Objectives.
For example, one of the stated goals of the Redevelopment Plan is " the elimination or amelioration of certain environmental
deficiencies, such as substandard vehicular circulation systems; inadequate water, sewer, and storm drainage systems; insufficient
off-street parking; and other similar public improvements, facilities and utilities deficiencies adversely affecting the project
Area". Included as a Goal of the Redevelopment Component is to "Initiate major utility improvements, including storm drainage
and sanitary sewer facilities in order to repeal the "Cease and Desist Order' issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board
to eliminate violations brought about by increased runoff during peak periods in downtown." The Objective related to this goal is
to ""Construct interim and new utility improvements which will serve both new development in the Railyads as well as
accommodate increased runoff in downtown and Richards boulevard." Attainment of this goal, and olijective will contribute to
the elimination of the blighting condition of the "the existence of inadequate public improvements and utilities which cannot be'
remedied by private governrimental action without redevelopment". The project (and its related expenditure) included as the
means o achieving this Goal and Objective is the acquisition and assemblage of land to support the expansion of the Sacramento
River water treatment plant.
The above example also demonstrates that the Redevelopment Component goals and objectives, projects, programs and
expenditures and the elimination of blight,are interdependent. The implementation of the improvements identified above will
also assist in realizing other Goals and Objectives of the Redevelopment Component, such as the rehabilitation of deteriorated or
underutilized buildings and the creation of job opportunities. Meeting those objectives will, in turn, promote the elimination of
other conditions of blight. These multiple relationships among the elements of the Redevelopment component is described as
part of the presentation of the components below, and illustrated in Table 1.
^
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A.

Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives

Listed below are the specific five-year goals and objectives of the Redevelopment Component. The development of the
Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives was based on the identification of the most apparent needs of the Project Area
and those accomplishment which could reasonable be attained during the five-year Implementation PI Ian period consistent with
Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives. For reference, the Redevelop plan goals and objectives that will in part be
accomplished during the next five years are also listed immediately below.
Redevelopment Plan goals and Objectives to be Addressed During the Next Five Years
■

•
■
•

B.

The retention and expansion of as many existing businesses as feasible by means of redevelopment and
rehabilitation activities and by encouraging and.assisting the cooperation and participation of owners, business and
public agencies in the revitalization of the Project Area.
The creation and development of local job opportunities and the preservation of the area's existing job base
The replanning; redesign and development of areas which are stagnant or improperly utilized.
The elimination or amelioration of certain environmental deficiencies, such as substandard vehicular circulation
systems, inadequate water, sewer, and storm drainage systems, insufficient off-street parking; and other similar
public improvements, facilities and utilities deficiencies adversely affecting the Project Area.

Implementation Plan Goals and Objectives

Based on the Redevelopment Plan goals and objectives listed above, the following are the goals and objectives of the
Implementation Plan.
Implementation Plan Goal I

Establish basic services and transportation linkages between Downtown and Richards
Boulevard.
~

Objective A:

Construct the transit and rail facilities that will reinforce Downto-vlvn as a regional
transportation hub, contribute to reduction of auto dependency, and enhance air quality
conditions.
I

Objective B:.

Construct public improvements to undeserved and unserved parcels (streets, curbs, -gutters,
sidewalks, freeway access, sewer expansion, etc.).

Implementation Plan Goal II

Initiate major utility improvements, including storm drainage and sanitary sewer facilities in
order to repeal the "Cease and Desist Order" issued by the Regional Water Quality Control
Board to eliminate violations brought about by increased runoff during peak periods in
downtown.
Construct interim and new utility improvements which will serve both new development in
the Railyards as well as accommodate increased runoff in downtown and Richards
Boulevard.

Objective A:

Implementation Plan Goal III
Objective A:
Objective B:

The creation and development of local job opportunities and the preservation of the area's
existing employment base.
Assist in facilitating the acquisition of property and public street closures to facilitate
consolidation and improvement to the Blue Diamond Growers (BDG) facility.
Assist the sale of City-owned property to General Produce to allow expansion and
consolidation of its operations.
I

Implementation Plan Goal IV

Secure and preserve identified historic structures for future use.

Objective A:

Assist in the renovation and adaptive reuse of the Historic UP Railyards "Central Shops"
buildings.
I
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Objective B:

Assist in the renovation and adaptive resuse of the Historic Soutliern Pacific Passenger Rail
Depot and REA Express building.

The Agency will attain the Goals and Objectives of the Redevelopment Component through the projects, programs and
expenditures detailed under'section D below, and in the separate Implementation Plan Executive Sununary document.
C.

Blight Elimination

The achievement of the Redevelopment Component Goals and Objectives (through the specific projects, programs, and
expenditures) will eliminate blight by removing, in part, blighting conditions within the Project Area. Table 1 illustrates the
relationship between the goals and objectives of the redevelopment Plan, the Goals and Objectives of the Redevelopment
Component, project, programs and expenditures of the Redevelopment Component, and the blight which will be eliminated. This
Implementation Plan does. not attempt to outline a plan to eliminate all blight in the Project Area, but ather addresses how the
Agency intends to contribute to the elimination of blight within the Project Area during the vie-year period covered by this Plan.
The activities of the private sector will also work in conjunction with the Agency for removal of bliglit and foster reuse of the
Project Area.
I
The physical, social and economic characteristics that qualified the Project Area as "blighted" at the time of the Project adoption
in 1990 have remained largely unchanged. The following is a list of some of the blighting characteristics which are found in the
Project Area and how proposed Agency activities will reduce the prevalence of these blighting characteristics.
n

Age, obsolescence, Deterioration, and Dilapidation. A survey of building conditions at the time of Project
adoption identified 99 buildings or 18 percent of the total 543 buildings in the Project Aiea in need of major to
extensive rehabilitation. One of the City's specific projects is to rehabilitation deteriorated buildings in the
Richards Boulevard Area, and at the same time preserve historic structures for viable reuse in the Railyards. A
listing of Richards Boulevard Area Historic Structures was completed in 1999, and includes many historically
significant structures within the 12`h/16°i Street "Gateway" District. Within the Railyards, many of these buildings,
which include approximately 7 structures totaling 600,000 square feet, have been designated as potentially eligible
for listing under the National Register of Historic Structures. The City Council has conceptually approved the State
of California Railroad Museum's plan for preservation and restoration of the buildings as a location for the
proposed California Railroad Technology Museum, as well as other museum facilities.

•

The Existence of Inadequate Public Improvements and Utilities Which Cannot be Remedied by Private or
Governmental Action without Redevelopment. Public improvement deficiencies in tlie project Area include,
among others, traffic circulation, storm drainage; and transit improvements: The project, Area was developed with
few arterial roads connecting the Project Area to the Downtown and other areas of the Gity. This development
pattern, combined with the natural barriers of the American and Sacramento Rivers bordering the Project Area to
the north and west, resulted in the isolation of the Project Area. These physical characteristics have acted as a
barrier to the reinvestment and development of the Project Area that has been a primary cause of the areas decline
and decay.
I
The City's list of transits projects, as outlined in the City Public Works
Department's Transportation Programming
Guide, will provide additional access to the Project Area and thereby compensate for th^, faulty subdivision of the
Project Area. Also, the planned redevelopment of the Railyards will provide for reuse of that site with street and
real access that will join the Project Area with the reminder of the City and e the current boundaries of Downtown
Sacramento.
The Prevalence of Depreciated Values Impaired Investments, and Economic Maladjustment.
During the
early 1990's, the Project Area experienced a flight of jobs from the area to corporate downsizing, and the relocation
of businesses to more modern facilities outside the project area. When BDG announced its decision to relocate
outside of Sacramento, with a loss of over 1,000 jobs, the City intervened with a business retention plan. That
effort was following by the retention of General Produce, a major wholesale food distributor, with 300 full time
jobs. Until the area experiences the benefits of revitalization, there will continue to be a need to address the loss of
12
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businesses due to an aging building stock, inadequate infrastructure, and other physical land social blighting
conditions.
-I
D.

Projects, Programs and Expenditures

It is the City's intent to fulfill the five-year Redevelopment Component Objectives thereby obtaining the Goals of the
Redevelopment Component. The proposed projects and programs are the City's best estimate on how it will implement the
Objectives.
^
The projects, programs and expenditures listed below are based on the estimated future tax incrementI revenues, existing financial
obligations, and other revenue sources, many of which are beyond the control of the City and Agency. Because actual tax
increment may be less than that projected, and other financing sources may not materialize, the City and Agency may not be able
to initiate all of these projects and programs during the next five years. Alternatively, should opportunities arise,.and additional
financing become available, the City and Agency may be able to initiate other projects. Also, the exact financing mix between
tax increment and other sources has not yet been determined. Table 1 shows the relationship between the Goals, Objective,
Projects and Expenditures.
^
•

Intermodal Transportation Facility. The Agency has proposed to renovate and improve the existing Amtrak
station at the present location of the Historic Sacramento Rail Depot located at 51h and I Streets. A plan has be
developed for the $24 million renovation of the facility to accommodate several modes of transportation including
light rail, heavy rail, buses, taxis and shuttles. This project will facilities development of the Railyards and improve
public transit service in the Project Area and downtown Sacramento. During the previous five-year plan, the City
had secured approximately $12.6 million of state, federal and private funding to commence phase I of the
renovation project. The project was put on hold in February 1999, following the decisic n of Union Pacific to
pursue private development of the lower-40 acres site, and relocate the mainline rail tracks approximately 600 feet
from the existing Depot. UP is also proposing to construct a new transit station as part of the private development
project.

•

Folsom Light Rail Extension. In a related project to the Intermodal Terminal, the Agency is proposing to extend
light rail from the K Street Mall along 7 and 8h Street, and west on H Street to the Historic Rail Depot.. The
project is being constructed as part of the Folsom light rail Extension Project, and will open in September 2003 as
the terminus of the South Area light rail line. This project will improve access to the Railyards and is an essential
emement to the master planned mixed use development of the area. The estimated total cost of the project, funded
through State Flexible Congestion Relief funds, is $.15 million.
Dos Rios Light Rail Station. As existing uses in the Richards Boulevard area transition and local and arterial
street networks are put in place, there will be a need to establish a local transit center to allow for staging, layovers
and transfers between the 1-80/Watt Ave. light rail line, the local bus routes along Richards Boulevard. A transit
center on the east side of North 12`h Street will facilitate passengers wishing to travel to and between the Airport,
Natomas and North Sacramento. The proposed transit center would be located on a site !of approximately 2.5 acres
and would cost approximately $2.0 million. The project will be funded by a combination of federal, state and local
funds, including tax increment.

n

•

n

n

•

Richards Boulevard /Interstate 5 Interchange Improvements. A key recommendation of the City's Northeast
Area Transportation Study, the Agency is proposing several street and highway improvements to improve access to.'
the project area. This project provides for the widening of the freeway underpass and addition of on/off ramp to
increase traffic capacity. The estimated total cost of these improvement is $17.5 million! The project design has
been funded through the TEA-21 program and will be completed in year 2000.
Richards Boulevard Widening (N. 7`h - N. 12`h Streets). This NEATS identified project will complete the
widening of Richards Boulevard to five lanes with curb, gutter, and sidewalk improvements. The $3.7 million
project has been funded and construction will commence in year 2000.
Richards Boulevard/SR160 Improvements. Another NEATS project to improve access to the Richards
Boulevard area is the construction of an at-grade intersection at Richards Boulevard and SR160. The estimated $4
million improvement is Phase 1 of the ultimate grade separated interchange of Richards Boulevard SR160. The
design of this project has been funded through TEA-21 and will be completed in year 2000.
Historic Preservation. Within the Railyards and Richards Boulevard Area there are several industrial buildings
totaling over one million square feet that are either listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
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E.

Places. It is intended that these structures be prese rved for reuse as retail or commercial mixed use in the future. A
survey of the Railyards and Richards Boulevard Area has been completed and follow up actions include updating
the City's local historic register and submi tt al of nominations of some of the structures (i.e., histo ri
c Central Shops)
for National Register listing.
Land Acquisition. Land acquisition for speci fi c projects is anticipated during the five ;year period.

Conclusion

With the recent success in pursuing public transit funds, and a private development partner in Capitol Station District, the City's
Economic Development and Regional Enterprise Agency intends to carry out a five-year program of redevelopment activities to
initiate an effective redevelopment effort, but must do so using limited financial resources. This Redevelopment Component
explains the development of Goals and Objectives, and describes through implementation of projects, programs and
expenditures, how they will eliminate blight within the Project Area. The actions contained in this Redevelopment Component
cannot, and will not, on their own, eliminate all blight in the Project Area, but will contribute to the end goals of blight
elimination and the revitalization of the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area.
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HOUSING SECTION
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1. INTRODUCTION
This Housing Component of the Implementation Plan for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project ( "Project") is the
complement of the Redevelopment Component of the Implementation Plan for the Project. Together! the two components
constitute the implementation plan required by Section 33490 of the California Community Redevelopment Law ("CRL,"
consisting of Sections 33000 et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code). The Implementation Plan sets forth the City. of
Sacramento's Economic Development and Regional Development Agency's ("Agency") goals and objectives, projects and
expenditures for the Project over the five-year period commencing in 2000.
This Housing Component of the Implementation Plan presents those components of the Agency's intended program for the
Project that deal with the expenditure of funds and other activities relating to the production of housing affordable to persons and
families of low- and moderate- income. Low- and moderate- income is defined in the CRL by reference to Section 50093 of the
Health and Safety Code which specifies the following income levels: above moderate income which s defined as household
income of 120% of median income for the applicable household size; moderate income, which is defined
as 80% to 120% of
median income for the applicable household size; low income, which is defined as income of 50% to 80% of median income for
the applicable household size ( Section 50079.5); and very low income, which is defined as income less than 50% of median
income for the applicable household size (Section 50105).
The CRL provides that, in addition to the removal of blight, a fundamental purpose of redevelopment is to expand the supply of
low-and moderate-income housing (Section 33071). ( All citations are to the Health and Safety Code unless otherwise specified).
To accomplish this purpose, the CRL contains numerous provisions to guide redevelopment agency activities with regard to lowand moderate- income housin(Y. Taking into account all of these provisions, a redevelopment agency's housing responsibilities
fall into three major categories:
1)

the production and/or replacement of low- and moderate- income housing depending upon activities undertaken by an
agency within its project areas;
^

2)

the set-aside and expenditure of specified amounts of tax increment revenue for the express and exclusive purpose of
increasing, improving, and preserving a community's -supply of low- and moderate- income housing; and,

3)

reporting on how the agency has met, or preparing plans on how the agency will meet, its responsibilities with regard to
the first two categories.
I

This Housing Component of the Implementation Plan for the Project is part of the Agency's responsibilities under the third major
category. Its mandated contents address how the plans of Agency for the Project will achieve many of the housing
responsibilities contained in the first and second major categories of Agency housing activities. Section 33490 requires that the
housing portion of an implementation plan address the applicable items presented in the list below. Tlie items have been arranged
according to their inclusion in ether of the first two major categories of housing responsibility.
n

Production of Housing Based on Activities in the Project Area

n

Production of low- and moderate-income housing units in a number equal to thirty percent (30% of Agency-developed
residential units in the Project (Section 33413(b)(1))

n

Production of low- and moderate- income housing units in a number equal to fifteen percent (15°0) of all residential units
developed in the Project (Section 33413(b)(2))

n

Identification of locations suitable for replacement housing units rehabilitated, developed or constructed , pursuant to Section
33413(a), if the destruction of removal of low- and moderate- income units will result from a project contained in the
implementation plan (Section 33490(a)(3))
I

Set-Aside and Expenditure of Tax Increment for Housing Purposes
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n

The set-aside of 20% of tax increment in projects adopted on or after January 1, 1977 (Section
33334.2)

n

The proportional expenditure of housing funds on low- and very low- income housing as needed and unmet
by other
governmental programs (Section 33334.4)
1

n

The set-aside of 20% of tax increment in projects adopted prior to January 1, 1977 (Section 33334.6)

•

The possible transfer of housing funds to other public entities producing housing in the community (a possible outcome of
the provisions of Sections 33334.12 et seq.)
I

More detailed descriptions of these provisions are provided in Appendix A of this Implementation Plan.

1. APPLICABLE LOW- AND MODERATE- INCOME HOUSING REQUIREMENTS
A review of the low- and moderate- income housing provisions will disclose that not all of the provisions are applicable to each
redevelopment project. For example, Section 33334.2 applies to project areas adopted on or after January 1, 1977 (and to area
added to project areas after that date), while Section 33334.6, which contains very similar though different provisions, applies to
projects adopted prior to January 1, 1977. The two provisions cannot both apply to the same geographical portion of the same
project area. Similarly, many provisions of Section 33413 apply only to project areas adopted on or after January 1, 1976. Thus,
these provisions will apply only to some projects.
The Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project was adopted in July of 1990 and contained housing occupied by low- and
moderate- income persons and contains land designated for residential uses. These three characteristics - the date of adoption; the
existence of low- and moderate- income housing units; and the potential for residential development are the primary
determinants of the practical applicability of the various housing provisions of the CRL. Given the facts of the Project's situation,
only the low- and moderate- income housing provisions discussed in the following section are applicable and are addressed in the
remainder of this Housing Component of the Implementation Plan.
^
A. Applicable Housing Production Requirements
The Agency is required to comply with the housing unit production requirement of the CRL (Section 83413(b). This
Implementation Plan shows the Agency's housing unit production compliance based on the history of new construction and
substantial rehabilitation of housing within the Project Area since adoption, estimates the number of housing units to be built or
substantially rehabilitated in the Project Area over the remaining duration of the Redevelopment Plani estimates the number of
units to be assisted by the Agency, and finally projects the low- and moderate- income housing required as a result.
The Agency is also required to meet replacement housing obligations pursuant to Section 33413(a). The Agency must replace, on
a one for one basis, all units removed from the low- and moderate- income housing stock because of agency involvement. This
Implementation Plan does not include projects or programs which would result in the removal of housing units from the low- and
moderate-income housing stock; therefore, this Implementation Plan does not identify suitable locations for replacement housing.
B. Applicable Deposit and Expenditure Provisions
Because the Project was adopted after January 1, 1977, the provisions of Section 33334.2 regarding the set-aside of twenty
percent (20%) of Project tax increment for low- and moderate- income housing purposes apply. This version of the set-aside
requirement provides no ability to off-set the required deposits into the Housing Fund (created to receive the set-aside) in order to
meet other, non-housing obligations. The version does enable the elimination or reduction of an annual housing deposit if the
Agency makes findings regarding the lack of need for low- and moderate- income housing in Sacramento or the sufficiency of
less than twenty percent of the Project's tax increment to meet the need that does exist. Also, pursuant to other provisions of the
CRL, the required deposits may be made by diverting money from one of the Agency's other redevelopment projects.
The Agency has not availed itself of any of the above options for eliminating, reducing or using another project's resources to
meet the low- and moderate- income housing set-aside requirement and does not currently anticipate that it will exercise any of
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these options over the term of this Implementation Plan.. The projections of deposits into the Housing Fund that are included in
the following section assume that the full 20% set-aside will be made in each of the years covered by, this Plan.
The Project is subject to the CRL mandate that the Agency have a policy of expending moneys in the Housing Fund in proportion
to the unmet need for housing for persons and families of low- and very low income. The quantification of expenditure for lowand very low- income housing that will result from Agency implementation of this policy, based on the most recent indication of
unmet housing needs, is included in the following section.
The Project is subject to the provisions requiring the transfer of housing funds to other housing producers in the Sacramento area
in the event the Housing Fund contains.an Excess Surplus, as defined in the CRL. The analysis of deposits and balances in the
Housing Fund provided below indicates that there will be no Excess Surplus created in the Housing Flund over the term of the
Implementation Plan.

II. HOUSING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
One of the Redevelopment Plan Goals and Objectives for the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project is "the expansion of the
community's supply of housing (inside or outside of the Project Area), including opportunities for low- and moderate-income
households." In addition to this Redevelopment Plan Goal and Objective, the Agency is mandated byl the CRL to preserve and
increase the affordable housing stock through expenditure of a percentage of the tax increment generated by the Project Area, and
assure that specified percentages of housing units developed within the Project are affordable to persons and families of low-and
moderate-income. Also, the CRL requires that if the Agency is proposing to demolish or remove any affordable housing units
that replacement units be provided.
The Redevelopment Plan housing' Goal and Objective is attainable over the duration of the Project wliile CRL housing
production requirements are on-going without any ultimate unit preservation/production goal. However, the CRL does establish
that certain housing preservation and production requirements be attained during five and ten year increments. The Agency's
projected housing activities over the next five years will satisfy the five year CRL housing production' requirements and will
begin to achieve the Redevelopment Plan housing Goal and Objective. The Agency's housing preservation and production
projects and programs planned for the next five years are the elements of this Implementation Plan that will implement the
various housing responsibilities identified in Section 33490. The level of implementation will be constrained by available tax
increment revenues, State and Federal funding sources, and the Agency's existing obligations.
During the next five years the Agency proposes to specifically increase housing opportunities for very
very, low income persons and
families through
n
n
n

n

Assisting in the development of affordable housing units for low-or moderate-income persons ouiside of the project area;
Assisting in the development of very low income dwelling units outside the redevelopment area a's required to replace
substandard units that may be displaced by redevelopment activities in the project area.
Expenditure of Housing Fund monies to finance residential development's share of the overall infrastructure needed to allow
development to proceed. The CRL allows such expenditures of Housing Fund money, so long as the improvements are
made as part of a program-which results in the new construction or rehabilitation of affordable housing units for low-or
moderate-income persons that are directly benefited by the improvements (Health and Safety Code Section 33334.2).
As discussed in Part V of this Implementation Plan, a number of new housing units are expected o be created in the Project
Area, 33 percent of which are expected to be targeted as housing for persons and families of very low- or low- income.

How these proposed programs and associated expenditures will specifically address the housing Goal and Objective of the
Redevelopment Plan and fulfill the statutory housing preservation and production requirements of the CRL are described in the
following sections of this Housing Component. Because the CRL housing requirements are very structured in comparison to the
Redevelopment Plan housing Goal and Objective, the following sections describe how the Agency's housing activities will meet
the statutory requirements of the CRL. It is also a specific requirement of the CRL that the Implementation Plan explain how the
housing requirements of the law are to be met.
I
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III. STATUS OF RICHARDS BOULEVARD PROJECT AREA HOUSING ACTIVITIES
A. Production and Replacement of Low- and Moderate- Income Housing Units
Section 33413 has two distinct requirements with regard to low-and moderate-income dwelling units. The first requirement
imposes a statutory obligation on the Agency to cause the production or substantial rehabilitation of l^ow-and moderate-income
housing. At least 30 percent of all new and substantially rehabilitated dwelling units developed by an agency, and at least 15
percent of all new and substantially rehabilitated dwelling units developed within a project area by a public or private entity other
than the redevelopment agency, shall be available at affordable housing cost to persons and families of low-or moderate-income.
The second requirement of Section 33413 imposes a statutory obligation on the Agency to replace, on a one for one basis, all
housing units removed from the low- and moderate-income housing market as a result of agency involvement in a redevelopment
project or program.
I
With regard to the Agency's obligations to low-and moderate-income housing production, the first requirement, the Agency has
prepared the attached Table 1, which shows Agency low- and moderate- income production compliance with this section of the
CRL. As will be shown, the Agency's Housing Program over the next five-year period will focus on using recent tax increment
bond proceeds to assist with approximately 330 of the 1330 units to be constructed or rehabilitated within the Project Area over
the next five years.
^
B. Set-Aside and Expenditure of Tax Increment
Calendar year 1991 was the first year of Agency eligibility to receive tax increment for the Project Area. Since 1991,
approximately $2.78 million in tax increment has been generated in the Richards Boulevard Area, and $560,000 has been
deposited into the Housing Fund to date. During the previous five year plan there were no excess surpluses in the Low- and
Moderate Housing Fund. What meager set-aside funds did accrue to the Low-Mod fund were expended in furtherance of the
redevelopment plan objectives for creation of low and very low income housing the Project Area. These projects, as described in
the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan (December 1994) are intended to address the needs of the low- and very-low income
population of the area, many of whom are either residents of the Dos Rios Housing Complex, or are attracted to existing social
services in the area.
I
The development of these units during the last five years was assisted primarily by resources other than Richards Boulevard tax
increment. Funding sources included Merged Downtown and Richards Boulevard tax increment, County General Funds, CDBG,
HUD, and HOME funds. To the extent that project funding exceeded the amount of set-aside funds iri the Richards Boulevard
Area (i.e., development of the Francis Quinn Cottages), Merged Downtown tax increment has been used to make up for the
shortfall.
I
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Table I
Housing Production Requirements
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area
1994-99
Completed Units (1)
Type of Housing

1. Unit Production

New
Construction

60

Next Five Years
Projected

Substantial
Rehab

218

II. Inclusiona ry Requirements
No. units triggering requirement
No. units required:
Very low income (6%)
Low income (9%)
Moderate income
Total
Units planned/produced
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

III. Agency-developed
No. units triggering requirement
No. units required:
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total
Units planned/produced
Very low income
Low income
Moderate income
Total

New
Construction

1,300

from 2005
to build out of plans

Substantial
Rehab

Newl
Construction

Substantial
Rehab

30

4,803

78,
117
0
195

2
3
0
5

312
467
0
779

0
0
0
0

60
0
0
60

0
0
0
0

21
122
0
143

0
30
0
30

894
1,077
1,474
3,445

0
0
0

0

218

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

33
33
0
65

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

218
0
0
218

0
0
0

(1) New construction is attributed to the Francis Quinn Cottages, and rehabilitation to the Dos Rios
Housing Complex. The Agency has a surplus of 54 very low-income units,-and a deficit of 5
low income units. This deficit will be corrected in the next five years as pa rt of the overall low income
housing goals.
I
(2) The Agency will attempt to participate in development of the 1,300 new construction units in. order to
meet the very-low, and low income goas for the next five year period. This development is anticipated
to occur on the Railyards "lower-40 acres" site, and along the American River in the Richards Boulevard
Area. No specific housing projects have been identified at the time of this writing.
I

0
0
0

TABLE 1
Housing Production Requirements for the
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Area

Type of Housing

1. Estimated Number of Housing nits
to be produced
Housing units constructed (NEW)
Housing units rehabbed/price restricte
Total Housing Units

1994-1999
Completed

2000-2004
Next five

2005-2025
Remainder

Plan

years

of Plan

Total Housing
Units Produced

532
21:8
750

1,300
30
1,330

4,803
0
4,803

6,560
248

7501
432
318

3301

4,803

5,883

n25I

99

1,44I^

1,765

II. Estimated Number of Housing Units
Effected by Section 33413 (b) (1)
(Agency-assisted units)
Number of Agency assisted units
Less 30-day occupancy
More than 30-day occupancy
Low/Mod Income (30%) requirement
Number of units anticipated to exceed
the 333413 (b) requirement

1,787

Ill. Estimated Number of Housing Units
Effected by Section 33413 (a)
Number of units to be displaced
Number of replacement units required
Low or very low income
Number of units anticipated to meet or
exceed the requirement

110
0

0

220
220

110
220

220

220

Since 1990, all housing units produced have been Agency assisted, therefore 33413) (2) is
not addressed:
71
Total housing units produced during the period 2000-2004 based on Stage 1 development assumptions
Total housing units produced during the period 2005-2025 based on Stage 2 development assumptions
Source: Richards/Railyards/Downtown Finance Plan (Adopted by City Council March 1998)
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RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA
HOUSING PRODUCTION 1994-1999
Goal
Actual
New Construction
Social Serv ice Complex

Aid in Kind beds (.<30 day stay)

114

114

Non Aid in Kind Beds (<30 day stay)

178

178

Emergency Mat Beds (<30 day stay)

60

60

60
80
40
532

60
80
40
532

218

218

750

750

Francis Quinn Co ttages (>30 day stay)
Detox (<30 day stay)
Detox (>30 day stay)
TOTAL
Rehabilitation
Dos Rios Housing Complex
(>30 day stay)
Total

Certain requirements (Section 33334.12) apply for timely expenditure or encumbrance of money in the Low-and ModerateIncome Housing Fund. Monies held in the Housing Fund that exceed specified maximum balances are referred to in the
applicable statues as "excess surplus". Excess surplus means any unexpended and unencumbered amount in a project's Low-and
Moderate-Income Housing Fund that exceeds the greater of one million dollars ($1,000,000) or the aggregate amount deposited
into the Low- and Moderate Income Housing Fund during the project's preceding four fiscal years. The first fiscal year to be
included in this computation is the 1989-90 fiscal year, and the first date on which an excess surplus may exist is July 1, 1994.
Within the next five years, it is anticipated that $715,000 in housing set aside funds will be generated in the Project Area. These
set aside funds are anticipated to be dedicated lo the debt service on the 1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond, and that
portion of the bond proceeds that has been deposited in the Low/Mod fund. The Agency will have the approximately $1.243
million to assist with development of low and moderate housing units. Other than the current bond revenues, it is not
anticipated that excess low-and moderate-income housing set-aside funds will be deposited into the fund.
In December 1999,'the Agency issued the first bond of Richards Boulevard Area tax increment for a total of $5,243,627, of
which $1,243,000 has been deposited into the Low- and Moderate-Housing Fund. This $1.243 million has been deposited into
the Low/Mod Housing Fund, and must be expended within the next five-year period. CRL Section 33490 (A) (2) (ii)
requires that the Implementation Plan describe the annual expenditure of Low/Mod Housing Funds for each of the five
years of the Implementation Plan. However, the annual expenditure of funds from the Low and Moderate Income
Housing Fund during each of the next five years has not been determined because projects have not been identified that
will with certainty, close in any particular year. As noted earlier in Redevelopment Component of the Implementation
Plan, redevelopment of the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Area has not occurred within the timeframe envisioned
in the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan, or Railyards Specific Plan. The conditions necessary for housing, such as ,
the development of basic infrastructure to support residential neighborhoods, is not yet in place. However, as new,
rehabilitated and price restricted projects are identified, the agency will utilize a proportionate share of these funds to
assist in residential development for low and moderate income families and endeavor to expend 100 percent of the funds
as soon as possible.

C. Proportional Expenditure of Housing Fund Monies
The Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area is subject to the CRL mandate that the Agency have a policy of
expending monies in the Housing Fund in proportion to the unmet need for housing for persons and families of low- and
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very low-income. The Agency intends to spend its Housing Funds on housing for persons of low- land very low-income,
depending on housing opportunities, market conditions and other restricting factors. The Agency will monitor its
expenditures of Housing Fund money in order to comply with the requirements of Section 33334.14 over the life of the
Project Area.
Prior expenditures from the Housing Fund have been primarily utilized to assist with the rehabilitation of the Dos Rios Housing
Complex, acquire land for construction of a social service complex, and construct the 60 Francis Quinn cottage housing units.
All three projects serve very low income persons.

IV.

PROJECTION OF FINANCING OF HOUSING ACTIVITIES AND OBLIGATIONS

This Section of the Housing Component of the Implementation Plan focuses on the use of Housing Fun'd monies over the next
five years. The Housing Program for the next five years should, however, be placed in the context of tlie overall Housing
Program for the Richards Boulevard Project Area, which is expected to take place well beyond the remaining 25 year life of this
redevelopment plan.
As previously discussed in the Redevelopment Component, the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project encompasses two
distinct planning areas: the Union Pacific Railyards and the Richards Boulevard Area. Each of these geographical areas is
scheduled for major urban transformation as identified in a number of previously prepared studies and plans. The vision for the
both the Railyards and the Richards Area is to encourage significant infill development within this largely underutilized area
adjacent to Downtown as an alternative to the more decentralized and land -consumptive patterns of growth occurring in outlying
areas. Plans for both areas envision a mixed-use district that reinforces downtown Sacramento as the region's major focal point.
Of significant importance is the opportunity for development of new and rehabilitated housing to reinforce the Downtown as a
place to live as well as work. Within the Railyard area, a portion of the developable land is envisioned for the creation of a new
residential community of approximately 2,800 dwelling units which likely be constructed beyond the time period of the
redevelopment plan (contained in the adopted Railyards Specific Plan dated December, 1994). The Railyards Specific Plan
contains specific targets for the creation of affordable housing, and specific linkages and thresholds for the creation of affordable
housing is contained in the zoning ordinance and tentative map for the area. Therefore, this Housing Component envisions
development of some affordable units on the Railyards site.
The Richards Boulevard Area currently includes approximately 350 units of permanent housing and approximately 472
transitional housing beds. 97% of these units are classified as low or very-low income. Within the Richards Boulevard area,
the land area north of Richards Boulevard and along the American River is designated for future residential development as
described in the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan dated December, 1994. Construction of 3,860 dwelling units within three
phases which will likely occur beyond the life of the redevelopment plan. Approximately 33 percent of the dwelling units for
both areas are targeted to be developed as housing for persons and families of very low-or low-income, with an additional 22
percent for moderate-income persons. It is expected that substantial subsidies will be required and be financed through an array
of funding sources including: federal and state monies; city housing trust fund revenues; low income tax credits; and Housing
Set-Aside revenues. Within the next five years, it is anticipated that all new construction will be developed as mixed use
housing.
This section of the Housing Component of the Implementation Plan will discuss the financing of housing activities over the next
five years as required by Section 33490(2)(A); a period which will set the stage for production of units n the subsequent
five-year period. This section will include estimates of deposits into the Housing Fund and obligations against the fund, and a
discussion of the Agency's housing program. It should also be noted that the focus of this section is on the relationship of the
Housing Program and the uses of monies in the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund. Because the Agency and City intend
to use multiple funding sources, housing units could be created or assisted from other such funding sources.

A. Deposits into the Low- and Moderate- Income Housing Fund
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Shown on the attached Table 2 are the estimated beginning balances in the Housing Fund and the proje'cted deposits into the
Housing Fund. The projected deposits into the fund are based on a tax increment projections developed by the Agency for the
1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond . The amounts shown on Table I are estimates and actual tax increment revenues
and resulting Housing Set-Aside. The actual deposit into the Low/Mod housing fund will be more than the amounts shown on
Table 2 because of the recent tax increment bond.
I
B. Five Year Housing Program
As shown on Table 2, the cumulative housing set-aside from the Project Area that is estimated to be available over the five-year
period of this Implementation Plan. is approximately $715,000. Fortunately, these funds have leveraged a recent Agency tax
increment bond that produced $1.243 million in low/mod funds. While the exact expenditure of these funds has not been
determined, the Agency may utilize a portion of the monies in the Housing Fund to begin activities related to residential
development. It is anticipated that the $1.243 million in 1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond proceeds may contribute
to the construction of new, or rehabilitation of 330 residential units by 2005.
1
It should be noted that the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan and Railyards Specific Plan included specific housing
objectives to be met over the life of the plans, and a summary of these housing objectives is included in Table 3.
As noted above, redevelopment of the Project Area has not occurred as originally envisioned, and the lack of new
construction has resulted in little growth in tax increment to subsidize housing development in the area. Furthermore;
significant amendments to both land use plans are anticipated to be processed in year 2000. These amendments are likely
to involve changes to both land use and the intensity of build-out of land uses in both planning areas. These amendments
will likely result in a change to the housing program objectives. However,,Agency assistance in development of these
affordable units pursuant to the adopted land use plans will continue to be an objective, and includes the following focus
areas for the development of new housing which will provide the opportunity to meet inclusionary objectives:
■

Richards Boulevard "Riverfront" Housine. The Richards Boulevard Area Plan calls for the development of new
residential north of Richards Boulevard, along the American River. It is envisioned that this housing will be developed upon
opening of the 7th Street Extension project, and development of various infrastructure improvements. The plan recognized
that early residential construction would be "pioneering" in nature, and likely require heavy public assistance. The
anticipated sale of the Lodi Mission Partners site early in 2000 will likely create an opportunity in i assisting as many as 1,000
residential units within the 52-acre site.

•

Railvards Residential . As previously stated, the production of 2,800 residential units is anticipated on the Railyards site,
immediately adjacent to the existing Alkali Flat neighborhood and the Central Business District. The requirement for
residential, including affordable housing units, is linked to the production of commercial uses on the site. It is anticipated
that Union Pacific may exceed those thresholds within the next five years, and/or UP may include residential uses as part of
an overall redevelopment of the lower-40 acres. Based on recent private development proposals and targets identified in the
Railyards Specific Plan, it is anticipated that 300 residential units will be developed on the Railyards site. The Agency
would be a likely partner in the housing production on the Railyards site, pursuant to land dedication requirements contained
in the draft tentative map for the 240-acre site.
I

■

Basler Dreher Nei a hborhood Residential Rehabilitation: The RBAP also calls for the preservation and rehabilitation of
the single family homes located in the Basler Dreher neighborhood located east of N. 16h Street. There are approximately
30 WWII era cottages and bungalows located on two residentially zoned streets. It is anticipated that available tax increment
can be allocated to a residential rehab loan program marketed through the Capitol Station District, largeted at renovating
these older units.

While the ultimate relocation of substandard residential units along Bannon/North B Street, and the relocation of Union Gospel
Mission were included as goals of the redevelopment plan, there is no plan to undertake that relocation within the next five years.
Thus, the Housing Component concludes that production of replacement units will not be required as part of this Implementation
Plan.
I
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RIG,ARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA
HOUSING PRODUCTION 1994-1999
Goal
Actual
New Construction
Social Service Complex
Aid in Kind beds (<30 day)
Non Aid in Kind Beds (<30 day)
Emergency Mat Beds (<30 day)
Francis Quinn Cottages (>30 day)

114
178
60
60

114
178
60
60

Detox (<30 day)

80

80

Detox (>30 day)
TOTAL

40
2

40
532

218

218

750

750

Rehabilitation
Dos Rios Housing Complex
(>30 day housing)
Total

In December 1999: the Agency issued the first bond of Richardsulevard Area tax increment for a total of $5,243,627, or
which $1,243,000 has been deposited into the Low- and Moderate ousing Fund. This Implementation Plan describes the
anticip
Certain requirements (Section 33334.12) apply for timely expenditure o encumbrance of money in the Low and Moderate
Income Housing Fund. Monies held in the Housing Fund that exceed spe ified maximum balances are referred to in the
applicable statues as "excess surplus"., Excess surplus means any unexpen d and unencumbered amount in a project's Low-and
Moderate-Income Housing Fund that exceeds the greater of one million dolla ($1,000,000) or the aggregate amount deposited
into the Low- and Moderate Income Housing Fund during the project's precedi
four fiscal years. The first fiscal year to be
included in this computation is the 1989-90 fiscal year, and the first date on whic an excess surplus may exist is July 1; 1994.
Within the next five years, it is anticipated that $715,000 in housing set aside funds '.1 be generated in the Project Area. . These
set aside funds are anticipated to-be dedicated to the debt service on the 1999 Richards oulevard tax increment bond, and that
portion of the bond proceeds deposited in the Low/Mod fund. The Agency will have the proximately $1.243 million to assist
with development of low and moderate housing units. It is not anticipated that excess low- d modeiate-income housing setaside funds will be deposited into the fund.
C. Proportional Expenditure of Housing Fund Monies
Section 33334.4 requires that it be the policy of redevelopmeni agencies to expend their Housing Funmonies for housing
persons of low- and very low- income in at least the same proportion as the total number of housing units needed for those
income groups, and not being provided by other governmental programs, bears to the total number o ^needed housing units for
low-, very low- and moderate-income categories. It is assumed for purposes of this Implementation Plan that it will be the policy
of the Agency to spend approximately 56.5 percent of the Project Area's Housing Fund money on housing for persons of very
low- and low- income.
Prior expenditures from the Housing Fund have been primarily utilized to assist with the rehabilitation of the Dos Rios Housing
Complex, acquire land for construction of a social service complex, and construct the 60 Francis Quinn cottage housing units.
All three projects serve very low income persons. Although no tax increment will be used to construct the actual units, tax
increment was used as part of the funding sources utilized to purchase the land upon which the cottage housing units will be
located.
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While the Agency intends in the future to expend the above percentage of its Housing Fund on housing for persons of low- and
very low- income, the target lskintended to be met over the life of the redevelopment project, and not strictly on an annual basis.
In some years, more or less monies may be spent on housing for persons with low-and very low-income, depending on housing
opportunities, market conditions and other restricting factors. The Agency will monitor its expenditures of Housing Fund money
in order to comply with the requireme,\nts of Section 33334.4 over the life of the Project.

IV.

PROJECTION OF FINANCING OF HOUSING ACTIVITIES AND OBLIGATIONS

This Section of the Housing Component of ^&4mplementation Plan focuses on the use of Housing Fund monies over the next
five years. The Housing Program for the next fiue years should, however, be placed in the context of the overall Housing
Program for the Richards Boulevard Project Area, which is expected to take place well beyond the remaining 25 year life of this
redevelopment plan.
As previously discussed in the Redevelopment Component, the Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project encompasses two
distinct planning areas: the Union Pacific Railyards and the Richards Boulevard Area. Each of these geographical areas is
scheduled for major urban transformation as identified in a^number of previously prepared studies and plans. The vision for the
both the Railyards and the Richards Area is to encourage significant infill development within this largely underutilized area
adjacent to Downtown as an alternative to the more decentralized and land -consumptive patterns of growth occurring in outlying
areas. Plans for both areas envision a mixed-use district that reinforces downtown Sacramento as the region's. major focal point.
Of significant importance is the opportunity for development of new,,and rehabilitated housing to reinforce the Downtown as a
place to live as well as work. Within the Railyard area, a portion of the developable land is envisione'd for the creation of a new
residential community of approximately 2,800 dwelling units which likely be constructed beyond the time period of the
redevelopment plan (contained in the adopted Railyards Specific Plan dated December, 1994). The Railyards Specific Plan
contains specific targets for the creation of affordable housing, and specific linkages and thresholds for the creation of affordable
housing is contained in the zoning ordinance and tentative map for the area, Therefore, this Housingl Component envisions
ucvciuYiiicul u1 w111C a11UIUAoIe UmrS on me Kallyaras site.

The Richards Boulevard Area currently includes approximately 350 units of p
anent housing and pproximately 750 units of
transitional housing. 97% of these units are classified as low or very-low incom Within the Richards Boulevard area, the land
area north of Richards Boulevard and along the American River is designated for ^Industrial/Residential" mixed uses with plan
(contained in the adopted Richards Boulevard Area Plan dated December, 1994).
onstruction of 3,860 dwelling units within
three phases which will likely go beyond the life of the redevelopment plan. Appro ^• mately 33 percent of the dwelling units for
both areas are targeted to be developed as housing for persons and families of very lo -or low-income, with an additional 22
percent for moderate-income persons. It is expected that substantial subsidies will be r uired and be financed through an array
of funding sources including: federal and state monies; city housing trust fund revenues; ow income tax credits; and Housing
Set-Aside revenues. Within the next five years, it is anticipated that all new construction ill be developed as market rate
housing.
This section of the Housing Component of the Implementation Plan will discuss the financing f housing activities over the next
five years as required by Section 33490(2)(A), a period which will set the stage for production o units in the subsequent
five-year period. This section will include estimates of deposits into the Housing Fund and obligations against the fund, and a
discussion of the Agency's housing program. It should also be noted that the focus of this section is on the relationship of the
Housing Program and the uses of monies in the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Fund. Because the Agency and City intend
to use multiple funding sources, housing units could be created or assisted from other such funding sources.

A. Deposits into the Low- and Moderate- Income Housing Fund
Shown on the attached Table 2 are the estimated beginning balances in the Housing Fund and the projected deposits into the
Housing Fund* The projected deposits into the fund.are based on a tax increment projections developed by the Agency for the
1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond. The amounts shown on Table 1 are estimates and actual tax increment revenues
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Table 2
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento
Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area
ILLUSTRATIVE PROJECT CASH FLOW - HOUSING PROGRAM

1
2000

3
2002

2
2001

5
-Total
2004 ~

4
2003

Total Annual T.I. Flow
$ 265,274.00

$ 440,000.00

$ 697,000.00

$ 801,000.00

$ 84,3;0000

$ 3,046,274.00

$

53,054.80

$

88,000.00

$ 139,400.00

$ 160,200.00

$ 168,600.00

$

609,254.80

Expenses
Administrative Expenditures

$

6,631.85

$

$

21,075.00

$

76,156.85

Balance (Low/Mod fund)

$

46,422.95

$ 147,525.00

$

533,097.95

Resources
20% of base

$ 11,000.00 LI-1
$

77

0.00

$ 121,975.00

20,025.00

$ 140,175.00

The balance in the Low/Mod H sing Fund will be used to make debt payments on 1999 CIR Richards Boulevard
tax increment bond. The ac al anticipated Low/Mod balance will be zero during the period 2000-2004.
Of the total $5.243 million g nerated from the CIR bond, $1.243 million has been designated for the Low/Mod Housing.

Table 3

Planning Area "Build Out" Housing Objectives
Railyards Specific and Richards Boulevard Area Plans

Railyards Specific Plan (2)

Richards Boulevard
Area Plan ( 1 )

Total Build Out
(Combined Areas )

New Construction
Very Low Income
Low Income
Moderate
Market

579
695
849
1,737

396
504
625
1,275

975
1,199
1,474
3,012

30
218

0
0

30
218

4,108

2,800

6,908

Substantial Rehabilitation
Basler Dreher units
Dos Rios Housing Complex
Total

(1) Excerped from p. 50 of the Richards Boulevard Area Plan, adopted by City Council on December 13, 1994.
(2) Excerped from p. 5-5 of the Railyards Specific Plan, adopted by City Council on December 13, 1994.
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and resulting Housing Set-Aside. The actual deposit into the Low/Mod housing fund will be more tlian the amounts shown on
Table 2 because of the recent tax increment bond.
I
B. Five Year Housing Program
As shown on Table 2, the cumulative housing set-aside from the Project Area that is estimated to be available over the five-year
period of this Implementation Plan is approximately $715,000. Fortunately, these funds have leveraged a recent Agency tax
increment bond that produced $1.243 million in low/mod funds. While the exact expenditure of these funds has not been
determined, the Agency may utilize a portion of the monies in the Housing Fund to begin activities related to residential
development. It is anticipated that the $1.243 million in 1999 Richards Boulevard tax increment bond proceeds may contribute
to the construction of new, or rehabilitation of 330 residential units by 2005. Examples of Agency assistance in development of
these moderate rate units includes:
^
Richards Boulevard "Riverfront" Housin g. The Richards Boulevard Area Plan calls for the d^evelopment of new
residential north of Richards Boulevard, along the American River. It is envisioned that this housing will be developed upon
opening of the 7th Street Extension project, and development of various infrastructure improvements. The plan recognized
that early residential construction would be "pioneering" in nature, and likely require heavy pubic assistance. The
anticipated sale of the Lodi Mission Partners site early in 2000 will likely create an opportunity in assisting as many as 1,000
residential units within the 52-acre site.
I
n

Railyards Residential . As previously stated, the production of 2,800 residential units is anticipated on the Railyards site,
immediately adjacent to the existing Alkali Flat neighborhood and the Central Business District. The requirement for
residential, including affordable housing units, is linked to the production of commercial uses on the site. It is anticipated
that Union Pacific may exceed those thresholds within the next five years, and/or UP may include residential uses as part of
an overall redevelopment of the lower-40 acres. Based on recent private development proposals and targets identified in the
Railyards Specific Plan, it is anticipated that 300 residential units will be developed on the Rail yards site. The Agency
would be a likely partner in the housing production on the Railyards site, pursuant to land dedication requirements contained
in the draft tentative map for the 240-acre site.
. I

n

Basler Dreher Neighborhood Residential Rehabilitation: The RBAP also calls for the preservation and rehabilitation of
the single family homes located in the Basler Dreher neighborhood located east of N. 16h Street. There are approximately
30 WWII era cottages and bungalows located on two residentially zoned streets. It is anticipated that available tax increment
can be allocated to a residential rehab loan program marketed through the Capitol Station District, targeted at renovating
these older units.
I

While the ultimate relocation of substandard residential units along Bannon/North B Street, andthe relocation of Union Gospel
Mission were included as goals of the redevelopment plan, there is no plan to undertake that relocation within the next five years.
Thus, the Housing Component concludes that production of replacement units will not be required as part of this Implementation
Plan.
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ACTION AND MONITORING PLAN
The Action and Monitoring Plan supports the five-year
Implementation Plan (Years 2000-2004) for the Richards
Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area. It is an updateable administrative tool for tracking public and
private investment success.
The Action and Monitoring Plan:
^

n
n
n

Provides a comprehensive set of programs, projects
and activities in the following categories:
Traffic circulation
Public Transportation
Recreation/Open Space
Streetscape/Beautification
Housing- Development/Mixed Use
Historic Preservation
Infrastruture/Utilities
- - Business Assistance
Administrative Actions
Identifies key tasks and financial resources
Outlines the timing and schedule for projects and
programs
Will be updated annually to support decision making
and management activities for the Richards
Boulevard Redevelopment Project Area.

FEBRUARY 2000

RI HARD-S-B-OU-L-EVARD RE--D-E--V-E L-O-P-ME--N-T-P-RO J E-C-T
AREA IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (2 000-2 004)

rn
X

2005 Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan - Action and Monitoring Plan

RICHARDS BOULEVARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA
ACTION AND MONITORING PLAN
2000 - 2004
Traffic Circulation
Projects
7 Street Extension

Descri tion
Construct two-lane 7 Street
connection between D and North B
Street

Richards Boulevard
widening
1-5/Richards Blvd.
Interchange

Complete widening of RB from N.7 to
N. 12'h Streets to five lanes
Widen freeway underpass at Richards
Blvd./I-5 and add on and off-ramps

SR/160 Richards
Boulevard Interchange Phase I
Sutter's Landing
Parkway
Railyards Access

Create signalized at-grade interchange
at Richards Blvd./SR160
Connect SR160 to Capitol City
Freeway
Improve existing Jibboom Street to
create access to the Railyards site
from the RB interchange

■
■

Key Tasks
Design
Construction

Estimated Cost
$10.8 million

Schedule
Year 1 Design,
Year 2
Construction

■

Construction

$3.8 million

•

Design/environmental/engi
neering

$1.2 million (PSR
only)

Year 1 & 2
Construction
Year 1 PSR

•

Construction

■

Design/environmental/engi
neering
Construction
Design/environmental/engi
ring
Design

■
■
■

Public Transportation
Projects
Description
Key Tasks
-Saeramento-Inter-modal- -Renovate-existing-Historic-Sacramento- -PROJEC-T-ON-HOL-D
Station
Rail Depot to serve as intermodal
transportation facility
Folsom Light Rail
Extend light rail to Railyards site, 3` &
■
Design & Environmental
Extension
H Street
■
Obtain easement from UP

unknown

Estimated Cost
-$24-million

$12.9 million

Years 2-5

Schedule
-Years-2=5

Year 1 Design
and Environ.

Resources
Measure A
STIP funds
Development
impact Fees
TEA-21
TEA-21

Development
impact fees

Resources
-STIP
Amtrak Capitol
FTA
-State FCR funds

2005 Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan - Action and Monitoring Plan

n
n

Construction
Phase project w/ UP
development
Land acquisition
pesign/environmental/engi
neering

Dos Rios Light Rail
Station

Construct light rail station along. 12"'.
Street double-track line

n
n

•

Construction

Install bus shelters

Install bus shelters at existing RT bus
stops, in particular in the area of the
Dos Rios Housing Complex

n

Recreation/Oqen Space
Projects
"Two Rivers" Parkway

Sacramento River
Promenade ("River
Walk")
7 Street Park

Descri ption
Develop the south bank of the
American River Parkway between the
confluence with the Sacramento River
and Sutter's Landing Park
Add improvements to the existing
Jedidiah Smith bike trail north of Old
Sacramento from the I Street Bridge to
the confluence with the American
Develop 10-acre park at terminus of 7
Street/American River as part of Lodi
Mission Partners site redevelopment

n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Streetscar)e/Beautification
Projects
Descri ption
12 Street Gateway
Install streetscape improvements along

n

Improvements

n

N. 12 Street

n
N

$2 milliori

Year 1
Acquisition,
design, environ.

Section 3 bus
funds

Identify locations for bus
shelters
Install shelters

To be determined

Year 2-5

unfunded

Key Tasks
Property acquisition
Parkway design
Construct recreation trail
and access points
Upgrade paving
Add lighting, signage,
seating, and landscaping
Develop river access
Upon dedication of land,
develop passive park
improvements

Estimated Cost
$25,000 design
$6 million (prop.
Acq.)
$200,000 (const.)
To be determined

Schedule
Year 1 design

Resources
Quimby fees
Federal funds

Years 2-5

Unfunded

To be determined

Years 2-5

Unfunded

Key Tasks
Develop streetscape plan

Estimated Cost
To be determined

Schedule
Years 2-5

Resources
Unfunded

Install lighting, signage,
and-landscaping
Install safety fence/sound
wall along light rail track
Reroute pedestrian access
along east side of street

2005 Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan - Action and Monitoling Plan

Historic 16 Street
Streetscape
improvements

Assist in renovation and adaptive
reuse of historic 16'h Street building
stock

•
•
n

Housincq Development/Mixed Use
Projects
Descri ption
Lodi Mission Partners
Assist with mixed-use redevelopment
site redevelopment
of 52-acre Cannery site as
housing/commercial development

•
n
n

Railyards site lower 40acres

Facilitate UP's proposed development
of lower-40 acre site

n
n
n
n

Basler/Dreher
Neighborhood
residential rehab
Lifestyle/live-work
conversions

Assist in renovation of approximately
30 units of existing single family homes

n

Promote conversion of warehouse
building into artist live/work residential
use

n
n
n

Historic-Preservation
Projects
Jibboom Street PG&E
Steam Plant Building

Descri ption
Prepare feasibility analysis for
renovation and adaptive reuse of
historic PG&E building and five-acre
site

n
n

Develop streetscape plan
Install lighting, seating,
signage, and landscaping
Develop "street-friendly"
parking

To be determined

Years 2-5

Unfunded

Key Tasks
Off-site infrastructure
Expedited permit
processing/review
Assist with new residential
development fees
Develop 7'h Street park
Off-site infrastructure
Expedited permit
processing/review
Assist with new residential
development fees
Establish residential rehab
program

Estimated Cost
To be determined

Schedule
Years 2-5

Resources
Tax increment

To be determined

Years 2-5

Tax increment

To be determined

Years 2-5

Tax increment

Expedited permit
processing/review
Waive new development
fees
Establish Parking
Management Plan

To be determined

Years 2-5

To be determined

Key Tasks
Feasibility analysis
Possible acquisition by
City

Estimated Cost
To be determined

Schedule
Year 1
acquisition,
feasibility
analysis

Resources
Private capital
Historic
preservation tax
credits

2005 Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Plan - Action and Monitoring Plan

Historic Rail Depot and
REA Express Building

Historic UP Railyards
Central Shop
Maintenance buildings

Assist State Railroad Museum in the
master plan for long term
establishment of the new Railroad
Technology Museum in the Shops

Preserve Southern
Pacific Water Tower

Relocate and preserve donated UP
water tower

Gateway Historic District

n

Assist in renovation and adaptive
reuse of Historic Depot and adjacent
REA building

Establish historic district status for
Gateway District and prepare
guidelines for redevelopment of area.

n

n
^
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Infrastructure/Utilities
Projects
New City Water Intake
structure

Descri ption
Construct new water intake structure
on the Sacramento River

Sacramento River Water
Treatment Plant
expansion
Richards Boulevard

Expansion of 'detention and treatment
ponds at the Sacramento River water
treatment plant
Installation of street lighting

•
n

n
n

Determine long term
tenancy of transit uses
Work w/ UP on private
development initiatives

To be determined

State lease negotiations w/ $25 million
UPSecure State funding
Prepare Master Plan
Facilitate Railyard Specific
Plan amendments, if
required
Remove/relocate tower
$10,000
from existing location
(Relocation only)
Renovate
Select new location
Building Dept. staff
To be determined
assistance
Waive development fees
Historic renovation tax
credits
Develop off-site
infrastructure
Parking Management Plan

Key Tasks
Acquire easement
Construct new intake
structure

Acquisition of
Bannon/North B Street
properties
Install lighting at Dos

Years 2-5

Year 1 Design,
lease
negotiation,
minor
construction

Private capital
Historic
preservation tax
credits
Tax increment
Prop 116 funds
State Parks Bond

Year 1
Relocation

Private funds
Tax increment

Year 1 process
amendments,
approve list of
structures

Tax increment

Estimated Cost
To be determined

Schedule
Year 1 Design,
obtain
easements,
-begin
construction
To be determined Years 2-5

Utility fees

$50,000 Dos-

CDBG funds

Year 1

Resources
Utility fees
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Area-wide lighting

Street overlays
Jibboom Street Viaduct
Improvements

Resurface deteriorated street
conditions throughout area
Paint bridge structure/arrest
rust/replace missing light fixtures

N. C Street Fire Station
relocation

Relocate North C Street fire station to
Sunbeam/N. 12'h Street

Business Assistance
Projects
Capitol Station District

Blue Diamond retention
(ongoing activities)
General Produce
retention (ongoing
activities)
Business recruitment
assistance

Descri ption
Continue to support CSD as
organization representing business
and property
in the project area
Complete business assistance
program
Provide land exchange to facilitate
General Produce's expansion and
consolidation
City Economic Development Dept. staff
recruitment efforts

Rios/North B street

Rios)

Construction

n

Dos Rios Street funded

To be determined

n
n
.
n
•
.

Clean and treat rust
Replace missing lights
Paint
Land acquisition
Design
Construction

To be determined

Year 1
Construction
Years 2-5

City general fund

$3 million

Years 2-5

Unfunded

Estimated Cost
N/a

Schedule
Ongoing

Resources
General fund

$1 million

Year 1

Tax increment

No net cost/land
swap w/ City

Year 1

City land assets

No cost

Ongoing

City Economic
Development
Dept. staff

Meet with businesses to
identify ways City can
assist to retain business

No cost

Ongoing

City Economic
Development
Dept. staff

Key Tasks
Determine NEATS system
capacity
Identify preferred

Estimated Cost
To be determined

Schedule
Year 1 Process
amendments,
environmental

Resources
Development
impact fees

n

n
n

n

Key Tasks
City participation in
Property Based
Im rovement District
Acquisition of key parcels
to secure BDG
Complete land exchange
at N. 14th /N. A Streets
City staff ongoing efforts to
attract businesses to
"opportunity sites" and

City general fund

vacant properties in area
Business retention
program

Administrative-Actions
Projects
NEATS traffic circulation
amendments

Work w/ Capitol Station District to
identify businesses planning to
relocate from the area

Descri ption
Amend the City's General Plan,
Central City Community Plan,
Railyards S pecific Plan, and Richards

n

n
n
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Boulevard Area Plan and Facility
Element to include selected NEATS
traffic circulation improvements
Railyards Specific Plan
amendments

Richards Boulevard
Area Plan amendments

•
•

In conjunction with Union Pacific,
process application to revise RSP to
address changed conditions

•

Facilitate any amendments as required

■

■

■

Update program
environmental
documents
Parking Management
Plan

Adopt recommended list
of historic structures to
Central City historic
register
Update Finance Plan

Pursue expedited
entitlement/building
permit/design review for
project area

Update outdated environmental
documents

■
■

Develop parking management plan to
provide policies that relieve parking
requirements until public transit service
established
Amend City's Central City Historic
Register to include RB historic
structures

■

Update/revise new development fee
program based on new land
use/infrastructure cost estimates

■

Coordinate CSD and the City's building
and planning department to identify
perceived problems with City

■

ermittin
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process

■
■

■

amendments
Engineer new system
Prepare environmental
documentation
Submittal of UP's
application to amend plan
Establish City Team to
process amendments
Relieve parking
requirements
Amend riverfront
development standards
Review land use build-out
Retain environmental
consultant to prepare
supplemental EIR
Establish interim parking
policies and mitigations

To be determined

Year 1 Process
amendments

Private funds

To be determined

Year l Process
amendments

Tax increment

To be determined

Year l

Tax increment

To be determined

Years 2-5

City Planning
staff
CSD

Complete required State
forms
Public hearing

$9,000

Year l

Tax increment

Revise infrastructure cost
estimates
Revise land use
development assumption
Ongoing coordination

To be determined

Years 2-5

Unfunded

No cost

Ongoing

CSD
City staff

